How to Understand Our Amplifier Test Reports

Recordings
Preview of Next Season's Releases

What's the Safest Way to Store, Clean, and Play Your Records? Three Experts Tell You How...
Controlled dispersion.
A new insight.

Presenting the Studio Standard speaker systems by Fisher.

The problem of getting a solo instrument to come from a single point-source while the rest of the orchestra appears to originate from the rest of the stage is one that has plagued engineers since the invention of high fidelity.

The problem has been attacked in a number of ways, by using reflective speakers or omnidirectional speakers. At Fisher, we believe that controlled dispersion is the complete answer. Our new Studio Standard series of speakers incorporates this new concept of speaker design.

We believe that these three speakers represent a major step forward. In order to gain a full understanding of this new approach to speaker design, you will have to read our detailed literature (available free, on request) and then listen to the speakers at your dealer.

Write to Fisher Radio, Dept. HF-9, 11-44 45th Road, Long Island City, New York 11101.

FISHER
We invented high fidelity.
A significant advance in the state-of-the-art

THE PICKERING XV-15/1200E CARTRIDGE

unequalled for precision in design and performance.

"PRECISION" is the one word that best characterizes the extraordinary quality of the new Pickering XV-15/1200E cartridge, the culmination of Pickering's 25 years in contributing important technological advances to the manufacture of magnetic cartridges.

Its exceptional design and performance accords it a DCF (Dynamic Coupling Factor) rating of 1200. Naturally, it delivers 100% Music Power.

This cartridge is for the sophisticate—one who possesses components of such superlative quality that the superiority of the XV-15/1200E is a requirement. $79.95 audiophile net. Write Pickering & Co., Dept. G 101 Sunnyside Blvd., Plainview, N.Y. 11803.

SPECIFICATIONS

Frequency Response: 10 Hz to 30 KHz
Nominal Output: 4.4 mV
Channel Separation, Nominal: 35 dB
Stylus Tip: 0.0002" X 0.0007" Elliptical Diamond
Tracking Force: ¾ gram, ± ½ gram, − ¼ gram

All Pickering cartridges are designed for use with all 2 and 4-channel matrix derived compatible systems.
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Dimensional Praecox
(4 channels = 2 dimensions)

With all the hoopla about four-channel sound, some old promotional geometries have had to be revived and revised. If your memory goes back to the early days of stereo, you may well recall that the new process was referred to as "three-dimensional" or "3-D" (to evoke the American public such glamorous cinematic images as the 3-D B picture House of Wax), in opposition to mono, which presumably was only 2-D. Today quadraphonics is being touted as "three-dimensional," implying that stereo was really only two-dimensional all the time. Some quadraphonic equipment is even being advertised as "four-dimensional," of course, which should give the theoretical physicists something to think about. But as anybody with two eyes and/or two ears in his head should realize, four-channel sound provides only two dimensions. Mono sound, emanating from a point, is really no-dimensional. Stereo, by stretching the point into a line across a wall, made one's high fidelity system one-dimensional. Now, with quadraphonics, the dimension of depth is added. Depth and breadth—that's two dimensions.

But, you may object, even in mono one certainly did not feel that the music lacked dimension. Just listen to, (you say), Beethoven's Leonore Overture Number Anything; you can tell that the off-stage trumpet is not at the same spot as the orchestra. True—but only because of your experience with what a distant trumpet sounds like. You "hear" that the recorded trumpet is "farther away" in the same sense that you perceive perspective in a two-dimensional painting. However, a mono sound system cannot tell you whether that trumpet is to the right or left. If somebody has taped a distant trumpet call and then played it at the appropriate spot in the overture but directly in front of the orchestra, I doubt that anyone could tell from a mono recording of the performance that the sound was not coming from a trumpet really off stage. The only true dimensionality in mono comes from the reflected acoustics in your listening room—which of course is three-dimensional.

This suggests another acoustic/dimensional paradox. When you listen to a good stereo setup, you can pinpoint sound sources not only at the two speakers but anywhere in between. In a quadraphonic setup, if you are in the center of four equidistant speakers, you can pinpoint the sound anywhere along a circumference (theoretically, I suppose, you should be able to detect a point of sound anywhere on a circular plane, though I for one have never heard a four-channel system that could place an oboe at my navel). But here is the paradox. Is it really a circular image? What if your room is square?

I leave you to figure out that one.

At any rate, when you do want three-dimensional sound you will need a system with a minimum of six channels—two emanating from the front, two from the back, one from the floor, and one from the ceiling. Four-channel sound is still only two-dimensional.

And if you are interested in adding this second dimension to your setup, next month's annual "NEW PRODUCTS ISSUE" will tell you what equipment is being made available this season. Although there will be a big push for quadraphonics, many new standard components are also being introduced, and we will of course cover these too. Also in October you can learn HOW TO UNDERSTAND OUR PREAMP REPORTS, the sequel to an article in this issue. AMERICA'S CHANGING TASTES IN POPULAR MUSIC, originally planned for this issue, will appear next month. And a legendary singer will be the subject of an exclusive and rare INTERVIEW WITH LAURITZ MELCHIOR.
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We enjoy telling you how each aspect of the 12 year basic research program on sound reproduction contributed to the unconventional features found in the Bose 901 and 501 DIRECT/REFLECTING® loudspeakers. We also take pride in quoting from the unprecedented series of rave reviews because to us they are like awards won for the best design.

However, it is important to realize that the research and the reviews are of only academic interest unless the speakers really are audibly superior. It is equally important to realize that YOU are in every sense the ultimate judge, for you are the one who lives with the sound you choose.

So—forget the rave reviews and the research and sit in judgement of two fascinating experiments. Take your most exacting records to any franchised BOSE dealer and:

1. Place the BOSE 901's directly on top of any other speakers, regardless of their size or price, and make an A-B listening test with your records.
2. Place the BOSE 501's beside (with at least 2 feet clearance) any other speaker using woofers, tweeters and crossovers and perform the A-B listening test. (Don't ask the price of the 501 before the test.)

Then, just enjoy your records. When you finish you will know why we get much more satisfaction from our work than could ever be derived from profits alone.

P.S. . . . If you already own speakers, many dealers will lend you a pair of BOSE 901's for an A-B in your living room, where the acoustics are generally far superior to those of the speaker-lined showroom.

* Copies of the Audio Engineering Society paper, 'ON THE DESIGN, MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION OF LOUDSPEAKERS', by Dr. A. G. Bose, are available from the Bose Corp. for fifty cents.

† For copies of the reviews, circle our number(s) on your reader service card.

You can hear the difference now.

Unless they're audibly superior it's all academic.

The BOSE 901 and BOSE 501 are covered by patent rights, issued and pending.

Circle 9 for information on the Bose 501
Circle 12 for information on the Bose 901
High Efficiency

Bravo for the articles on “Loudspeaker Proficiency” Pro and Con by Larry Phillips and Roy Allison (June 1972). As loudspeaker manufacturers we continually struggle with the same laws of physics that hamper other manufacturers in their attempts to make the “perfect” loudspeaker. We feel that the more the public knows of these immutable laws and how they affect all designs—no matter what the trade name—the better it is for the future of the industry and the contentment of the people involved.

The “best” loudspeaker is and will remain the large high-efficiency type with the proper bandpass for the music to be reproduced. The point is not whether small models can be good, but how much of the enormous thrill of music should be sacrificed for sake of size, simplicity of design, and cost.

Every listener should be permitted to make his own decision; and there will always be manufacturers catering to each school of thought. But the manufacturer who makes limited bandpass or small size virtues in themselves is not telling all the truth to the customer. Actually, larger speakers can be constructed with a wider bandpass than contained in most large loudspeakers of today; and small loudspeakers are simply unable to handle the bandpass and dynamic range of today’s program sources—for a series of reasons having to do with thermal laws, the laws of defraction, and other esoteric matter properly left to the technical journals.

Thank you in any case for reopening a discussion that is as old as the art of high fidelity.

Irving M. Fried
IMF Products

After reading the Phillips/Allison doubleheader in the June issue, my head reeled with ideas. But I know that one should try to be concise. Therefore, I will say only this: Mr. Allison strikes me as being basically a music lover; Mr. Phillips a gadget-happy salesman.

Leonard Austenfeld
West Hollywood, Calif.

Electro-Voice has designed and manufactured loudspeakers of high and low efficiency for a number of years. Since we are more than reasonably familiar with the attributes of both approaches, we were shocked by Larry Phillips’ “justification” of high-efficiency transducers. I can understand Mr. Phillips’ inclination to dismiss the “technical invective” that producers. I can understand Mr. Phillips’ inclination to dismiss the “technical invective” that

Gene Lees asserts (“Amplification in the Theater,” May 1972) that “a voice in amplification is in some ways even more naked than a voice heard ‘live.’” Recently I heard a nightclub singer who, to prove her worth, threw aside the microphone she had been clenching all night and let us hear her real, true-to-life, naked voice without benefit of amplification. Result: a better, clearer, and—would you believe it—a louder tone, but without the unpleasant stridency and distortion induced by the mike. In fact it was a completely different voice; vastly improved, a pleasure to hear—which hadn’t been with the aid of a mike. The evil lies not in faulty equipment but in overamplification. A good voice, big or small, will fill a large hall or theater on its own; it sounds better in its natural state and does not need the aid of the mike.

To sum it all up, like many other commercialized phenomena, amplification promotes worthless wailing on the one hand, and masks the qualities of an intrinsically good voice on the other.

M. A. Holder
London, Ontario

Revising the Russians

Regarding Steven J. Haller’s comments concerning the so-called “new” Tchaikovsky piano concerto (“Letters,” June 1972), I do not believe that performance of this reconstructed work in the Soviet Union would be a disservice to the composer. It is precisely because of the eseen held for Tchaikovsky in Russia that his most obscure and discarded works are scrutinized and studied.

The first movement of the originally proposed Sixth Symphony was published in 1894 as the Piano Concerto No. 3, Op. 75 and the reconstructed second and third movements in 1897 as the Andante and Finale, Op. 79. It is interesting to note that both publications were posthumous. Similarly, the symphonic ballad The Voyvode was printed in 1897 although the composer had destroyed the score after the first performance of the work. This publication, made from orchestral parts, is even more important since the work is Tchaikovsky’s alone. It is a highly dramatic work and was recorded years ago by Concert Hall Society in a limited edition. Hopefully it will be re-recorded in the future.

Charles Marooin Paterson, N.J.

The rearrangement of the overture to Mussorgsky’s The Fair at Sorochinsk that David Hamilton wonders about in his review of the Melodiya recording [June 1972] is one made by the composer Anatol Liadov in 1904. (A performance was once available on MGM 3038, conducted by Walter Susskind.) Since Mussorgsky not only completed but orchestrated the overture itself, its use in this recording just adds another line to the long list of crimes that have been perpetrated against this great artist.

The much superior Epic performance that Mr. Hamilton mentions was available until this February on Arista S 505.

Greg Audiee
Hanover, N.H.

Psyching Out Frank, Jr.

In the June 1972 issue, one Morgan Ames (identified on your masthead as a “contributing editor,” not a psychoanalyst as we must assume from her comments) reviewed the Frank Sinatra, Jr. Daybreak LP entitled “Spice.” After trying to find out what was disturbing Miss Ames (it would appear to us here at Daybreak that she did not really bother to listen to the entire LP, nor did she read the very informative liner notes), we came to the sad conclu-
Sometimes high fidelity people lose sight of what it's all about: Sound.
The ultimate test of any piece of high fidelity equipment is what you hear.
That's why, of all the statements made by equipment reviewers about our Garrard Zero 100, the most significant were these:
"Using identical virgin records, and virgin styli in identical good cartridges, the Zero 100 on occasion sounded markedly 'crisper' than other turntables." Rolling Stone.
"A listening test proves to bring new life to many records, noticeably reducing distortion on the inner grooves." Radio Electronics.
"From about 7 in. diameter to runout, the Zero 100 delivers considerably less distortion and greater definition than with the same pickup mounted in a standard arm. The improvement in sound quality is notably impressive." Elementary Electronics.
"The articulated arm of the Zero 100 produced less distortion, and therefore greater definition, on high-level, musically complex passages, from the inner grooves." Hi-Fi Stereo Buyers' Guide.
That's what reviewers actually heard when they tested the first automatic turntable with Zero Tracking Error. This is, to our knowledge, the first time a turntable has been given credit for making records sound better.
Cartridges and other components, yes. But never a turntable — until the Zero 100.
By this time you probably know how we achieve Zero Tracking Error. The principle of the articulating arm, continually adjusting the angle of the cartridge so it is always at a 90° tangent to the grooves, is a simple one. But the ingenious engineering and the development of the precision pivots to make the principle work, took several years.
But enough from us. Let's go back to what the reviewers say about the Zero 100.
"It probably is the best arm yet offered as an integral part of an automatic player." High Fidelity.
"All of these features combined into one automatic turntable make news, even though some are found on other units. Only in the Zero 100 are they all put together." Audio.
When Audio talks about "all of these features" they're referring to such things as our magnetic anti-skating, variable speed control, illuminated strobe, viscous-damped cueing, 15' vertical tracking adjustment, patented Garrard Synchro-Lab synchronous motor and our exclusive two-point record support in automatic play.
But all of this gets back to our original point. It is the sound that makes the difference. After all, a $200 record player should give you a really meaningful difference. And the high fidelity experts agree that people who own a Zero 100 will hear better than people who don't.
If you'd like to read the reviews in full detail, we'll send them to you along with a complete brochure on the Zero 100 and the Garrard line.
Write to: British Industries Company, Dept. 122, Westbury, N.Y. 11590.

GARRARD ZERO 100
The only automatic turntable with Zero Tracking Error.
Mfg. by Plessey Ltd. Dist. by British Industries Company.
If you thought you'd heard all there was to hear in highly linear three-way acoustic suspension speaker systems, you've got more hearing to do. You must now hear the new Scott Design 61 and Design 71 controlled impedance speaker systems. After 27 months of development effort, Scott chief speaker engineer Peter Globa has realized a pair of new full-frequency range speaker systems which significantly advance the state of the speaker art in two important parameters, smoothness of the response characteristic (freedom from peaks and resonances) and breadth of useful frequency range. Design 61 covers the range 30 to 20,000 Hz and handles 75 watts. Design 71 covers the range 28 to 20,000 Hz and handles 100 watts.

We're so pleased with Peter's new designs that we challenge you to ask your Scott dealer for a demonstration of the new Design 61 and Design 71 speaker systems using the best electronics available, and program material with which you are intimately familiar. Then, ask the dealer to play the same program through the type speakers you now own, or any other competitive system he has on display, even a system costing twice as much.

We wouldn't dare make this challenge if we didn't know you'd find the Design 61 at $129.90 and the Design 71 at $169.90 two of the uncommon heard.

SCOTT
where innovation is a tradition
H.H. Scott, Inc., 111 Powellsmill Road, Maynard, Mass. 01754
discwasher™
Professional Bldg., 3rd Floor, Columbia, Mo. 65201
the superior record cleaner
for your nearest dealer call
800-325-2593
toll free 9 AM to 5 PM thru September.

Wet Blanket
A few words of caution to Russian and romantic music lovers. Ormandy's new recording of Gliezer's /va Murametz/ may sound magnificently to R. D. Darrell, but to these ears RCA has done it again—badly.

Back in the early '60s, when they were producing truly awesome sound for Reiner, RCA could have done justice to Gliezer's score, but since Dukasgroove their orchestral recordings have declined in some range and presence—not to mention in surface quality.

In his review of /va Murametz/, Mr. Darrell praises the "true apotheoses of the brass, horn, and woodwind choirs." He must have quite an imagination. Mr. Darrell says that this recording excels those that Ormandy made in his last years with Columbia. Now Columbia may not have given its orchestras the most realistic reproduction, but at least the sound didn't seem to have a blanket over it. Too bad Columbia didn't record a stereo version of /va before Ormandy left.

Mr. Darrell's defense of sensuous music like Gliezer's was the best thing in the June issue, but to extend one of his metaphors a bit, listening to RCA's recording of /va Murametz/ is like making passionate love when one has a cold and one's ears are stuffed.

Joel Flegler
Lenally, N. J.

Mr. Darrell replies: It's good to learn that Mr. Flegler and I agree on two things: the incomparable merits of the RCA/Reiner recordings and the appeal of sensuous music like Gliezer's. But I'm afraid that you're not seeing the whole picture. RCA's recording of /va Murametz/ is colored in alluring ways, and when I listened to it, I could not hear a cold when I listened to the disc in question. Several times, and on two completely different playback systems.

In addition, though, I must protest that any blanket—wet or dry—denies of any one major recording company's technology is impossible to validate due to the different conductor-engineer teams operating in varied locations and with varied programmatic materials. Like book publishers, each major recording company has its own particular amount of successes and failures.

Missing Harpsichordists
I must write in hi-fi dudgeon to register one complaint with Victor Walfson's otherwise excellent article on the resurgence of the harpsichord ["Back from the Brink," June 1972]. Mr. Walfson has, in my opinion, slighted the most exciting harpsichord virtuoso now performing, Fernando Valenti. Despite what Mr. Walfson himself spoke to me recently of his admiration for the former's enormous scholarship, the fact remains that Valenti plays the Scarlatti sonatas better than anyone, certainly better than Kirkpatrick, whose puny, tinkling efforts are on Odyssey. If the latter's sound is the authentic baroque so admired by Mr. Walfson, then thank goodness for modern harpsichordists and Valenti's powerful, eagle-taloned technique.

Richard W. Siles
Pasadena, Calif.

In the recent article by Victor Walfson on the harpsichord, the author's failure to mention Yella Pesl struck me as bad taste and unfortunate from a historical point of view. Although Madame Pesl did not make any LPs in the era just before the advent of LP she was a prolific recording artist, and accounted for most discriminating connoisseurs as second only to Madame Landowska.

Bard Hastings
New York, N.Y.
Listen carefully and you can still hear some audiophiles refer to the record stylus as . . . "the needle." Although we are not about to quibble over semantics, we would like to go on record, so to speak, as observing that the stylus of today bears no more resemblance to a needle than it does to a ten-penny nail. In fact, it is probably the most skillfully assembled, critically important component in any high fidelity system. It must maintain flawless contact with the undulating walls of the record groove — at the whisper-weight tracking forces required to preserve the fidelity of your records through repeated playings. We put everything we know into our Shure Stereo Dynetic Stylus Assemblies — and we tell all about it in an informative booklet. "Visit To The Small World Of A Stylus." For your copy, write:

Shure Brothers Inc.
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, Ill. 60204

September 1972
There's a Heathkit receiver with specs you never

The Heathkit AR-14 — a great beginning for a first system. Experts call it one of the best kit-form values ever. $99.95 less cabinet.

The all new Heathkit AR-1214 — a young-at-heart AM/FM receiver with a bold new styling. Unbelievable performance. $169.95 includes cabinet.

The new Heathkit AR-1302 offers a newly designed FM IF utilizing two ceramic filters, two ICs. You have to hear it to believe it. $239.95 less cabinet.

The Heathkit AR-29 — a solid 50 watts per channel with every state-of-the-art design feature you would expect in a top quality receiver. $299.95 less cabinet.

The incomparable AR-1500 — Julian Hirsch said it was the most powerful receiver he had ever tested. Check the specs for yourself and save some shopping time. $379.95 less cabinet.

The most sophisticated components in the audio world are kits.
in your price range
thought you could afford

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model No.</th>
<th>AR-1500</th>
<th>AR-29</th>
<th>AR-1302</th>
<th>AR-1214</th>
<th>AR-14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>$379.95*</td>
<td>$299.95*</td>
<td>$239.95*</td>
<td>$169.95*</td>
<td>$99.95*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IHF Sensitivity (uV)</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IHF FM % THD</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IHF FM Capture Ratio (dB)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IHF FM Selectivity (dB)</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiated AM Sensitivity uV/meter</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM Selectivity (dB)</td>
<td>10 kHz</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20 kHz</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IHF Power Per Channel @ % THD 8Ω</td>
<td>90 W @ 0.25</td>
<td>50 W @ 0.25</td>
<td>30 W @ 0.25</td>
<td>25 W @ 0.5</td>
<td>15 W @ 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous Power Per Channel @ % THD 8Ω</td>
<td>60 W @ 0.25</td>
<td>35 W @ 0.25</td>
<td>20 W @ 0.25</td>
<td>15 W @ 0.5</td>
<td>10 W @ 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4Ω</td>
<td>120 W @ 0.25</td>
<td>65 W @ 0.25</td>
<td>30 W @ 0.25</td>
<td>15 W @ 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100 W @ 0.25</td>
<td>35 W @ 0.25</td>
<td>20 W @ 0.25</td>
<td>10 W @ 1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% THD @ 1 Watt</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% IM Distortion @ Continuous Power</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Sensitivity (mV)</td>
<td>Phono</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aux</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal to Noise Ratio (dB)</td>
<td>Phono</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aux</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions</td>
<td>5½&quot; H x 18½&quot; W x 13¾&quot; D</td>
<td>5½&quot; H x 16¾&quot; W x 14½&quot; D</td>
<td>5½&quot; H x 16¾&quot; W x 14½&quot; D</td>
<td>3½&quot; H x 17&quot; W x 13&quot; D</td>
<td>3½&quot; H x 15½&quot; W x 12&quot; D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mailing Weight</td>
<td>53 lbs.</td>
<td>34 lbs.</td>
<td>30 lbs.</td>
<td>16 lbs.</td>
<td>18 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabinet</td>
<td>AR-1500-1/$24.95*</td>
<td>AE-19/$19.95*</td>
<td>AE-19/$19.95*</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>AE-55/$12.95*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See them all at your Heathkit Electronic Center... or fill out the coupon below

Either way you get the world's first universal four-channel decoder.

Now Electro-Voice offers our new universal decoder circuit built into both a stereo receiver and a 4-channel decoder.

The EVR-4X4 Receiver has every needed feature for 2- and 4-channel sound. Yet it costs no more than many 2-channel units that offer half the pleasure. And it will properly decode any matrix 4-channel input without switching. Ideal for playing SO*, Stereo-41, or any other matrixed records, tape, or FM sources.

The EVX-44 Universal Decoder creates a 4-channel control center for existing stereo equipment. Just add a second stereo amp and two more speakers. Unique separation enhancement circuit automatically adjusts front-back separation as required by program material.

Both the receiver and the decoder are also designed to accommodate 'discrete' inputs like 8-track tape if you wish. Hear the finest in four-channel sound at your Electro-Voice showroom. Where the excitement is!

EVR-4X4
Four-Channel
AM/FM Receiver $249.95

EVR-4X4
Four-Channel
Universal
Decoder $99.95

A Copland Premiere on Disc

LONDON

How many world premieres have been given in recording studios? The latest came when Aaron Copland with the New Philharmonia Orchestra taped his three Latin American Sketches at the EMI studios for CBS early last June. The following week, Copland explained, Andre Kostelanetz was due to give the first public performance at the New York Promenade concerts. The composer had been receiving transatlantic cables asking for elucidation of accents marked in the score. Copland seemed quite relieved to get into the studio and work the problems out for himself.

I have rarely seen him so happily relaxed during recording sessions, jaunting back into the studio from a playback humming the catchy rhythmic tune of the first sketch, Estribillo. The score bears the date August 31, 1971, but the inspiration—like those of the other two sketches—came many years ago. For this opening Estribillo and the third equally rambunctious dance, Danza del Jalisco (written in 1959 but not scored until recently), he went back to his memories of wartime Cuba in the early Forties. Just as in Mexico City he had been inspired to write El Salon Mexico, so in Cuba he visited the dance halls, and there he told me he was struck not just by the vibrart noise and clashing rhythms—a terrific racket,” he said—but by the layout of each hall, with the players milling below.

Like El Salon Mexico the three Sketches may provide no musical problems for the listener, but the two dances, with their cross-accents and uneven rhythms, are taxing enough for the players. When I arrived, the session was already half over, but they had reached only the second take of the first dance, the Estribillo. Not even that take was completed before the tea break, and by the time the first piece was safely “in the can” to the satisfaction both of Copland and of the CBS recording manager, Paul Myers, only one hour remained of the three-hour session.

“Never mind,” said Myers, “the other two pieces are easy.” Certainly that was true of the second piece, a quiet interlude in Copland’s purest vein. El Paisaje Mejicano, a musical landscape with soaring string melodies. But even that took a twenty-minute rehearsal—Copland particularly careful about balancing and perfecting one “slow grace note” for the flute. The first take had only minor imperfections, but then the principal bassoon (who has an important solo) was suddenly taken ill. While he was recovering, Copland and the orchestra went on to rehearse the final movement in guapango rhythm, 3/4 alternating with 6/8. It proved to be more difficult than Myers had predicted.

In fact, it began to look as though the session would have an untidy end, unsatisfying to everyone; but such is the professional skill of an orchestra like the New Philharmonia that the bassoonist returned promptly for a second perfecting take, and the tricky Danza del Jalisco was completed after a mere fifteen minutes’ overtime. They went on that afternoon—with an hour’s break for lunch—to record the five short movements of Copland’s Music for the Movies, another tricky task because it always seems more economical in time to record long movements rather than short. The day previously, Copland had recorded with the same forces both El Salon Mexico and The Red Pony. The day before that he had conducted a public concert of his music with the NPO at the Royal Albert Hall. Not bad for a seventy-one-year-old.

Gentlemen’s Agreement. Earlier in the month a long gentlemanly tussle be-
Your next receiver should have 3 things missing.

The input transformer. The output transformer. And the output capacitor. Because when you cut those three things out of a receiver, you cut down on a fourth thing. Distortion. We do it with a system called direct coupling. And Panasonic puts it in all its FM/AM/FM Stereo Receivers.

With this system the amplifier circuit is coupled directly to the speaker terminals. To improve transient response and damping. So there's less than 0.8% harmonic distortion. To help you hear only the sound of music.

The sound of the SA-6500 is really something to listen to. With a full 200 watts of power (LHF). To fill even a big room with music. And there's also a power band width of 5 to 60,000 Hz.

The SA-6500 also has two 4-pole MOS FET's. That provide 1.8μV FM sensitivity. To pull in FM stations that are too weak or too far to make it on their own. Integrated circuitry and a crystal filter improve the capture ratio. And there are low-filter, high-filter, and loudness switches. So the music comes out closer to the way it started out. And an FM linear dial scale and two tuning meters. To make the music you want just a little easier to find.

You can also find that music on the SA-6200. With 150 watts of power. Plus 2 RF stages and 6 IF stages. To provide selective station tuning. And there are PNP low-noise silicon transistors in the differential amplifier drive-stage. To give almost noise-free performance. No matter who's performing.

For less money you can still get a lot of power. From our SA-5800. With a full 100 watts. The SA-5500. With 70 watts. Or our newest receiver, the SA-5200. With 46 watts. And some of the features you'll find in our more expensive stereo receivers.

So before you get your next receiver, see your franchised Panasonic Hi-Fi dealer. He'll show you what should be missing. So you don't miss out on anything.

FOR YOUR NEAREST FRANCHISED PANASONIC HI-FI DEALER, CALL TOLL FREE 800 243-6010. IN CONN., 1-800 882-6500.
between EMI and Decca/London had finally been resolved in favor of the latter, when Daniel Barenboim and Vladimir Ashkenazy recorded Mozart's Double Concerto with the English Chamber Orchestra in Kingsway Hall. It was some years ago that Christopher Nupen, television producer and friend of Barenboim, had directed a prize-winning film of the two pianists preparing this work. Barenboim has always insisted that his only possible partner on record must be Ashkenazy, but Decca refused to give him up so that EMI might include the disc in its integral series of Mozart piano concertos with Barenboim. In the end Decca's nerve proved stronger, and though this disc (also including Mozart's Triple Concerto with Fou Ts'ong as the third pianist) is not likely to appear for at least three years, it will have a Decca/London label.

The sessions were fascinating. Barenboim, Ashkenazy and I left the others at lunch, while the two virtuoso friends warmed up. Barenboim sat down at his lidless piano, elbow to elbow with Ashkenazy at a piano facing in the opposite direction. Barenboim was in a smart, very English blazer with brass buttons, but with cigar jutting and chin held high he still managed to look like a miniature tycoon. Then what did he play as soon as his fingers touched the keyboard? Not Mozart at all but the opening cadenza of Brahms's Second Piano Concerto: and in a mad, heady moment Ashkenazy joined him in the most improbable of synchronized duets. Needless to say they collapsed in laughter, and then went on to serious work with the Mozart. The curious layout for the session—Ashkenazy and later Fou Ts'ong with their backs to the orchestra—was prescribed because Barenboim directed the instrumentalists from the keyboard.

More piano concerto sessions featured Alfred Brendel who, with Bernard Haitink and the London Philharmonic, recorded the two Liszt concertos and Toccata and Fugue at Walthamstow for Philips. It says much for Brendel's concentration and fantastic technique that a mere three and a half sessions were needed, leaving four and a half hours of recording time to spare at the end. Haitink and the LPO promptly slotted in an impromptu recording of Elgar's Enigma Variations, which they had played very impressively earlier in the week at the Royal Festival Hall.

EMI sessions have included André Previn and the London Symphony Orchestra at Kingsway Hall in a series of popular Tchaikovsky works—the complete Nutcracker ballet, 1812 Overture (previously not one of Previn's party pieces), Romeo and Juliet, and Marche Slave. The recording manager, Christopher Bishop, described the nine sessions as being "full of joy," though everyone concerned found that Nutcracker is not as easy as you might think, requiring the full schedule of six sessions. Bishop also promises great things of the Brandenburg Concertos which rather surprisingly Sir Adrian Boult is doing with the full LPO. The sound will be luscious of course, deliberately taking a different course from current fashion; but according to Bishop, there was "no lagging at all" under Boult's command.

EDWARD GREENFIELD
I would like information on how to become part owner in a portfolio of more than 120 U.S. corporations for $20 a month.

I understand Investors Stock Fund is a mutual fund that owns securities in more than 120 U.S. corporations. It is designed to give me both long-term capital gain possibilities and reasonable income consistent with capital gain objectives.

By using your Investors Accumulation Plan I can now buy Investors Stock Fund for $20 a month.
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The fall months are traditionally big ones for the record companies: With the impetus of a fresh music season and an eye to Christmas gift-giving, the labels may be generally counted upon to prepare a barrage of major new releases. A glance below at HIGH FIDELITY's annual forecast will show the customary wide-ranging variety of offerings, from the medieval to the latest avant-garde ruminations. Expensive operatic projects are the immediate attention-getters: Angel's new Tristan with Karajan, an all-star Fledermaus, and the Caballé/Domingo Manon Lescaut; Strauss's Capriccio, Rossini's Barber, and a live Dutchman from Bayreuth on DGG; London's two latest Sutherland vehicles (Rigoletto and Hoffmann) and the Solti Parsifal; another entry in the Colin Davis/Philips Berlioz cycle, Benvenuto Cellini; the ABC rival Hoffmann starring Sills.

In the nonoperatic “superstar” category we find the expected names of Klemperer, De los Angeles, Oistrakh, Previn, Karajan, Solti, Mehta, Davis, Bernstein, Horowitz, Michelangeli, Gilis, Arrau, Haitink, and Ormandy. For added spice there are a few special issues, particularly the long-awaited Furtwängler Ring, which competes with a second (!) budget (!!!) Ring cycle, a dark horse from Westminster; Columbia's second (!!!!) go-around on the complete Webern canon, this time with Boulez in charge; and Fischer-Dieskau's fourth (!!!!) version of Winterreise. In the curio department we note a highlights disc of Mefistofele from London featuring Giuseppe di Stefano: The tenor was to have appeared in the complete 1959 recording instead of Del Monaco, and this disc represents what had been recorded before Di Stefano bowed out.

As in past years, the majority of new material originates from Europe, even in the case of the two local giants, Columbia and RCA, which on the whole continue to hew to the tried and true—big names and standard repertoire. For many collectors, smaller domestic labels such as Nonesuch, Genisis, Cardinal, Candide, Desto, and Turnabout will supply the principal points of interest, at least where fresh repertoire is concerned. Nonesuch offers its usual fascinating blend of the old and the new, while Genisis continues to explore the byways of the romantic piano literature with Burgmuller, Chaminade, Goetz, Hummel, et al. These enterprising companies are expanding horizons with creative record-making, as many majors cut back their activities or, in the case of RCA, indulge in a veritable orgy of “Greatest Hits” repackaging ploys.

Be that as it may, the following compilation should present an ample number of titles to whet the appetite during the months ahead—and not the least in the all-important reissue category (designated below by a *). And for those jaded souls untempted by the prospect ahead, this may be a good time to take stock and perhaps catch up—after all, the Schwann catalogue is already bursting with treasures.

Preview of the Coming Season's Recordings

**ABC Audio Treasury**

- Offenbach: Les Contes d'Hoffmann. Sills, Burrows, Treigle; London Symphony Orch., Rudel, cond.

**Angel**

- Bach: Violin Concertos in D minor and G minor; Double Concerto. Perlman and Zukerman; English Chamber Orch., Barenboim, cond.
- Debussy: Estampes; Pour le piano; Images. Michel Béroff.
- Victoria de los Angeles and Alicia de Larrocha: Hunter College Concert.

**English Music for Strings**


**Italian Opera Choruses**

- Works by Verdi, Rossini, Donizetti, Mascagni, and Puccini. Chorus and Orch. of Covent Garden, Gardelli, cond.

**Mozart**

- Violin Concertos (complete). Oistrakh, violin and cond.; Berlin Philharmonic Orch.
- Manon Lescaut. Caballé, Domingo; New Philharmonic Orch., Bartoletti, cond.
- Die Fledermaus. Rothenberger, Holm, Gedda, Fischer-Dieskau, Berry; Vienna Symphony Orch., Boskovsky, cond.
- Capriccio; Concerto for Piano and Winds; Movements. Michel Béroff; Orchestre de Paris, Ozawa, cond.
**ARCHIVE PRODUCTION**


**ARGO**


**CAMBRIDGE RECORDS**


**CANDIDE**

**Vanguard CARDINAL Series**


**Oblong**

Handel: Overtures: Die Feen; Das Liebesverbot; König Ezio; Christoph Columbus; Huldigungsmarsch; Kaisermarsch. London Symphony Orch., Janowski, cond. Wagner: Tristan und Isolde. Dernesch, Ludwig, Vickers, Berry, Riedersbusch; Berlin Philharmonic Orch., Karajan, cond.

**COLUMBIA MASTERWORKS**


**DESTO**


Debussy: String Quartet. Ravel: String Quartet. LaSalle Quartet.


Smetana: Richard III; String Orch. in D; Circus Polka. Berlin Philharmonic Orch., Karajan, cond.

Scriabin: Preludes for Piano. Laredo.


Bloch: Concerto Grosso for Piano and Strings; Quintet for Piano and Strings. Fine Arts Quartet: Czech Radio Orch., Epstein, cond.

Bruckner: Te Deum. Chorus and Orch. dell'Angeluccio, Janigro, cond.


Flyer:


Hummel: Piano Sonatas (complete). Balsam.

Goetz: Piano Works (complete). Ruiz.


Baroque Music for Trumpet. Works by 17th-century German and Italian composers. Gerard Schwartz, trumpet; Leonard Sharrow, bassoon; Albert Fuller, harpsichord.


Early American Anthems and Hymns. The Western Wind.


Trompet Concertos. Works by Hertel, Mozart, and Hummel. Edward H. Tarr; Conservatorium museum, Lehmkund.

Varese: Ecuatorial; Octandre; Omnion. Contemporary Chamber Ensemble, Weisberg, cond.

Vécsei: L'Apparituras. The Western Wind. Explorer Series: Caribbean Island Music (Songs of Haiti, the Dominican Republic, Liszt: Hunnenschlacht; Orpheus; Mazeppa. Los Angeles Philharmonic Orch., Mehta, cond.

Offenbach: Les Connes d'Off mann. Sutherland, Domingo, Bacquier, orch., Bonyenge, cond.


Varese: Arcana; Integrale; Ionisation. Los Angeles Philharmonic Orch., Mehta, cond.

Verdi: Rigoletto. Sutherland, Pavarotti, Miles. Talvela: London Symphony Orch., Bonyenge, cond.

BASF jamproof cassettes.

Now all BASF cassettes feature jamproof special mechanics. The most significant design breakthrough in the cassette marketplace today. Prevents jamming of invaluable recordings. Eliminates wow and flutter. Prevents tape edge dropouts.

Finally, a cassette with 100% mechanical reliability. Buy BASF Cassettes with jamproof special mechanics.

For the BASF dealer nearest you, write BASF SYSTEMS INC, Bedford, Massachusetts 01730.

Tension spring in C120's prevent jamming due to tape looping.

Two precision guide-arms insure smooth precise winds to eliminate jamming.
Music and motion pictures have had a long and formidable association. Shostakovich, Prokofiev, Walton, Copeland, and Vaughan Williams number among the great classical composers who contributed to the film medium almost as profoundly as they did to formal concert repertoire. A grand alliance, indeed.

Now, three new original soundtrack productions by three remarkably diverse composer-conductors: John Lanchbery, David Munrow and Alfred Ralston.

Lanchbery's enchantingly conceived score for "Peter Rabbit & Tales of Beatrix Potter" is a musical entertainment that sparkles with infectious waltzes, polkas, marches and tarantellas. An intoxicating fantasy-suite of concert hall proportion.

A specialist in the music of the Tudor period, Munrow's courtly airs, ballads and dance tunes for "Henry VIII and His Six Wives" (scored entirely for historical instruments) are a vital partner to the film's total artistic experience.

Ralston's sensitive score for "Young Winston" blazes with Edwardian pagentry, dignity and charm. A vivid musical portrayal of brooding majesty and compelling emotion. In itself, an accomplished and moving orchestral masterpiece.
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Recently a number of influential publications have said some very nice things about our loudspeakers. And we're most grateful. But reviews—even good ones—don't tell the whole story. Stated simply, the only way to judge a loudspeaker is to hear it. Pictured here are four of our best selling models. To the far left, our extraordinary little Thirty-Two ($47.50). Next, the very popular Seventeen ($74.95). Up front, the classic Six ($134.00). And finally, the spectacular Five ($189.95). If you really want to know what KLH is all about, we suggest you listen to any one or all of these fine loudspeakers. And when you do, we're sure you'll agree that KLH delivers everything the reviews promised—and then some.

For more information, visit your KLH dealer or write to KLH Research and Development, 30 Cross St., Cambridge, Mass. 02138.

If you think our reviews sounded good, wait till you hear our loudspeakers!

KLH RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
A Division of The Singer Company

*Suggested retail prices—slightly higher in the South and West. A trademark of The Singer Company.
The turntables with an infinite choice of speeds.

The variable control Lenco manual turntables offer an infinite selection of speeds—a continuous sweep from 30 to 86 rpm. At the standard 16-2/3, 33-1/3, 45 and 78.26 rpm, there are click stops that can be precisely set or adjusted at any time.

Infinitely variable speed control from 30 to 86 rpm is accomplished by a unique motor and drive system. The 4-pole constant velocity motor (1) has conically shaped shaft (2) which contacts a rubber drive wheel (3). The speed control on the deck moves the drive wheel along the tapered shaft. The rim of the wheel makes contact with the underside of the turntable (4). As the wheel moves toward the center of the turntable, speed increases; as the wheel moves away, speed decreases.

And at every one of these speeds, Swiss precision takes over. For example, the Lenco L-75's sleekly polished transcription tonearm shares many design concepts (such as gravity-controlled anti-skating, hydraulic cueing, and precision, knife-edge bearings) with arms costing more than the entire L-75 arm and turntable unit. And the dynamically balanced 8.8 lb. turntable reduces rumble, wow and flutter to inaudibility.

The L-75 complete with handsome walnut base at $99.95 offers professional quality and versatility but at far less than studio-equipment prices. The B55 (lighter platter and an arm of almost equal specification) is only $79.95 with base. Both are available now at your Benjamin/Lenco dealer.

Lenco turntables from Benjamin
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“at home” shopping service!

It's easy! All you do is use the Reader Service card at right... HIGH FIDELITY's Reader Service Department will take it from there. It’s as simple as 1, 2, 3!

1. Just circle the number on the card that matches the number below the ad or editorial mention that interests you.

2. Then type or print your name and address. Don’t forget your zip code, it’s important!

3. Drop the card into the mail. No postage is needed if mailed in the United States.

You'll also find the key numbers for advertised products in the Advertiser’s Index.

You'll receive literature, colorful brochures and specifications about the products that interest you... free and without obligation!
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USE THIS POSTAGE-FREE CARD TO
DOUBLE
YOUR LISTENING
AND READING ENJOYMENT

Now you can enjoy the best in both musical worlds—in one colorful magazine: HIGH FIDELITY/MUSICAL AMERICA.

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM

☐ Please enter a one year subscription to HIGH FIDELITY/MUSICAL AMERICA in my name. I'll receive 12 issues of HIGH FIDELITY, plus about 32 pages per issue of news and reviews of important musical happenings throughout the world—concert, opera, etc.—for only $14.

☐ Please enter my subscription to HIGH FIDELITY only. I want to take advantage of your special offer of 15 issues for only $9.47.
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For postage outside U.S.A., Possessions: Add $1.00 for HIGH FIDELITY/MUSICAL AMERICA subscription (12 months); add $2.00 for HIGH FIDELITY subscription (15 months).

For the full story of music and music makers today, be sure to include MUSICAL AMERICA as part of your HIGH FIDELITY subscription.

In 32 sparkling pages, MUSICAL AMERICA covers the live musical scene completely. You'll get news, reviews and reports of important musical events all over the world—written by critics who know the score and how to write about it with wit as well as authority. You'll meet today's outstanding conductors, composers and performers... learn how they work and live... what they think and say about music—and about each other.

MUSICAL AMERICA adds a new dimension to HIGH FIDELITY—and to your enjoyment of music. Use the postage-free card to start copies coming your way regularly.

(MUSICAL AMERICA is available only by subscription... and only with HIGH FIDELITY. It is not sold on newstands. Another important reason for you to use the subscription card now.)
Christmas Music in Medieval Hungary. Schola Hungarica, Dosszay and Szentdrey, cond.
Mozart: Piano Concerto, K. 545; Piano Sonata, K. 545. Gyula Kiss; Hungarian Radio Philharmonic Orch., Lehel, cond.
Mussorgsky: Pictures at an Exhibition: Night on Bald Mountain. Hungarian State Orch., Nemeth, cond.

**RED SEAL**

Ives: Piano Sonatas (complete). William Massielos.
Puccini: Le Villi; Edgar, Act II. Maliponte.
Morell: Manugueria: Vienna Volksoper Chorus and Orch., Guadagno, cond.
Arrigo Tossi and the Philadelphia Orch. A five-LP set.
Verdi: Arias. Ricciarelli, orch., Gavazzeni, cond.

**STEREO Treasure Series**

Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. 4. London Symphony Orch., Szell, cond.

Bach: Cantatas. Vols. 4 and 5. Concentus Musicus; Leonhardt Consort.

Bach at the Royal Festival Hall. Fernando Germani, organ.
Sansui, famed for its leadership in the development of two-channel equipment, now brings you the most advanced and most extensive four-channel line available in the world today. Whether your taste tends to be conservative or whether your ears are already attuned to the new sound of four channels, Sansui has it all. In all power and price ranges. Take your pick for your own world of music enjoyment.

It’s no coincidence that we offer the most sophisticated yet most uncomplicated four-channel line available today. Sansui doesn’t just make four-channel equipment — we helped

1) Model Eight: Still the standard of excellence! A complete AM/FM Stereo Receiver with the performance found before only in separate components. 60/60 watts RMS power at 8 ohms (200 watts total IHF music power at 4 ohms). 1.7-microvolt IHF sensitivity on FM Triple tone controls.

2) Model 1000X: It’s been done! A receiver with medium power output at a popular price, but with no sacrifice in quality or features. 100 watts IHF music power at 4 ohms. 2-microvolt IHF sensitivity on FM.

3) Model 350A: Large-system performance in the under-60-watt class. Full-featured, with complete control capability. 54 watts IHF music power at 4 ohms, 3-microvolt IHF sensitivity on FM.

4) Model 2000X: A high-fidelity milestone. A sensible combination of generous power output, high receiver sensitivity, low distortion and outstanding control capability. 39/39 watts continuous power at 8 ohms (140 watts IHF music power at 4 ohms). 1.8-microvolt IHF sensitivity on FM.

Ask for our latest catalog: "Sansui Stereo Components."
invent four-channel sound. The Sansui design, while unique and available only in a Sansui, is a completely compatible system.

Four complete four-channel AM/FM receivers. One integrated all-in-one four-channel system that combines a complete Sansui receiver with a quality automatic turntable. Three converters that can transform any existing two-channel stereo system to complete four-channel performers.

1) Model QR6500: 4-channel AM/FM stereo receiver. This monarch of the 4 channel world is a Sansui milestone. 280 watts IHF music power. 1.8-microvolt IHF sensitivity on FM.
2) Model QR1500: 4-channel AM/FM stereo receiver. A complete 4-channel center with all facilities for every 2-channel and 4-channel function. 100 watts IHF music power. 3-microvolt IHF sensitivity on FM.
3) Model MQ2000: 4-channel stereo AM/FM receiver/phono-graph module. Everything you need for a total-capability 4-channel home music center integrated into a single instrument. 74 watts IHF music power. 5-microvolt IHF sensitivity on FM.
4) Model QR4500: 4-channel AM/FM stereo receiver. Everything you need for 4-channel pleasure. Reproduce all matrixed four-channel recordings and broadcasts. Synthesize from 2 channels. 240 watts IHF music power. 2-microvolt IHF sensitivity.
PRIMUS "PLUS"

The name Primus means "First". First in tape quality and performance and is our brand name. The Plus stands for all the extras such as packaging, extra reels and labels that we give our customers. Listed are three new promotions that Wabash Tape is proud to offer you under the heading of Primus Plus.

**Offer 1**—6 reels Primus 1800 ft., 1 mil Low Noise, High Output tape, frequency range from below 20 hz to beyond 22,000 hz; polyester base, standard bias curve, lubricated coating. Packaged in durable plastic flip-lid containers.

**Offer 2**—Ten C-60 or C-90 screw type cassettes, also loaded with superb quality Low Noise, High Output, tensilized polyester backed tape. Guaranteed non-jam mechanisms. Each cassette individually packaged and placed in a new, unbreakable carrying/storage container.

**Offer 3**—3 reels Primus 1800 ft. with same specifications as Offer 1, Plus three empty reels in deluxe flip-lid containers.

Our functional Primus packaging should attract your eye. The sound quality and performance of our product can only be judged by your unbiased (excuse the pun) recorder. So, we simply state this: You select Primus for its Pluses and let your recorder give it the performance test; we guarantee to satisfy you both or your money back.

Our current distribution is limited, so if our dealers listed aren't close enough to buy Primus direct, they buy direct from us. Either way, "Get Acquainted" with Primus. We'll make it worth your time and sound.

---

**Wabash Tape Corporation, Huntley II 60142**

I want to take advantage of your "Get Acquainted Offers". If I'm not fully satisfied with the performance/packaging of this product, I may return it within 10 days for a full refund. Send me:

- **Offer No. 1**
  - 6 reels Primus 1800 ft.
- **Offer No. 2**
  - 10 Primus C-60 plus storage/carrying container
- **Offer No. 2A**
  - 10 Primus C-90 plus storage/carrying container
- **Offer No. 3**
  - 3 reels Primus 1800 ft. plus 3 extra cases and reels

Name __________________________

Address __________________________

City __________ State __________ Zip __________

When ordering direct, please make check or money order payable to the order of Wabash Tape Corporation, Huntley, II 60142

---

CIRCLE 70 ON READER-SERVICE CARD
These Primus dealers have been given authorization to honor orders for Primus audio tape at the prices quoted in the three "Get Acquainted" promotions.

CALIFORNIA
Bakersfield
Great Sound, Inc.
1501 University Ave. S.E.
St. Paul
Great Sound, Inc.
1681 Grand

Berkley
Cal Hi Fi
2441 Shattuck Ave.
Igor's Stereo
211 Durant St.

Davis
Music Machine
330 B "E" St.

Fresno
Sun Stereo
3625 N. Blackstone Ave.

Los Angeles
Henry's Radio
11240 W. Olympic Blvd.
Radio Products
1501 S. Hill St.

Mountain View
Cal Hi Fi
1347 El Camino Real

Oakland
Cal Hi Fi
2028 Broadway

San Francisco
Cal Hi Fi
2398 Fillmore St.

San Jose
Century Music
448 S. Winchester Blvd.

Santa Cruz
Sun Stereo
1549 Pacific Ave.

COLORADO
Englewood
World of Sound
5102 S. Broadway

GEORGIA
Atlanta
Stereo Center
666 Peachtree St.

缺少数

IOWA
Cedar Rapids
Discoun
tStereoLand Ltd.
110 Third Ave. S. W.

LOUISIANA
Houma
Prot. Emr's
Music Co.
821 E. Main
Lafayette
Prot. Emr's
Music Co.
1025 College Rd.

缺少数

MICHIGAN
Ecorce
Double U Sound
3973-18th St.

MINNESOTA
Mankato
Great Sound, Inc.
313 N. Front

Minneapolis
Great Sound, Inc.
521 Cedar Ave. S.

Great Sound, Inc.
901 Washington Ave. S.E.

MISSOURI
Independence
Cavern Sound
1640 E. Truman Rd.

NEW JERSEY
Egg Harbor
Karl's Electronics
40 Dorrstown Ave.

Parapigi
F & W Enterprises
1480 Rte. 46

NEW YORK
Mineola
Mineaola Music
162 Jericho Turnpike

Rochester
J B Sound
2610 Ridge Rd.

Syracuse
Stereo World
2300 Erie Blvd.

OREGON
New York
Stone's Electronics
2062 S.W. 4th

Portland
Hunter Video-Sonic
4099 N.E. Sandy Blvd

PENNNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia
Cassettes Unlimited
1700 Painters Run Rd.

RHODE ISLAND
North Kingston
Pro Sounds
6810 Post Rd.

TENNESSEE
Knoxville
Southeastern Stereo
7337 Kingston Pike

TEXAS
Texarkana
Texarkana

WASHINGTON
Seattle
Rainer Electronics Co.
309 W. Main

WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston
Sodaro's
304 W. Washington St.

continued from page 29

Flemish Composers in Renaissance Italy. Boston: Camerata, Cohen, dir.
Mozart: Mass No. 6. Haydn: Mass in F (Missa brevis); Salve regina in E flat; Offertorium, in D minor. Soloists: Orch. of the Vienna Volksoper, Grossmann, cond.; Singkreis Zürich, Gohl, cond.
Mozart: Serenade No. 5, K. 204. Mainz Chamber Orch., Kehr, cond.

Stravinsky: Pernushka; Circus Polka Orch, de la Suisse Romande, Ansermet, cond.
Stravinsky: Rite of Spring. Orch. de la Suisse Romande, Ansermet, cond.


<no Transcript>

WESTMINSTER
recorders

Beethoven: Piano Concerto No. 5. Gilels, piano, Leningrad Philharmonic Orch., Sanderling, cond.
Beethoven: Octet, 1 Equale. Various instrumentalists.
Beethoven: Piano Trio No. 7. Gilels, Kogan, Rostrropovich.
Chinese Folk Songs. Chinese Youth Art Ensemble.
Anna Moffo: Song Recital.

<no Transcript>

Stravinsky: Le Baiser de la Fee. Moscow Radio Symphony Orch., Rozhdestvensky, cond.
Galina Vishnevskaya: Opera Recital.

VICTROLA STEREO

Lully: Thetée. Various soloists and instrumentalists.
RCA's popular "Greatest Hits" series will be expanded to the Victrola line this fall. Much the same format will be adopted, each release concentrating on well-known works by famous composers, performed by RCA's best-selling musicians.
RCA will also be making the French Erato line available on Red Seal and/or Victrola. Erato's catalogue is an extensive one, covering French music from baroque to contemporary.

Albeniz: Iberia. Rena Kyriakou, piano.
French Organ Composers, Vols. 5 and 6. German Organ Composers, Vols. 2 and 3.
Messiaen: Catalogues d'oiseaux. Jocy de Oliveira, piano.


Albeniz: Iberia. Rena Kyriakou, piano.
French Organ Composers, Vols. 5 and 6. German Organ Composers, Vols. 2 and 3.
Messiaen: Catalogues d'oiseaux. Jocy de Oliveira, piano.
I own a Sony TC-124 cassette recorder and record off my KLH Model 15. I can’t tell any difference between low-noise and standard tape with this setup, and I’ve tried Sony, TDK, Memorex, BASF, and Agfa tapes. Is standard tape really as good as low noise?—Jennings Glenn, Cody, Nebr.

No, but the difference may be hard to hear on the TC-124 because its record/playback response (like that of other portables we have worked with) is not particularly spectacular by comparison to current home decks. Using a cassette deck with a really good high end and biased for low-noise tape, standard tape produces a relatively dull, lifeless sound. If the deck is biased for standard tape (which your TC-124 probably is) the low-noise product may sound a bit peaky at the top. A recorder with poorer high-end response (our sample of the TC-124 dropped off rapidly above 5 kHz in the lab’s record/playback tests) will tend to suppress that peakiness. If you can’t hear any difference with your Sony you may as well save a little money and buy regular tape, as long as it’s a name brand. Cheapie cassettes generally are no real bargain with any recorder of course.

As long ago as May 1967 you discussed the virtues of William Halstead’s indoor FM antenna, indicating that a wideband version suitable for home use would be forthcoming from McMartin Industries. I’ve written several times to McMartin and they say that they’ve not been able to find the time for the necessary developmental work. Do you know of any other similar antennas actually in production?—Maurice N. Black, Detroit, Mich.

There have been quite a number of “revolutionary new” indoor antennas for FM and TV introduced in the last few years, but every one we tried turned out to be disappointing. How similar they may be to the Halstead in anything but size we can’t say. But for solving the two major problems of FM reception—multipath distortion and inadequate RF signal strength—we know of no adequate substitute for the tried-and-true rooftop models.

The frequency-response curves in your reports on the Tandberg 6000X and the Revox A-77 are 4 to 6 dB poorer on the high end than similar reports in other magazines. I realize that no two samples perform exactly alike, but these discrepancies seem to be more than normal. How come? Is each piece of equipment adjusted to perform at its best when you test it? If not, why not?—James F. Stevens, Bloomington, Ind.

While we can’t speak for any test program but our own, three main factors seem to contribute to differences in test results. First is the testing method. Any frequency run or distortion measurement should show unequivocally (as ours do) the level at which it was measured or the results are meaningless. Our open-reel frequency runs, made at -10 VU, will show the effects of head saturation (which limits high-frequency response), at the slower transport speeds; and the numbers will therefore appear less attractive than those measured at a lower level. The second factor is the variability of tape. On occasion we have made several frequency response tests with different samples of the tape recommended for a given recorder, only to find that no two were alike. In such an event we ignore results from any tape samples that seem to be downright defective and pick a representative one from the remainder. But obviously another magazine, using another tape sample, can come up with different figures. Finally there is the matter of adjustment. In most equipment, the samples coming through a company’s quality-control department are quite similar, and will produce similar results in the lab. But when a test sample isn’t behaving as it should we make no attempt to “fix” it. If you had bought it, you’d either have to live with its peculiarities or go through the often aggravating process of warranty service; we want to report on the unit you’ll be getting, not a special, near-perfect case. So instead of making adjustments ourselves we ask for a second sample and report on the better of the two. If we were to ask for more than two samples, or to doctor the samples we get, the test results would no longer be representative of the quality you’re likely to get should you buy the unit.

My Nikko 701-B receiver has two aux inputs, one labeled “High Level,” the other “Low level.” Both of my tape decks (Sony 630D and a Concord eight-track player) sound better through the low-level input or through the regular tape-monitor connection, which sounds about the same to me. In writing about the Marantz 2270 you talk about the aux input as “high level.” Does this mean that if I were to use the Marantz my tape equipment wouldn’t sound as good as it does now?—Dennis Greven, Midland, Minn.

Not at all. We often call aux, tape-monitor, line, and similar inputs “high level” to distinguish them from preamp inputs (magnetic phone or turntable head), which are designed to handle much lower signal levels. Nikko rates the low-level aux input at 200 mV, 200,000 ohms impedance—fairly representative figures for what we would call a high-level input, and very close to those for the Marantz. Nikko’s high-level input is rated at 500 mV and 1,000,000 ohms, an impedance that suggests use with vacuum-tube equipment. Your recorders are both transistorized, of course.

I’m on the brink of buying some equipment, and I’d like to narrow the choice to companies conforming to industry standards. Where can I get a list of the manufacturers who are members of the Institute of High Fidelity?—Wesley Snelgrove, Cannon AFB, N.M.

While the Institute has done a lot for high fidelity over the years its members are not duty-bound to meet any specific quality standards. The IHF standards refer to the way performance characteristics are measured and stated, not to the characteristics themselves, and are neither very stringent nor entirely up to date—FM tuner specifications still make no reference to stereo reception, for example. You can get the list from the Institute of High Fidelity, Inc., 516 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10036.

The quadraphonic Fisher 701 still has an AFC switch in the FM section. I’m told I should leave it off while I tune, and then switch it in once I’ve got the station. What is the advantage of doing it this way? Is there any harm in leaving it on while I tune?—Richard F. Lazar, West Haven, Conn.

A receiver or tuner will not be harmed by leaving the switch turned on. But it’s on, you’ll be hard put to tell when tuning is perfect. If the AFC is struggling to hold onto a poorly tuned station, the result can be audible distortion or a sudden change to another station if signal strength drops—as it often will under multipath conditions. Use the AFC only to correct for the relatively minor “drift” in the receiver—once you’ve pinpointed the correct tuning manually—and you’ll avoid these problems.

In your report on the Marantz 2270 receiver in the April issue the picture shows the center-tuning meter at the left and the signal-strength meter just to its right. I’ve seen this model locally, and the signal-strength meter is always on the left. Am I seeing the same unit, or has your 2270 been replaced by a newer model?—William Ames, Long Beach, Calif.

On Page 44 of the May High Fidelity, in the report on the Teac 350 cassette deck, there are two pictures. The one at the top of the page shows an oval marking on the right-hand piano key. That at the bottom of the page shows the marking on the left-hand piano key (the recording interlock). What gives?—Alton Murtag, Newport News, Va.

Do we have sharp-eyed readers! Both the Marantz picture and that at the top of the Teac page were supplied by the manufacturers and presumably were made from preproduction samples that don’t quite match the final design. All the 2270s we’ve seen—including our test sample—have the signal-strength meter on the left. The lower Teac picture was made from our test sample, which actually has two oval indicators of different color. (The second one is beyond the edge of the picture.)
“Many professional audio people, including our reviewer, use the AR-3a as a standard by which to judge other speaker systems.”  
*Electronics Illustrated, March 1972*

From the beginning, AR speaker systems have been characterized by independent reviewers as embodying the state of the art in home music reproduction.

**Standard of performance**

Soon after the AR-1 was introduced, as AR's first "top-of-the-line" speaker system, the Audio League Report stated, "We do not specifically know of any other speaker system which is comparable to [the AR-1] from the standpoint of extended low frequency response, flatness of response, and most of all, low distortion."

**Seventeen years later**

In a recent review of the AR-3a, published in Stereo Review, Hirsch-Houck Laboratories made the following observation:

"For the benefit of newcomers to the audio world, the AR-3a is the direct descendant of the AR-1, the first acoustic suspension speaker system, which AR introduced in 1954. The AR-1 upset many previously held notions about the size required for a speaker to be capable of reproducing the lowest audible frequencies. The 'bookshelf'-size AR speakers set new standards for low distortion, low-frequency reproduction, and in our view have never been surpassed in this respect."

**Durability of accomplishment**

AR's research program is aimed at producing the most accurate loudspeaker that the state of the art permits, without regard to size or price. Consumer Guide recently confirmed the effectiveness of this approach, stating that "AR is the manufacturer with the best track record in producing consistently high-quality speakers," and summarized their feelings this way:

"The AR-3a was judged by our listening panelists to be the ultimate in performance."

The AR-3a is the best home speaker system that AR knows how to make. At a price of $250 (in oiled walnut), the AR-3a represents what Audio magazine recently called "a new high standard of performance at what must be considered a bargain price."

Please send detailed information on the AR-3a speaker system to

Name ____________________________

Address ____________________________

Acoustic Research, Inc.
24 Thorndike St., Cambridge, Massachusetts 02141

*September 1972*
Revolutions Revisited

Among the “revolutionary” entries in the tape field during the past several years, two that attracted considerable attention—the Newell tape transport and the Cobaloy tape formulation—seem to have been avoiding the limelight recently. Since the claims made for each of these developments were fairly spectacular, readers continue to inquire about them, so we set out to bring ourselves—and you—up to date.

The Newell transport used a stationary head designed to record up to ten tracks of video information on half-inch tape at a tape-to-head speed of 160 ips—or less than half that of the slowest current video cartridge formats. The key to its operation—for either video or audio—was to be a unique mechanical design capable of handling unusually thin tape even at very high speeds with unprecedentedly close tape-to-head contact. Result, according to Newell: a whole LP album, for example, on a roll of tape about the size of a vanilla wafer. But a video model to have been marketed by Arvin Industries four years ago never made it.

Late last spring the system was shown privately in Germany. When we asked Chester Newell, its developer, about the demonstration he said, “We’re keeping a low profile,” but refused further comment. He did add, though, that a great deal has been done on the original system and that the project is still “very much alive.” Arvin says it’s still using the longitudinal track system in commercial and military video equipment, but “...we’ve gone on to other technology in our consumer machines.”

Cobaloy—a metallic, cobalt-based tape coating compound said to be capable of twice the magnetic saturation of chromium dioxide and three times that of ferric oxide—was announced in the summer of 1971 by Graham Magnetics of Graham, Texas. The increased recording density attributed to Cobaloy (which is not to be confused with cobalt-doped ferric-oxide tape coatings) quadruples the information that can fit into a given area of tape.

To meet the prospective needs of tape manufacturers, Graham decided to build, “on pure speculation,” a Cobaloy plant in Arlington, Texas, where it now exists as Cobaloy Co., a division of Graham. The first batch of raw Cobaloy powder was produced there last May. Plans now call for distributing the powder to tape manufacturers this fall.

Since the changes needed to make the most of Cobaloy’s potential are most easily accomplished in home video equipment, tape for that purpose will get priority treatment by Graham. The first samples of audio tape are scheduled before the end of the year, although not in any significant quantity. It’s expected that Cobaloy Co. will sell the powder to tape manufacturers and that Graham will market the finished tape.

Another Quadraphonic Broadcast System

Two systems for broadcasting quadraphonic sound (Halstead/Feldman and Dorren—see “Four-Channel Stereo,” HF, January 1971) have received substantial coverage over the past two years. General Electric now has announced a third system.

GE’s Audio Electronics Products Department filed a technical report with the Federal Communications Commission in April covering the field testing of its system. (Material on the Dorren system was submitted to the FCC last summer.) The first tests of GE’s system were conducted at the company’s own FM station, WGFM, in Schenectady, N.Y., during nonbroadcasting hours last fall.

The transmission is said to be compatible with existing monophonic and stereophonic receivers and music systems. Four discrete audio channels, all with full FCC frequency range (30 to 15,000 Hz), are transmitted by adding another subcarrier to the existing stereo-FM subcarrier. According to GE, this addition does not interfere with present stereo FM nor will it interfere with the background music service (SCA) leased by businesses. GE claims that both matrix and discrete four-channel records and tapes may be broadcast with its proposed system, but cautions: “We have many more tests to go.”
Does your favorite music blow your mind or just mess it up?

Koss Stereophones put your favorite music where it belongs. In your head. Not lost forever in the walls of your living room. After all, who should hear your favorite music? You or the walls of your living room? Not to mention your family or neighbors who'd rather hear something else. Like hearing themselves think. Or their favorite television show.

World all your own
Put on Koss PRO-4AA Stereophones and you're in a world all your own. Immersed in Brahms' First or Beethoven's Fifth... or turned on to the Moody Blues. Patented fluid-filled ear cushions seal in the sound and seal out the unwelcome noise. So nobody disturbs you... and you don't disturb anybody else.

You hear more with Koss
You'll hear more of Brahms' First the first time you put on Koss Stereophones than you've ever heard with speakers. Because Koss mixes the sound in your head instead of scrambling it on your walls. The unique Koss acoustical seal around your ears produces a rich, deep bass without boominess or distortion. Yet highs are always brilliantly clear and uniform because they're focused only on your ears... not on the walls of your room.

Worth hearing
Why should the Koss PRO-4AA Stereophone be so superior? Because it contains the first driver designed exclusively for Stereophones. A unique diaphragm with 4 square inches of radiating area. And an extra large 1-inch voice coil that's virtually "blow out" proof. In other words, the Koss PRO-4AA was designed from the start to provide the finest sound ever achieved in a dynamic headphone. And it does... with a clean, uncolored response 2-full octaves beyond the range of other dynamic headphones on the market. And with a typical frequency range of 10-20,000 Hz. In fact, High Fidelity Magazine rated the PRO-4AA a "superb" headphone. But then, everyone who has heard the Sound of Koss rates it superb.

Enjoy a new music library
Take your favorite tape or record to your Hi-Fi Dealer and listen to it thru a pair of Koss PRO-4AA Stereophones. The extra sound you get in the Sound of Koss will amaze you. In fact, you'll hear so much more from your music that buying a Koss PRO-4AA Stereophone is like getting a whole new music library.

Hearing is believing
Hear the Sound of Koss at your local Hi-Fi Dealer or Department store. Or write for our 16-page color catalog, c/o Virginia Lamm, Dept. HF-272. Once you've heard the Sound of Koss, you'll never want to mess around with anything else. From $15.95 to $150.

KOSS STEREOPHONES from the people who invented Stereophones

KOSS CORPORATION
4129 N. Port Washington Ave., Milwaukee, Wis. 53212
Koss S.r.l., Via dei Valtorta, 21 20127, Milan, Italy
CIRCLE 39 ON READER-SERVICE CARD
Quick Glances . . .

A new FM Atlas and Station Directory, listing call letters, frequency, stereo capability, vertical polarization, coverage in miles, and type of programming and including detailed regional maps of the 3,100 FM stations in the U.S., Canada, and Mexico, is available for $2.50 from FM Atlas Publishing Co., Box 24-HF, Adolph, Minn. 55701.

London Records—one of the labels that at this writing had not yet chosen a four-channel disc format—has entered quadraphonics via tape. Five selections in the Q-8 cartridge format appeared early this summer processed by Ampex. More than 400 accessories—including mixers, switching units, connectors, adapters, and molded cable assemblies—are listed in Switchcraft’s new A-404a catalogue available from Switchcraft, Inc., Sales Dept., 5555 N. Elston Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60603.

Come on, Fellas!

In case you hadn’t noticed, mass-market and console companies have been muttering even louder than usual about moving into "the high-performance audio components field." The cliché varies with the company and with the year, but the sense remains basically the same. Or rather the nonsense. One product manager told us recently that his new budget receiver had "real hi-fi specs: 10 watts continuous power [total] into 8 ohms at 5% THD." Later in the same conversation, comparing matrixed quadraphonics with discrete, he complained that matrixed sound "has less discretion [sic!] in the back channels." Well, he’s not the first to confuse "discreet" with "discrete." And his isn’t the first "hi-fi" receiver to deliver 5% distortion. But at 5 watts per channel?

Touch on the Go

Sony/Superscope is following up its Braille equipment instruction manuals of recent years with raised markings on all its cassette tapes. A slightly raised indication letter enables the user to distinguish between the "A" and "B" sides by touch—a development that not only assists the blind, but also lets motorists select the desired side without having to take their eyes off the road.

Dynaco high power amplifier

Dynaco says its new Stereo 400 power amplifier can pack up to 200 watts RMS per channel at 8 ohms into your speakers provided they can take it. For those that can’t, the company has included its Dynaguard circuitry that allows the user to select five power settings—20, 40, 80, 120, and 200 watts RMS per channel at 8 ohms—to fit his particular needs. Other features are the two 12-dB-per-octave linear phase filters that can be activated by two push switches on the front panel to remove noise at and beyond the audible limits of the frequency spectrum. The Stereo 400 is available in kit form at $399.95 or factory assembled at $499.95.

Stereo recording and stereo or quadraphonic playback are available in JVC America’s Model 4ED-1205 eight-track cartridge deck. The deck has a pause control, time counter, and fast forward. Programming modes include automatic stop at the end of each program, automatic stop at the end of the last program, and continuous play. There are left and right microphone inputs, and front and back stereo headphone outputs. The unit lists at $179.95.
An acoustic achievement destined to become the universally preferred sound reproduction system.

Too often these days superlatives are used to camouflage mediocrity. Let's just say, you'll be excited with the magnitude of the achievement of the three new Pioneer series R speaker systems once you hear them. We built in the sound most people prefer when compared with the conventional speakers now available.

Pioneer has incorporated many meaningful refinements to achieve this exceptional sound reproduction.

For example, the series R speaker units are flush mounted to the face of the enclosure, rather than recessed. This produces added vitality to the midrange, and wider overall dispersion.

Exclusive FB cones assure robust bass, clear mid and high tones, improve damping, while keeping distortion at an absolute minimum.

Another example of Pioneer's meticulous engineering detail is the unique concave center pole with a pure copper cap/ring. Not only does this reduce the inductance of the voice coil, it also reduces the dynamic magnetic field generated by the voice coil, for minimum intermodulation distortion and magnificent transient response.

While all three models use long-throw voice coils for greater cone movement and higher excursions, the R700 and R500 have sound-absorbing polyurethane foam surrounding their woofers to reduce distortion even further.

By using improved horn tweeters instead of less costly cone or dome-type tweeters, you can hear the difference in wider dispersion, lower distortion and high transient response.

The same on-target thinking has been applied to the precisely designed crossovers and the sturdy, acoustically packed enclosures.

We'd be happy to send you complete specifications on the R series. But first make this test. Compare the R700 ($229.95), R500 ($159.95), R300 ($119.95) with similarly priced speaker systems at your Pioneer dealer. It's their absolute superiority in sound reproduction that will convince you to buy them.

L. S. Pioneer Electronics Corp., 78 Commerce Rd., Carlstadt, New Jersey 07072.

New Series R Speaker Systems

West: 13300 S. Estrella, Los Angeles 90248 • Midwest: 1500 Greenleaf, Elk Grove Village, III. 60007 • Canada: S. H. Parker Co., Ontario
New tuner from Marantz

Among the features to be found on the new Model 105 AM/FM stereo tuner from Marantz Co. are Gyro-Touch tuning, illuminated tuning meter and dial pointer, blackout dial, and FM muting. The rear panel includes 300-ohm unbalanced input and 75-ohm balanced input, built-in AM ferrite bar antenna, and accessory AC outlet. With a gold anodized front panel to match other Marantz components, the 105 is priced at $149.95. A walnut cabinet is optional.

Radio Shack cassette deck features Dolby

Radio Shack offers the home recordist its Realistic SCT-6 stereo cassette tape deck with Dolby noise-reduction circuitry and a tape bias switch to permit use of either ferric-oxide or chromium-dioxide tape cassettes. Other features include separate record-level controls for each channel, master recording-level control, dual illuminated level meters, keyboard-type pushbutton controls including a "pause" button, push-to-reset digital counter, separate mike and aux inputs, and automatic end-of-tape shutoff. The Realistic SCT-6 comes with an oiled walnut cabinet with brushed aluminum panel and sells for $199.95.

Hartley's Zodiac '72 loudspeaker

The newest addition to the Hartley line of loudspeakers, the Zodiac '72, has a 10-inch woofer with treated cone, flex surround, multilayer voice coil, and a one-inch dome-type tweeter. Claimed response is 30 Hz to 22 kHz, nominal impedance is 8 ohms, and the system is designed for use with amplifiers delivering from 10 to 50 watts RMS. With a hand-rubbed oil-finished cabinet and acoustic front grille of woven mocha, the Zodiac '72 costs $120.

Four-channel decoder from Metrotec

The Model SDW-Q Universal four-channel decoder from Metrotec Electronics decodes both SQ and E-V encoded records as well as synthesizing four-channel sound from any two-channel source. Using a special 300-Hz turnover in the matrix/phase shift, the SDW-Q is said to retain full bass response in the rear channels. Features include a front-to-back balance control, master volume control, tape-monitor switch, source switch, and matrix mode switches. Priced at $69.95, the SDW-Q is also available in kit form (Model SDK-Q, $54.95), or with a built-in 10-watt-per-channel rear-channel amplifier (Model SD4A-Q, $149.95).

An illuminating receiver from Magnavox

Magnavox has entered the components field with a line of receivers headed by the Stereo 1500 DTI, Model 8898. The unit's most striking feature is the digital tuning indicator, which operates for both FM and AM. Other lighted indicators show which band is selected, when FM stereo signals are tuned in, which external inputs (phono or auxiliary tape) are in use, and spotlight bass, treble, volume/loudness, and stereo-balance controls. The amplifier section is rated at 50 watts per channel, both channels driven. Price has not yet been announced.
If you’re going to steal an idea, steal from the best.

"When the Citation components were in their final design phases we had the rare opportunity to see some of the first engineering prototypes and we have never quite gotten over the dedication and enthusiasm exhibited by the highly qualified engineering team that 'gave birth' to those winners. Small wonder, then, that we were elated to find that the Model 930 receiver is the brain-child of that very team. It abounds in Citation features, many of which one would have thought impossible to incorporate in a receiver at this attractive price. Of course, the Citation 12 boasts more power (60 watt rms per channel), but then again the [Citation 11 preamplifier and the Citation 12 power amplifier] combination retails for a cool $600.00 or so, as opposed to just under $400.00 for this receiver. The rest of the circuit refinements are there, though, including the twin power supplies (not negative and positive voltages supplied by one power transformer, but actually two complete power supplies including two separate power transformers), super-wide frequency response and power bandwidth, fantastic square wave response and rise time, and conservative and meaningful power ratings that can serve as a model to the rest of the industry. All this plus a superior tuner section make the 930 a receiver that even the died-in-the-wool 'separatists' should take a good look at."

Audio Magazine, June, 1972

FOR THE COMPLETE REVIEW OF THE 930 AND FURTHER INFORMATION ON THE HARMAN/KARDON LINE, WRITE: HARMAN/KARDON, INC., COMMUNICATIONS DEPT., 55 AMES COURT, PLAINVIEW, NEW YORK 11803.

Distributed in Canada by Harman/Kardon of Canada, Ltd., 9429 Cote de Liesse Rd., Montreal 760, Quebec.
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The Music Company
Our PRO-B V was too good to change. So we improved it.

The new PRO-B VI.

Our PRO-B V has long been regarded by the independent test labs as the best dynamic stereophone on the market. Audio magazine found it “exceptionally flat over most of the range of importance.” Stereo & HiFi Times called it “a superlative phone that will do all that your best equipment can ever ask.” FM Guide reported that “The bass of the PRO-B V is a vast improvement over the already impressive bass of the PRO-B. And the consumer labs that we’re not permitted to quote were even more impressed.

With all this, we could have left well enough alone. Especially with our separate woofer/tweeter design. But we didn’t. We added an inner acoustic chamber to control the woofer excursion and take full advantage of its acoustic suspension design. We developed a new coaxial tweeter. And we further refined the crossover network.

The result: The PRO-B VI. With a frequency response so smooth, from the deepest lows to the highest highs, that it rivals the finest electrostatic stereophones.

The improvements didn’t stop with performance. For greater convenience, we’ve added a swivel clip to the fifteen foot coil cord. Clip it to your pocket or belt, and you can move around freely without any tug on your head.

Oh yes, there is one important feature that we didn’t change. The price. It’s still only $59.95.

Superex Stereophones

Superex Electronics Corp., 151 Ludlow Street, Yonkers, New York
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Panasonic Receiver—

an Attractive Value


Comment: Matsushita’s engineers have combined an unusually comprehensive array of features and performance capabilities into this Panasonic receiver, considering its moderate price. Particularly notable, perhaps, are the independent connections and switching for two tape recorders (something more than a luxury feature now that many readers own both open-reel and cassette equipment) and—among circuit features—the direct-coupled output, a configuration that until recently was to be found mostly in more expensive equipment. But more of that in a moment.

Two knobs flank the tuning panel. To its left is the speaker switch: phones-only/main/remote/both. The headphone jack is live with this switch in any position. To the right of the dial is the tuning knob. In addition to the dial, the tuning panel contains a meter that shows center tuning for FM, signal strength for AM. Across the bottom of the front panel are the headphone jack; power on/off switch; friction-clutched bass and treble controls; on/off switches for the high filter and loudness compensation; balance and volume controls; lever switches for FM muting, mode (stereo/mono), and the two tape monitors; and the selector (phono, FM auto, FM mono, AM, and aux).

The back panel uses conventional binding posts for the antenna connections (300-ohm FM twinlead, 75-ohm FM coax, and AM longwire) and for grounding other equipment such as a turntable. Oversize binding posts are used for the speakers (hot and common connections for left and right speakers in main and remote pairs). Phono-jack pairs are provided for magnetic phono pickup, aux, tape 1, and tape 2 inputs, and for the two tape recording outputs. Input and output for tape 1 also can be connected through a DIN socket. In addition there are preamp-out and main-in pairs that normally are connected by jumpers. With the jumpers removed these jacks can be used to insert a quadraphonic decoder, speaker equalizer, or similar unit into the circuit just ahead of the power amplifier. The back panel also contains two convenience AC outlets, one of which is controlled by the receiver’s on/off switch.

Panasonic’s 27-watt-per-channel rating for the SA-5800 matches lab figures when one channel only is driven; with both channels driven, output falls to a little under 25 watts per channel into 8 ohms—more than enough for any speakers of conventional design even in fairly large rooms. When CBS Labs measured harmonic distortion at the full 27-watt rated power the figures were well below rated THD at all frequencies except the extreme bass, at other frequencies and power levels, measured THD was typically in the 0.1-per-cent range, a good mark. IM distortion proved to be somewhat higher, but not objectionably so.

The FM section is particularly fine for a medium-priced receiver. IHF sensitivity figures are absolutely consistent across the dial. This is unusual because some manufacturers try to make a mediocre FM tuner look better than it is by optimizing for the middle of the band—getting a good reading at the “official” 98-MHz frequency and letting sensitivity fall where it will at the
ends of the dial. But not only have Matsushita's engineers eschewed this approach, they have managed the required 30 dB of quieting at only 1.4 microvolts—a figure one might expect only of a premium-priced separate tuner. The quieting curve also descends unusually steeply, meaning that at higher RF input levels noise and distortion are kept exceptionally low. The maximum descent of the curve—to better than −56 dB for all measured input levels above 1 microvolts—is again what one would expect of much more expensive equipment. FM S/N ratio is a whopping 72 dB. Most of the remaining data are fine too. High-frequency distortion in the stereo mode is on the high side at almost 10 per cent, but it should be noted that the true harmonic by-products of the 10-kHz test tone are beyond audibility. This test, then, is more one of electrical performance than of audible quality.

And in terms of audible quality the unit is a fine one. The most publicized advantages of the direct-coupled circuit—that is, one that dispenses with the usual coupling capacitors between the output stage of the amplifier itself and the speaker terminals on the amplifier or receiver—are the improved transient response associated with low phase distortion (capacitors inherently introduce a phase shift into signals passing through them) and better bass response (which will be limited if the manufacturer skimps on the coupling capacitors). The sound of this unit does indeed seem, if anything, a shade cleaner and more transparent than that of comparable units. The fine FM performance certainly contributes to this over-all impression; but in playing records as well we were aware of a certain sweetness and liveliness of detail both in big orchestral passages and in the reproduction of solo instruments. Lab data show that the unit does not produce remarkable bass response. While the falling characteristic of the frequency-response curves does not occur at frequencies high enough to affect typical program material, the bass is not as flat as we might have expected with direct coupling.

Cosmetically the receiver is an attractive one. The dial pointer lights up for perfect tuning in both AM and FM. The controls are well differentiated. Panasonic uses two types of switches on the front panel, for example, and intersperses them among the knobs so that with a little familiarity one heads right for the correct control without having to read the labeling. There are lighted function indicators (phono, aux, etc.—as well as the usual stereo light for FM tuning) in the dial panel. Parts are nicely finished and operation smooth. All told, the SA-5800 offers an excellent value in the middle-price field.

![Frequency Response Graph](image1)

![Intermodulation Curves](image2)

![Harmonic Distortion Curves](image3)

![Total Harmonic Noise and Distortion Graph](image4)
## First Cassette Deck in Kit Form


**Comment:** For a non-Dolby cassette deck, the AD-110 sounds surprisingly good when playing a well-made pre-recorded cassette (try the Brahms Second, for instance, on DGG 3300 180) through a high-quality powerful playback system. As such it is a welcome addition for the do-it-yourselfer who can find the nine hours or so required to assemble it. Most of the work involves mounting and soldering parts to a circuit board and then fitting the board, the meters, and the preassembled transport mechanism into the case, a fairly simple job for an experienced kit builder and probably within the ability of a beginner too.

Styling is neat and functional. The deck loads from the top, its cassette well is under a transparent cover that lifts up when you press the eject switch. Across the bottom sloping portion of the unit are the power off/on switch, twin recording-level VU meters, separate recording-level controls for left and right channels, and six piano-type switches for recording interlock, rewind, stop/eject, play/record, fast forward, and pause. The transport stops at the end of the tape but does not disengage the drive or eject the cassette automatically. A three-digit tape counter with reset button is located just above the cassette well. Miniature phone jacks for low-impedance microphone inputs are at the front; line inputs and outputs are at the rear together with input level controls for each channel. There are no output level controls, so playback volume must be controlled by the system amplifier into which the AD-110 is connected. Transport speed is 1.2 per cent fast, but this would not affect recordings made and played back on the same unit. Prerecorded cassettes, assuming they were recorded at precisely the correct speed, will sound about

---

### Panasonic SA-5800 Receiver Additional Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tuner Section</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capture ratio</td>
<td>1.8 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternate-channel selectivity</td>
<td>81 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| S/N ratio | 72 dB |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Mono L ch</th>
<th>R ch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80 Hz</td>
<td>0.29%</td>
<td>0.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 kHz</td>
<td>0.14%</td>
<td>0.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 kHz</td>
<td>0.30%</td>
<td>0.32%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 19-kHz pilot | -60 dB |
| 38-kHz subcarrier | -40 dB |

### Amplifier Section

| Damping factor | 66 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input characteristics (for 27 watts output)</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>S/N ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>phono</td>
<td>1.3 mV</td>
<td>62 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aux</td>
<td>155 mV</td>
<td>84 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tape 1</td>
<td>158 mV</td>
<td>85.5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tape 2</td>
<td>162 mV</td>
<td>83 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### PREAMP & CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response in dB</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TONE CONTROLS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FILTER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOUDNESS CONTOUR</td>
<td>(volume control at 9 o'clock)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FREQUENCY IN HZ</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>500</th>
<th>1K</th>
<th>2K</th>
<th>5K</th>
<th>10K</th>
<th>20K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SQUARE-WAVE RESPONSE</td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
<td>10 kHz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Square-wave response**
a half tone up in pitch. Speed remains constant regardless of changes in supply voltage, however, which attests to the stability of the motor and drive system. The VU meters each read 6 dB high by DIN standards, which means that you have considerable leeway above the meters' 0-VU indication before overload will occur with typical program material.

You can vary the bias (permitting the use of chromium-dioxide tapes), but by an internal adjustment—using a built-in reference signal and the front-panel meter—rather than by an external switch. To change the bias once it's set requires removal of the cover, a somewhat inconvenient process. Actually, by following the instructions as they are given in the construction section of the manual you adjust the deck for use with low-noise ferric-oxide tape (such as the Scotch 203, with which the unit was tested in the lab). Additional instructions farther along in the manual tell you how to adjust the unit for chromium-dioxide tapes.

The accompanying test results tell the story: The AD-110 either meets or exceeds its performance specifications and shapes up as a very desirable unit that—at the price, even considering that you must build most of it yourself—should appeal to a wide number of do-it-yourselfers who want to add a cassette facility to an existing stereo system.


Comment: Dynaco has been whetting our appetite for some time with preproduction samples of a new FM tuner to replace the FM-4 which, while an excellent performer and an extremely attractive value, lacked a number of features we have come to expect in the years since it first appeared. Repeated delays have prevented delivery of the FM-5, however, and readers have been writing in to ask whether it was worth waiting for.

It was worth waiting for, without question 'Dyna has done it again—given us a component that will bear comparison with other companies' top models, but at moderate price. The value it represents is most striking in the kit version; many readers will think the $100 saving a windfall in view of the unit's simple assembly.

After about an hour and a half of mechanical assembly (mounting switches and other chassis parts) on the front panel, you wire this section in conventional style, soldering leads to lugs and other connecting points. Next you fasten the prewired front end to the main-chassis bottom plate; wiring to the front end itself is via a

Dynaco's Long-Awaited
FM Tuner Kit
series of eyelets not unlike those found on printed-circuit boards. The latter (two are supplied) come fitted with all parts in place, and so the work from here on is mostly mounting the boards onto the chassis and then soldering the leads to and from them. Final assembly consists of installing the tuning dial and its control, stringing the dial cord, and fitting the cover to the set. No alignment at all is required. The instruction steps are clear, and line drawings and photos of the kit help in the work. An experienced kit builder should be able to finish the job in about 6½ hours; a novice probably will need somewhat more time. Only one chore is tricky: wiring the antenna matching coil, whose leads are very delicate and whose insulation could be damaged by heat from the soldering iron.

The front panel is simplicity itself. Set into the dial area are a signal-strength meter and two indicator lights: one for center tuning, one for stereo reception. The tuning knob is at the right. Across the bottom are a volume control knob with an off position, a mode switch, an aux/FM switch, and a three-position Dynatune switch. The off position on the volume control will not be used if the tuner is plugged into a switched accessory outlet on the preamp. The mode switch has three positions: mono only, automatic mono/stereo switching with channel blend introduced at high audio frequencies to cancel excessive transmission noise in weak stereo broadcasts, and automatic switching without the high blend. The aux position of the next switch turns off the FM audio and chooses the signals arriving via aux connections provided on the back panel for that purpose. The Dynatune switch has three positions: muting off, muting on, and Dynatune itself—Dyna's version of automatic frequency control, using what Dyna describes as a logic circuit to tune for minimum distortion.

On the back panel are phono-jack inputs for the aux connections and output pairs for tape recorder and "audio"—the main feed to your stereo system. It is this output that is controlled by the front-panel volume control, allowing you to match FM levels to those of other system inputs ad lib. Recording levels are, of course, controlled at the recorder. Also on the back panel are the antenna connections for either 75-ohm coaxial or 300-ohm antenna leads, a switched accessory AC outlet, and the fuseholder.

The first performance measurement most readers seem to look at is IHF sensitivity. (This was one respect in which the FM-4 looked unimpressive, though the raw sensitivity figure is far less important in our opinion than the behavior of the unit above that barely minimal input level.) The FM-5 comes in at 1.4 microvolts—a spectacular figure, particularly considering that it is maintained all across the FM dial. From the 30-dB point (where IHF sensitivity is measured) quieting descends rapidly to 45 dB for only 2.5 microvolts—the 30-dB point for many budget tuners. From below 10 microvolts to the limit of the CBS Labs test procedure quieting remains at or near 50 dB, an excellent mark for any tuner regardless of cost.

The remaining lab data all confirm the FM-5's superior performance. The only point on which we might cavil is the frequency response in the extreme bass. The roll-off (which may contribute to the unit's extremely low distortion and noise measurements) reaches -3 dB at about 40 Hz in each curve. But since most speakers roll off sharply at a higher frequency, it would require a program signal with exceptional bass information and extremely wide-range speakers to hear the difference between the FM-5 and a tuner with flatter bass response. In listening to actual programs we can only say that we were delighted. Moreover the operating controls—notably the tuning knob with its elegantly smooth flywheel action—are a joy to work with. The FM-5 looks like a real winner.
Advent 201: Data Up To Date

In January of this year we published our first test report on a Dolby cassette deck with chromium-dioxide tape option—the Advent Model 201. It represented a new departure in several respects. In addition to the Dolby circuitry and the special bias and equalization control for Crolyn, the deck was the first we had come across in which a properly recorded cassette could be made literally indistinguishable from the sound source. In making recordings from disc and FM—both at the time of preparing the original report and in the intervening months—we find that the 201 documents the premise that the sound of state-of-the-art cassette equipment need make no apologies whatever to the better open-reel decks.

Many of our readers asked about the frequency-response results obtained for the 201: down 5 dB at 9 kHz with Crolyn. Surely the curves are wrong if this is to be called a high fidelity unit, they said.

These curves, made at -10 VU, show the effect of tape saturation and represent the actual capability of the tape at that level. All of our tape-recorder record/playback frequency tests had been made at that level, and it gave our reports the advantage that results could be compared directly no matter what equipment was involved.

The actual capability of slow-speed tape equipment is better than these curves would at first suggest, however, because when high-frequency high-level signals are present (and they seldom are in actual recording) the recording level can be reduced so that this type of signal is not limited by tape saturation. In other words the limiting factor at the high end at -10 VU is the tape and the way it is used rather than the equipment itself.

To shift the emphasis back toward the equipment, we have made a special case of cassette equipment and now test it all at -20 VU since this level is consistent with that used in the DIN playback-response test tapes. For this reason the Advent 201 record/playback curves as originally published are no longer comparable to those for cassette decks we have tested more recently. We have changed procedure in one other respect as well: For our first Dolby recorder test CBS Labs made up its own Dolby test tape and used that tape as the reference in checking (in the playback mode) the unit's Dolby tracking action. In all subsequent reports the lab used a simpler scheme: It ran a second record/playback curve with the Dolby circuit switched on. A comparison between the Dolby-on and Dolby-off curves gives an index of performance in this respect: The more alike they are, the better the tracking.

The curves shown here represent a retest of the 201 (from a different sample, of course) in those areas where we have changed our method. (All other data in the original report still apply, of course.) You'll note that some effect of tape saturation is still visible as a steep roll-off in top-end frequency response. The lower the reference level at which curves are taken on any tape recorder, the less tape saturation will show; but there is a limit to how low the reference level can be before it begins to overstate the practical capabilities of the recorder. Suffice it to say that high-frequency overtones—the "sheen" and "sparkle" of a musical recording—exist at levels well below those of the fundamental tones. And in listening to tapes made on the 201 they're clearly evident.

On paper the chromium-dioxide curve suggests little performance advantage over that for ferric oxide. This is because Advent has chosen to make use of the potential of Crolyn in still further noise reduction (that is, in addition to Dolby; see the S/N data in our original report) rather than in added headroom, which would have "postponed" the saturation rolloff to a higher frequency in our -20-VU curves. With normal program material, in which there is little if any high-frequency high-level signal, the Advent equalization yields a greater dynamic range for Crolyn than for ferric oxide, and therefore the 201 is capable of doing an outstanding job in making live recordings where dynamic ranges tend to be extreme. The price you must pay for this capability—less tolerance for high-frequency overload—is attacked by Advent in its metering system. Recording pre-emphasis is reflected in the meter action so that when you do encounter high-frequency signals at high enough levels to risk saturation, the meter shows the higher level. This action, together with instructions in the manual, give the user guidelines for the handling of "problem" situations. In effect, you must reduce recording level (trading in some of the added dynamic range for greater high-frequency headroom) to make the most of this type of input. Like all the Advent manuals we have seen, this one is prepared with extreme care and merits careful reading and thorough digestion; it is far more than just another well-built convenience tape deck.

REPORTS IN PROGRESS

Infinity 1001 loudspeaker system
Pioneer SX-626 stereo receiver
JVC CD-1667 ANRS (noise-reduction) cassette deck
The ADC-XLM "...in a class by itself."

That's the way Stereo Review described our XLM. High Fidelity headlined their review, "Superb new pickup from ADC" and went on to say, "...must be counted among the state of the art contenders." And Audio echoed them with, "The ADC-XLM appears to be state of the art."

With the critics so lavish in their praise of the XLM, there's hardly any necessity to add anything. Far better to let the experts continue to speak for us.

**Frequency response** The CBS STR-100 test record showed less than ±1.5dB variation up to 20,000Hz. Stereo Review...response is within ±2dB over the entire range. Audio Frequency response is exceptionally flat. High Fidelity

**Tracking** This is the only cartridge we have seen that is really capable of tracking almost all stereo discs at 0.4 grams. Stereo Review The XLM went through the usual torture test at 0.4 grams (some top models require more than a gram). High Fidelity The XLM is capable of reproducing anything found on a phonograph record. Audio

**Distortion** Distortion readings...are without exception better than those for any other model we've tested. High Fidelity

The XLM has remarkably low distortion in comparison with others. Audio At 0.6 grams the distortion was low (under 1.5 percent). Stereo Review

**Hum and noise** The XLM could be instrumental in lowering the input noise from the first stage of a modern transistor amplifier. Audio The cartridge had very good shielding against induced hum. Stereo Review

**Price** This would be a very hard cartridge to surpass at any price. Stereo Review We found it impossible to attribute superior sound to costlier competing models. High Fidelity Priced as it is, it is a real bargain in cartridges. Audio

The Pritchard High Definition ADC-XLM $50.
How to Prevent and Cure Record Warping

In the graveyard of historic Saint John's Church in Richmond, Virginia are many horizontal tombstones—slabs of granite or limestone four to six inches thick with vertical supports at each end so that they resemble park benches. Over the years, some of the stones have become sway-backed by as much as three inches or more. This has happened because of a phenomenon called “coldflow,” and it is this same phenomenon that is in large part responsible for most record warpage. Fortunately, deformation is easier to straighten in discs than in tombstones, and proper support in storage can be relied on to prevent it in the first place.

In order to understand how coldflow—plus a number of other factors—dictates the measures that are necessary to prevent or to cure record warping, you should know something of the hows and whys of record design and manufacture. Let's take things in order, from some basic concepts right down to the moment when, having played it, you file a record away in your collection.

The Basics

Coldflow is a physical characteristic that allows material to take on a new shape under stress without cracking or rupturing. Plastics generally are very vulnerable to coldflow. Glass and granite are much less vulnerable. A measure of resistance to coldflow is given by what is known as the glass temperature of the material. This is the temperature at which the material hardens as it is cooled from its molten state. For glass itself, this temperature is very high, and the coldflow is very small. For the vinyl plastic from which records are made, the glass temperature is only about 120° F.

The phenomenon of coldflow is important in the design, manufacture, and distribution of records if they are not to become warped before you ever receive them. Care, even in what appear to be trivial details, is essential.

A record is designed to have its foundation of strength in the label area. To assure continued flatness of the label areas, the labels themselves must be oriented in manufacture so the grain structure of the paper is parallel on the two faces of the record. The paper is stronger with the grain than it is across the grain. The difference is very slight, but it's also relentless. During temperature changes and moisture absorption cycles, this difference is sufficient to cause the label area to warp if the stresses at its two surfaces are not in equilibrium. And since the playing area of a modern record is constructed like a thin cantilever supported by the label area, the warpage can affect—and even be magnified in—the playing area. I have seen records rendered unplayable by carelessly aligned labels.

The record's cross section resembles an airplane in the way that the playing area—like the airplane's wings—is cantilevered from the center. But at the circumference of the record is the so-called bead, which further stiffens the playing area, adds to the over-all strength of the record, and protects the grooves from scuffing when one record is moved across another. Speaking in round numbers, the bead and label areas are some 80 mils (thousandths of an inch) thick, whereas the playing area is no more than about 30 mils thick on many modern records. Without the bead, the outer edge of discs stacked on a record changer would droop and become warped as a consequence of coldflow. The “dish” warping that would result is the kind that causes records to slip on the turntable.

Records are quite warm when they are removed from the press and consequently are particularly vulnerable to deformation. To prevent it they are stacked on spindles with a flat separator between every few records to make certain that “spindle droop” is controlled within very close limits. The records are allowed to cool on this support. Once cool, they will remain flat if not subjected to abnormal stresses or temperatures that approach the softening point.

Modern records are designed with controlled flexibility so that they will flex without warping under stress. This concept is being accepted by the record industry slowly because careful retooling is
necessary to realize the rewards of the development. The rewards are, however, great; they extend not only to the accommodation of stress, but to improved playing surfaces as well and make possible the use of the finest grade of materials for all types of records.

It cannot be stressed too strongly that care is the secret ingredient in making a fine record—meaning, among other things, a record that will be least subject to warping and best able to recover should it become warped. And discs do recover. From time to time discs are sent to me as examples of one sort of warpage problem or another. More often than not they are no longer warped by the time I receive them simply because coldflow is a reversible process and because plastic materials have a physical "memory" that, under correct conditions of packing and storage, helps them return to their original configuration. Before taking up corrective measures, however, let's discuss prevention.

**Handle with Care**

Record care begins the moment you make your purchase. Irreparable damage can be inflicted on the record simply by leaving it in a parked car. Even if the package is not lying in the sun—which obviously should be avoided under any circumstances—there is a possibility that the temperature of the record itself will exceed its softening point and that the record will assume the shape of whatever surface it happens to be lying on.

The record is packed in a cardboard jacket some 20 to 30 mils thick—what is known in the trade as the chipboard sleeve. It has good insulation properties and can protect a record against the heat of the automobile for an hour or so. It also applies additional stiffening to the record and therefore helps prevent warping. Surrounding the sleeve is the clear plastic shrinkwrap seal.

The best way of opening the shrinkwrap is at one corner, carefully, with a sharp instrument. Using a fingernail can result in a paper cut at or near the quick. Some nonchalant souls impact the record package edge sharply against the palm of the hand, causing the record to lunge against the shrinkwrap and break it. I don't recommend this method because it also breaks the edge of the protective inner envelope.

It is important that you next remove and discard the shrinkwrap. It is there simply to seal the album so you will know that the pressing is unused when you buy it and to protect the artwork from scuffing during handling and transportation. Shrinkwrap materials commonly used in the record industry are plastics that have been rolled into sheets (again making use of coldflow) and that contract into a neat covering because of the plastic "memory" I mentioned earlier. This contraction can produce in the shrinkwrap skin tensions measurable at 500 lbs. per square inch or more using standard materials testing methods. As long as the album is sealed, the stiffness of the chipboard sleeve will counteract this tension and protect the record; but once the wrap is slit the open side of the sleeve is free to bend, and the pull of the shrinkwrap against its upper and lower edges—and therefore the record's edges—is enough to cause warping.

Most records are packed in an inner paper envelope, sometimes with a plastic lining, to help protect them from dust. Some companies fold one or both corners of this envelope at the leading edge as an aid to inserting it into the chipboard sleeve. This is a practice to which I'm opposed, since the extra thicknesses of paper at the folded corners can press into the record and deform it. The sort of damage that results distorts the outer edge at the bead and often leads to mistracking in playing the outer grooves. If you flatten out any corners that have been folded, your record will have a better chance of survival or of resuming its original shape if some damage already has occurred.

It need hardly be pointed out that no degree of care is excessive in handling a record. Your fingers should never touch the playing surface: the inner envelope should be preserved and the record returned to it before reinsertion into the sleeve. Be
sure the open edge of the envelope is not lined up with that in the sleeve; alignment of the openings lets you remove the record from the sleeve and envelope in a single operation, but it also allows dust to enter while the record is stored, and the record itself to roll out unexpectedly when you are taking it off the shelf. Incidentally, avoid the time-honored custom of trying to blow out dust before slipping a record into its sleeve. Your warm moist breath can leave a deposit on the record that will attract, rather than dispel, the dust. Also never leave a record sitting atop the changer spindle for long periods. Let's face it, record care is not only a ritual but a necessity if you are to protect your listening pleasure.

One point in that ritual must be followed religiously if you are to avoid warped discs: careful storage. The usual advice is that the records be kept vertical and not too tightly packed. They must be placed so that one is directly beside another, resting on a horizontal shelf, with the end of the shelf supplying a true vertical with which to align the records. The other end must be supported by a large bookend so that every record on the shelf remains vertical; if they lean over, they will sag and eventually become warped.

If you store records horizontally you will have to take greater care to prevent warping, though the results can be equally successful. The problem is to get one record directly over the other so that all parts of each record are supported equally. Otherwise the unsupported part of the record will droop and warp. Records can be stacked one upon the other in a corner with full assurance that they are correctly aligned. When you remove a record from the group—admittedly a less convenient process if the records are stacked horizontally—be sure to return the remainder to their correct position.

Records may be stored satisfactorily at temperatures most people find comfortable. The ideal temperature is a range from 60 to 90 degrees F., the ideal humidity about 50% or less. The penalty for low temperature is increased brittleness of the vinyl, and therefore susceptibility to breakage. High temperatures will of course increase the disc's susceptibility to warping. The penalty for high humidity is fungus and mildew. At low humidity there is no penalty while the disc is in storage, though when

by Bruce R. Maier
President, Discwasher, Inc.

FOR MOST OF US the disc recording remains the primary source of home program material. Yet experience shows that to play a disc is to expose it to many unknown conditions that are destructive of superior sound reproduction. Most of us don't really wish to replace our favorite records biennially, nor to lose playback fidelity gradually as we enjoy these recordings.

Many cleaning devices and compounds have been tried by collectors, and extreme skepticism has been the result. I propose to discuss some of the problems, seen and unseen, that we face as patrons of the delicate vinyl grooves. These problems, correctly explored, will demonstrate the need for a record cleaning fluid. I shall also discuss some of the detrimental characteristics that a record-cleaning fluid can possess, and finally approach the integration of record cleaning with record safety in the formulation of a cleaning fluid.

Is a Fluid Necessary?

If a record is on your turntable, it is losing playback fidelity. How? By collecting the extremely fine dust that circulates in all but the most perfect of so-called clean-room environments. Up to 5 milligrams of dust will collect in one hour on a record exposed in the average living room. These particles are so small and so evenly distributed that they normally remain invisible. If the record is electrostatically charged by handling, the dust will deposit even faster. Tars and associated nicotine from cigarette smoke will, without fail, adhere to the vinyl surface of exposed records. Some playback noise can be introduced by these microdust particles, and the fibers of brush-type removers generally are too widely spaced to remove this haze of matter. In the presence of humidity, either from the air or from deliberate application, the particles resting at the bottom of the grooves convert into a highly caustic, abrasive mixture. This mixture of dust and other room contaminants will markedly shorten the life of both record and stylus. A cleaning fluid can help in removing microparticles by increasing their adhesion to a cleaning device. A truly protective fluid also should be able to neutralize the caustic debris in the grooves.

Fingerprints create the greatest need for a record cleaning solution. Fingerprints are lipide (fat) residues left by body contact. Most of us go through elaborate gyrations to keep from touching the playing surfaces of our discs. But even if you have an electrified fence about your record collection and
you play it the record will develop a static electric charge faster, particularly if its vinyl is not especially formulated to prevent static buildup.

In Case of Misadventure

Even assuming the greatest care in manufacture, shipment to the record store, handling in the home, and storage, some records will become warped sooner or later. Usually such a record can be restored to its original flatness by placing it in its sleeve or inner envelope on a flat surface such as a table or desk top, with a large, smooth-surfaced book on top. A dish-warped record should be placed with the concave side down. As many as five records can be treated at a time, but extreme care is needed to see that they are directly on top of each other. A particularly valuable record that is cantankerous about resuming its original flatness can be restored between two pieces of one-quarter-inch plate glass. An infrared lamp can be used to heat it—for no more than a few minutes—and aid the process. If you add to your record collection from school bazaars and garage sales, this method can be very useful. I have used these corrective methods and know that they are effective. Don't wait until a disc is unplayable to apply them. A moderately warped record, though it may be playable, disturbs the normal record-tracking geometry of your cartridge and tone arm and can contribute materially to record wear. As the arm is forced "uphill" along one side of the warp the inertia of its mass tends to add to the effective tracking force at the stylus; as the arm descends, its inertia inhibits it from following the slope of the record surface and threatens mistracking. Should you increase the tracking force in order to prevent mistracking you will, of course, increase the problem—and perhaps the damage—on the uphill side.

To my mind the phonograph record is the most precise mass-produced article in the home today. It is truly a marvel, and deserves to be treated as such. Without appropriately protective methods of storage and handling you will reduce both the value of your investment in phonograph records and the enjoyment you can derive from them.

the Perfect Record Cleaner

are the sort who eat popcorn with a fork. Fingerprints will occasionally contaminate your records. Lipides are, by definition, insoluble in water. They are sticky and foster the development of both dust pockets and microbial buildup. The sounds these produce when you play the record can easily be mistaken for a pressing defect and may resemble noise caused by scratches, though somewhat more muffled. No dust-removal brush on the cartridge or side arm can successfully remove fingerprints. Some solution—a chemical approach if you will—is required.

One more problem in record care deserves mention: microbial degradation. The microbes known as mold, or fungi, are most important in this process. We know fungi for what they cause around us; bread mold, mildew, athlete's foot, dutch elm disease, and ringworm are all caused by fungal growths. Mold spores are air-borne and found in every home. Given "food" and humidity, these spores can germinate into growing microcolonies. Vinyl records can serve as the food. Biological adaptation has allowed fungi to change over the years to make better use of the synthetic polymers as nutrient material. Nylon, for instance, once was initially mildew proof; now there are dozens of fungal species that attack nylon.

Fungal growth can damage almost any type of surface. Microcolonies can literally pit a vinyl record, but even long before permanent damage occurs they will provide tenacious little noisy spots on the record. Many record-cleaning fluids actually encourage mold growth by adding nutrients (usually soaps and glycols) to the record surface. It is true that the threat of mold to a record collection is greatest under conditions of dampness and warm temperatures, but I have observed active mold colonies on the records of fastidious audiophiles in air-conditioned apartments. A functional record-cleaning solution would do well to cope with this latent biological threat.

Detrimental Possibilities

There are two classes of cleaning-fluid problems. First is residue. Depending on locality, tap water itself often contains enough residue to layer a crisp deposit of salts into record grooves whenever the disc is washed. rinsed, and dried. Tap water residue can often be heard through a fine audio system and usually will sound very much like the random noise inherent to the disc medium, only at significantly higher levels. Distilled water has virtually no resi-
Despite but will not act as a cleaning agent to surface contaminants, especially fingerprints and cigarette deposits. Thus, many cleaning fluids contain active ingredients—usually soap or detergents—to dissolve lipides. Soaps themselves are modified fats, whereas detergents are synthetically produced compounds.

Even in normal dilutions these ingredients can coat the plastic surfaces so effectively that removal is extremely difficult by any means other than the use of a more active solvent and copious flushing with water. The large molecular structure of combined soap or detergent molecules can physically coat the groove walls and be worked by the stylus into the concave portions of the modulation, altering its effective contour and reducing dynamic range somewhat—particularly at high frequencies. These deposits may remain unnoticed during playback until a better cleaning fluid or slightly different stylus shape dislodges the coating and brings out the latent obstructions. The coating process of soaps and many detergent compounds will reduce surface static; it also provides a thin, sticky meniscus that collects abrasive dusts and fosters microbial growth.

Perhaps the greatest residue problem arises with the zealous application of some silicone preparations. Silicones may reduce static and lubricate the record surface so that dust can be wiped off more easily, but they are so extremely insoluble that once applied they are almost impossible to remove. (At least one manufacturer of medical equipment voids the consumer warranty if silicone compounds are used on delicate instruments.) The buildup of silicones by liberal or successive applications can severely inhibit high-frequency stylus tracking, damping the sound and reducing its dynamic range as well as its sparkle.

The second major problem with record-cleaning solutions involves the actual plastic of the discs. Vinyl polymers are rigid and brittle unless separated by molecular inserts called plasticizers. These plasticizers render the vinyl more flexible, easier to control in pressing, and more durable. Plasticizers allow the record groove to flex slightly and then recover from the terrific tracking pressures of a tiny stylus articulating at high velocity. Indeed the difference between a cheap record and an expensive disc often is, among other things, the vinyl-plasticizer formulation. Unfortunately, plasticizers are not indissolubly bound into the plastic, but are held there by physical and/or electrostatic forces; the plasticizers can migrate, changing the properties of the plastic surface. Many cleaning fluids will pull plasticizers out of the vinyl record surface, leaving grooves brittle so that modulation peaks can be shaved off by the passing stylus. In effect the loss of resiliency reduces the vinyl's bearing strength, making it subject to immediate, irreversible wear and to increasing background noise as the groove wall further disintegrates.

The compounds most likely to modify the plastic walls and permit it to trace the groove modulations while still having sufficient force left over to guide the tone arm across the disc and at the same time operate any associated trip mechanisms. Although the requirements for the pickup alone are readily specified in a fixed number, the requirement for the tone arm presents a variable, so that a tracking force range is specified to take into account the needs of the tone arm as well as those of the pickup and encompass the force needed to overcome any bearing friction and mass-related forces resulting from warped or eccentric records.

Within certain limits, the rate of wear of the record surface is directly related to the tracking force as well as to the tip size, since these last two factors will determine the pressure exerted by the stylus on the vinyl of the record. Don't confuse tracking force with stylus pressure; they aren't the

**by John J. Bubbers**
Vice President for Field Engineering, Stanton Magnetics, Inc.

**ASIDE FROM** the preceding considerations—dirt and warpage will certainly reduce a record's durability—record wear can be discussed as a related pair of subjects: correct installation of the pickup, and periodic maintenance of the stylus tip.

**Pickup Installation**

There are several requirements for proper installation of a phonograph cartridge. Perhaps the most obvious one is the tracking force, since it influences what happens at the stylus tip—the point where stylus and record interact. Pickup manufacturers specify a recommended tracking force range as being suitable for a given pickup. This specification is arrived at by determining the vertical force required to hold the stylus tip against the groove...
surfaces are the so-called hot (quickly evaporating) solvents, which include various concentrations of short-chain alcohols, aldehydes, or ketones. These compounds will very quickly remove fingerprints and leave a dry surface. They also, very quickly, can pull out surface plasticizers and ruin a record. Harmful plastic-fluid interactions are not, however, limited to plasticizer migration. A unique surface change occurs between the disc vinyl and the coloring compounds found in many cleaning compounds. The mild perfumes in popular cleaning products will similarly bind to, and modify, the molecular structure of phonograph records. These data indicate that familiar household cleaners and many special-purpose fluids are of significant danger to records, especially when used frequently or repeatedly.

An Integrated Approach

A cleaning fluid that meets all the needs of the record collector is possible. Such a fluid must integrate chemistry, microbiology, and the unique desires of the high fidelity community. The ideal fluid must suspend lipides, augment dust removal by an appropriate device, buffer any caustic groove deposits, and protect the disc from biological degradation. At the same time, this fluid must not leave a detectable residue, must not have plastic adhesion properties, and must preserve absolutely the integrity of the vinyl plastic upon which record quality depends. To do this, cleaning agents must be balanced with protective agents in its formulation.

An integrated approach must also consider the danger of moisture in long-term record care. Problems of dust retention, caustic abrasion, and microbial contamination are directly proportional to moisture on the record. The one benefit of humidity is the equilibration (but not elimination) of surface static charges. If fluid distribution over the entire disc surface can be combined with the controlled removal of fluid and surface debris, then an integrated system is achieved. The capillary action of an appropriately designed cleaning brush is perhaps the most economical approach to an integrated system. Vacuum removal is also effective, but it is much more costly and requires ancillary devices for fluid distribution.

Is the perfect record-cleaning fluid available? No. not yet. A great deal of research has gone toward the development of a fluid that, with tiny amounts of several reagents, delicately balances the parameters of long-term record integrity against cleaning speed and evaporation characteristics. There is, however, much room for future development. As phonograph discs begin to take on an aura of the irreplaceable, their scientific preservation becomes a priority concern of the high fidelity enthusiast. Within this context, a safe and functional cleaning fluid is essential to the care of phonograph discs.

Can Do to Minimize Record Wear

The same thing at all, the widespread misuse of the latter term notwithstanding. In record-playing equipment tracking force is measured in grams, yet so small is the area over which these minute forces are distributed that the pressures encountered are monumental. If you are tracking at, say, 2 grams with a 0.5-mil spherical stylus, the actual static pressure to which the vinyl will be subjected works out to some five tons per square inch! (A 0.7-mil spherical offers twice the bearing surface of a 0.5-mil and thus, at 2 grams, pressure will run in the neighborhood of 2.5 tons per square inch. A 1.0-mil spherical has about twice the bearing surface of the 0.7-mil, an elliptical measuring 0.2 by 0.7 mils about 40% of the 0.7-mil's area. Ellipticals, which generally present the smallest area, would tend to create the greatest pressure—and record wear—were it not that they are designed for use only with the better playback equipment, capable of operating at low tracking forces.)

When you consider that the elastic limit of vinyl is roughly in the range of five tons per square inch, you can see at once the importance of the relationship between tracking force and tip size if the record is not to be ruined. Exceed the elastic limit and the plastic material literally can crumble. Modern pickups are designed and specified to operate well within this upper limit, but it is important that the tracking force specified for the pickup not be exceeded. If there is any doubt as to the tracking force actually produced by your equipment, it should be checked with a separate stylus gauge or scale. several designs are available.

Tone arms are vulnerable to progressively greater friction as bearings become contaminated either from outside dirt or from grease that hardens.
The new Fisher 203.

All other receivers
more expensive

We at Fisher are known for our realism—not just in sound but also in our dealings with the public. We have always understood that the question, "How good is it for the money?" is even more important to the majority of people than "How good is it?".

That's why we are especially proud of the new Fisher 203 and 205 stereo receivers. They are good, period—but they are extraordinarily good for the money. We ought to know, since we also make receivers selling for twice as
The new Fisher 205.

fall into two categories: or not as good.

much and more. (The 205 is under $300. The 203 costs even less.)

The 203 is an 80-watt (IHF) receiver; the 205 delivers 120 watts (IHF). Both include front panel controls and performance features usually seen only in receivers costing a good deal more.

We have prepared some detailed technical literature on these remarkable values, which is yours for the asking. Write to Fisher Radio, 11-40 45th Road, Long Island City, New York, N.Y. 11101.
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with age. Since the force needed to move the tone arm must come from the record groove, acting on the pickup stylus, increasing friction in the arm itself eventually will require increased tracking force; if friction becomes excessive the system limits may be exceeded. Unless you are skilled at cleaning and adjusting small mechanical assemblies, maintenance of the arm bearings is best left to a specialist.

Next in importance is the actual mounting of the pickup. The mounting surface should be parallel to the record surface when the pickup is in the playing position if the ideal positioning of the stylus within the groove is to be maintained. Since pickup cartridges may vary in height, tone arm manufacturers often provide auxiliary mounting devices to correct the discrepancy and maintain the necessary relationship between stylus tip and tone arm. Also, in some changers there is an increase in tracking force as the record-stack height is increased. A tracking force gauge can be used to determine that the maximum tracking force is not exceeded even for the top record in the stack. It is a better idea to limit the stack height than to run the risk of overloading the stylus. If the stylus cantilever (the little moving member that extends from the cartridge body and holds the diamond tip) is bent, the geometry of the system will be disturbed. A bent cantilever calls for immediate stylus replacement.

The antiskating adjustment found on many of today's tone arms is calibrated by the arm's manufacturer. Antiskating is intended to overcome the inward radial thrust caused by the geometric design of a pivoted tone arm and by the frictional force between the stylus tip and the record surface. Properly adjusted, this feature will neutralize the inward force so that the tracking force will be equally distributed between the two groove walls. Not only does this make for more accurate playback, but any groove wear will then similarly be divided between the two groove walls. A severely misadjusted antiskating control may actually degrade the sound and also decrease record life.

**Stylus Wear Means Record Wear**

It goes without saying that to minimize record wear you need a good stylus tip. Diamond tips are extremely hard—diamond is one of the hardest materials known—though they also are brittle. As in any sliding system, there will be gradual wearing of both surfaces—the disc's and the stylus tip's. The originally smooth surface of the stylus tip develops worn spots, or "flats"—slightly curved, polished planes with abrupt edges at the intersection between the spherical surface and the flat.

It is this discontinuous nature of the tip geometry in a worn stylus that damages groove modulations. When a badly worn stylus is used to play high-frequency, high-level recorded passages, the flat area can no longer get around the sharp "corners" in the groove and tends to deform the modulations into new shapes. This "wiping" action breaks down the groove walls. The damage is permanent; even during subsequent plays with a new, well-formed stylus tip, the groove damage will be heard as distortion. (Since the groove wall is physically distorted, the signal it produces will be too.) If the worn tip continues to be used, it will continue to wear. It becomes increasingly "rounded" and reaches further and further down into the groove, attacking an ever larger area of the groove walls as it goes.

Record wear, like many phenomena that appear gradually, is something to which we can easily adapt, accepting for a time the distortion and noise it generates. As a result it is impossible to say just when stylus wear becomes perceptible, and its prevention is a matter much like tooth decay: It requires expert inspection following a regular schedule and maintenance as dictated by the inspection. Visual examination of the stylus by competent personnel with good optical equipment will tell you in short order whether you need a replacement.

How long should you expect a stylus to last? It would be convenient to have a known, fixed number with which to reply to this question, but no such absolute exists. Stylus life will vary with the kind of usage, the quality of the diamond, the finish of the diamond tip, the cleanliness of the record groove, and even the quality of the records. In general, it would probably be a waste of time to inspect the stylus before 150 hours, while at 1,000 hours the stylus likely would exhibit considerable wear even under almost ideal conditions. A good time for the first inspection might be after 250 hours of use; if only negligible wear is seen then, reinspect within another 100 hours of use.

There is another kind of stylus damage that generally results from rough handling. As I mentioned earlier, diamond is a brittle material. If it is struck a sharp blow, it can shatter. The resultant tip will be irregular and sharp—a cutting tool rather than a bearing surface. The chipped tip generally is easy to identify. It will produce a loud, continuous hissing or tearing sound when playing a record. At the same time, the color of the groove will change from shiny black to dull grey. This color can be seen with the naked eye in normal lighting. The obvious remedy is immediate replacement of the stylus.

In discussing record wear I have talked almost exclusively about pickups and pickup maintenance. Record durability is in fact directly related to how well the stylus tip treats the record surface and is in essence a product of the thought and care that go into the use of the phonograph pickup. There is no substitute for fastidious installation and maintenance of the phonograph pickup and arm. Correct tracking force, a freely moving tone arm, correctly applied antiskating, an effective stylus tip inspection program, careful handling of the pickup, and a clean environment all are vital considerations in reducing record wear.
by Leonard Feldman

How to Understand Our Amplifier Reports

IN THE February 1972 issue I detailed the ways in which the graphs and charts used in High Fidelity's FM test reports can help you to distinguish between the spectacular and the pedestrian, between the wonderful and the woeful. Amplifier test reports contain even more graphs and charts, and understanding them can give you a new insight into that portion of your stereo system.

A high fidelity amplifier, whether it is built into a receiver or sold as a separate unit, usually is what we call an integrated amp—that is, a combination of preamplifier/control unit with the power amplifier itself. In this installment I'll be talking about the three graphs that refer to the power amp section.

Power Output Data

The basic graph in HF's amplifier reports documents the output capability of the unit under test. Just examine the sample graph and follow the letters A to F as we go. The horizontal markings of this graph show...

A. Frequency in Hz—but not just the 20-to-20,000-Hz range normally considered as the maximum extent of human hearing. Since we are dealing with the over-all capability of the amplifier, we need a scale that will show how it behaves down to 10 Hz and up to 100,000 Hz (100 kHz). The vertical axis of the graph is labeled...

B. Response in dB. Decibel measurements always are relative to a fixed reference. Thus one cannot say that an amplifier has "10 dB of power," though one can state that amp A produces "10 dB more power" than amp B or that an amplifier's hum and residual noise is "60 dB below" its rated output, which is designated as zero decibels (0 dB). The bottom curve shown in this graph tells us about...

C. Frequency response at the 1-watt output level. A good unit will amplify all audible frequencies by the same proportion, relative to their input levels. To test this ability, a signal of uniform...
level but varying frequency (that is, a "flat" signal) is fed into the amplifier. If we arbitrarily assign the 0-dB reference value to a 1-watt output with a 1-kHz input signal, the rest of the plot shows how far the amplitude departs from this reference point at other frequencies for the same input level. Ideally this plot should be a straight line, which would indicate that the amplifier has perfectly uniform response throughout, and perhaps beyond, the audible spectrum. In our example we see that the response tends to droop a bit at extremely low frequencies and rises a bit at the high-frequency end, ultimately falling off in the inaudible region above 20 kHz. The statement below the curve spells out the limits of useful response and its deviation from the 0-DB point within those limits. In a modern amplifier, good frequency response is fairly easy to achieve and—as in our example—the response remains relatively uniform from below the lowest audible frequency to well above the highest one. The other curve in this graph is known as... 

D. Power bandwidth. Again, a reference 0-DB level is established, but this time it corresponds to the rated power output of the amp (in this example, 40 watts per channel), and the curve shows power output at rated total harmonic distortion—a term I'll explain in more detail when we come to the second chart. The lab measures the maximum power output that can be obtained across the frequency spectrum without driving distortion higher than the rated value: in this example, 0.5% THD. As you can see, at mid-frequencies this value actually goes above the 0-DB line, indicating that 0.5% THD is not reached until after power output has exceeded the nominal 40 watts per channel. Conversely, at the frequency extremes, the curve tends to fall below the 0-DB line, which indicates that the full 40 watts per channel is no longer attainable at less than 0.5% harmonic distortion. The end points of the curve arbitrarily correspond to the point at which maximum power output attainable within rated harmonic distortion is 3 dB below full power output. The dB scale is logarithmic in nature and a decrease of 3 dB in power corresponds to exactly half the 0-DB reference power—in our example, 20 watts per channel. Additional data are summarized numerically under the heading...  

E. Channels individually. Here the lab indicates what power level can be measured from one channel of the amp when the reproduced tone (displayed visually on the screen of an oscilloscope) shows the barest trace of "clipping" or flattening of the top and bottom of the otherwise smooth waveform—a definite indication of overload in the amplifier circuit. Data are stated for both the left and the right channel, as are data to show how much power the amplifier can deliver at rated harmonic distortion (0.5% in our example). All of these measurements are conducted with a single channel operating. In actual musical listening, of course, both channels are called upon to deliver power at the same time, so the final data presented in this chart are measured by the lab while driving both...  

F. Channels simultaneously. When both are operating, a typical amp will not deliver quite as much per-channel power without clipping as it will when each channel is driven singly. The limiting factor is the amplifier's built-in power supply section. In our example maximum power per channel at clipping is approximately 40 watts with both channels driven, as opposed to more than 45 watts when each was driven alone.

**Harmonic Distortion Curves**

This important graph tells much about the power output capability and the fidelity of reproduction of a given amplifier. You will note that distortion is plotted against...

A. Frequency in Hz. When you read that an amplifier, for example, is rated at 0.5% total harmonic distortion (often abbreviated THD), the usual implication is that this much distortion was measured in reproducing a signal frequency of 1 kHz (1,000 Hz). The high fidelity component industry has always taken the position that human hearing (and hence, sound-reproducing equipment) extends over the range from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Most people cannot hear all of these frequencies of course. Usually age reduces the ability to perceive the extremely high frequencies. Statistically, women perceive higher frequencies than men of the same age. Whatever your hearing range, you need to know how distortion at the extreme frequencies compares with distortion in the midrange—that is, around 1 kHz. It is, in fact, easier to achieve low distortion at mid-frequencies than it is at the extremes. So we must be able to tell what happens at different audio frequencies as we plot...

B. The percentage of THD. Distortion consists of signal components or tones that were not present in the original sound. There are many forms of distortion possible in electronic reproduction. Harmonic distortion contributes false overtones to the original program content. The distortion is expressed as a percentage—that is, the ratio of unwanted tones to desired tone, multiplied by 100. Two separate scales are shown in the vertical axis, because we are plotting two separate distortion curves for this amplifier. The first represents...

C. THD at rated power output—in this example 40 watts per channel. It takes more watts of electrical power to produce louder sounds, since sound itself is a form of power and can be measured in acoustic watts. In all of HF's graphic presentations power is discussed with reference to a single chan-
nel of a given amp and, unless otherwise specified, for an assumed load (to simulate performance when the amplifier is driving a loudspeaker) of 8 ohms. Under these conditions our sample amp is rated at 40 watts per channel, so distortion measurements are made at this output. Note that in this sample, although the curve shows a distortion of about 0.1% at 1 kHz, it rises significantly at...

D. The extreme frequencies, especially in the high treble. Great amounts of distortion are just as annoying (some people say even more annoying) in very low bass tones and high treble tones as they are at mid-frequencies. Here, distortion rises to over 0.5% at about 15 kHz and to about 0.2% at 20 Hz. All things being equal, the distortion characteristics of each channel of a stereo amp should be identical, since the same basic circuitry is used for both...

E. Left and right channels. But individual circuit components often are not quite equal in their values, and the differences have a way of piling up. Hence separate distortion tests are made for each channel. Left channel results are plotted using a solid line, while the right channel is plotted as a dotted line. As you can see the right-channel distortion at the high frequencies is considerably greater than that in the left channel for this sample. But now look at...

F. The half-power distortion rating. A well designed amp should not reach rated distortion before achieving its rated power output. At all operating power levels below rated output the distortion also should be lower than the rated amount. The lab makes a second set of distortion measurements at half the rated power—in this example, 20 watts per channel. Again, both channels are measured, but now we find that...

G. Distortion is lower and also is virtually the same in both channels. Note that it approaches 0.5% at the high-frequency end of the spectrum. At mid-frequencies—around 1 kHz or so—the distortion is so low that it is virtually impossible to read

...AND MORE TO COME

Leonard Feldman's explanation of our test graphs reflects the data as we have been presenting them, for the most part, over a number of years. We—and CBS Labs, of course—are always seeking to plug any potential "loopholes" in the test procedure however, and from time to time we add more data when we think the information can be of use to our readers in selecting or using components.

For some time the lab has actually been making three sets of harmonic-distortion measurements: the two discussed by Mr. Feldman plus another at a mere 1 per cent of rated power. In his example, therefore, the third curve would represent THD at 0.4 watts (400 milliwatts) output. Though the curves have not been published, the information they contain has. Such expressions as "low distortion even at very low power levels" have appeared regularly in our reports and are based on the 1 per cent output measurements.

The original intent of the measurement was to seek out a type of harmonic distortion, characteristic in solid-state (as opposed to tubed) circuits, that becomes evident only at very low output levels. While we have encountered no equipment that we would rate as substandard for its price class in this respect since the 1 per cent power measurements began, typical power ratings have been growing ever higher during that period. As a result, there is greater likelihood than ever that modern amplifiers will often be used far below rated output. Poor harmonic distortion at these levels will therefore be particularly important, and beginning in our October issue we will be publishing the third curve as an aid to evaluating amplifier performance.
the values from the graph. When this happens, as it frequently does with better equipment, the vertical scale may have to be expanded to show divisions at halves or even tenths of a per cent. Sometimes distortion is so low as to approach that inherent in the measuring equipment. In that event the curve may be discontinuous in the area where no definite numerical distortion values can be assigned.

**IM Characteristics**

As I mentioned earlier, harmonic distortion is just one of the forms of distortion that can be present in an amplifier. Another form of annoying distortion is intermodulation—usually abbreviated as IM—distortion. Again, following the letters from A to G, let's first define what we mean by the term...

**A. Intermodulation.** Musical programming consists not of single tones (such as were used in measuring THD), but of a complex of tones that usually occur simultaneously in the low, middle, and high portions of the audible frequency spectrum. In an amplifier they can interact with (or "beat" against) each other to produce new, undesirable tones at the sum and difference frequencies of the original tones. For example the simultaneous presence of 60 Hz and 7,000 Hz may produce minute amounts of 6,930 Hz and 7,060 Hz. The presence of such extraneous signals has been named intermodulation distortion, and the two frequencies cited are in fact the very ones used to test for IM distortion.

The lab mixes the input signals in the ratio of 4:1; that is, a 60-Hz signal is fed to the amplifier together with a 7,000-Hz signal that is four times weaker in amplitude. An instrument sensitive only to the sum and difference frequencies is used to detect IM distortion. Like THD, IM varies with...

**B. Power output in watts.** We therefore plot this form of distortion as a function of power output per channel (rather than of frequency) along the horizontal axis of the graph. The vertical axis of the graph expresses...

**C. Per cent IM distortion.** In tube amplifiers, IM distortion typically runs higher than THD, although in modern solid-state amplifiers it often is no higher, and sometimes even lower, than THD. In our example, percentages are quite low until we approach the maximum power output capability of the amplifier. Most solid-state amps have varying power output capabilities depending upon the impedance of the loudspeakers with which they are used. Most high fidelity loudspeaker systems are rated at a nominal impedance of 8 ohms, although there are some very popular 4-ohm and 16-ohm models. Moreover, the load impedance may change if multiple speakers are connected to the same output taps (e.g., two 8-ohm speakers in parallel across the same terminals create a 4-ohm load; in series, a 16-ohm load). For all this, the graph presents IM characteristics when using a...

**D. 8-ohm load (the solid line), as well as IM characteristics when using a...

**E. 4-ohm load (dashed line) and a...

**F. 16-ohm load (shown as a dot-dashed line).** In our example the amplifier exhibited highest power output at low IM when tested with an 8-ohm load—a common situation, though many amplifiers will deliver more power to 4 ohms than to 8 ohms without producing excessive IM distortion. Using a 16-ohm load reduced the power output capability per channel considerably, which is typical of modern amplifiers. Note that each distortion curve rises steeply as power is increased above the working maximum for the given load. This phenomenon is typical, as is...

**G. Slightly rising distortion at low power output.** The rise here is much gentler, though distortion measurements continue to rise as output is reduced below the 1-watt level at the left of the graph.

In the next installment I'll take up the control/preamp section of integrated amplifiers and receivers. Only one graph represents the performance of this circuitry—which can be found in separate preamps as well of course—but it is a rather complex one. [We've scheduled Part 2 for the October issue.—Ed.]

Mr. Feldman, an audio consultant, last appeared in these pages with How to Pick FM Antennas in April.
When it comes to fine stereo systems... a Marantz is a Marantz is a Marantz.

That means that Marantz not only makes the finest most expensive stereo equipment in the world but also the finest least expensive stereo equipment in the world. Our $1319 Marantz stereo component system for example includes the Marantz Model 120 stereophonic tuner featuring the exclusive Gyro-Touch tuning and built-in oscilloscope for $429; the Model 3300 preamplifier/control center that offers you full control facilities at $395; plus the Marantz Model 250, a 250 watt RMS power amplifier priced at $495. Put them all together they spell Marantz—a total of $1319 worth of the best stereo equipment available for the connoisseur. $1319

For the budget-minded music lover, Marantz also makes the finest, least expensive stereo equipment in the world. Marantz offers a component system that includes the Marantz Model 110 FM/AM stereophonic tuner featuring Gyro-Touch tuning for only $179.95, and beautifully complemented by the Marantz Model 1030 stereo preamplifier with 15 watts RMS per channel priced at only $149.95. A great system for the budding stereo enthusiast and the best buy for the money in the audio world. $329.90

Same name, same quality—regardless of price. That’s Marantz’ superior quality, inherent in the full line of components. And to complete your system choose a Marantz Imperial speaker system. marantz. We sound better.

Seven new albums for people who were only planning to buy seven new albums this year.

Boulez conducts Bartók
THE MIRACULOUS MANDARIN
Complete
Schall Castonguay, Hugh Ross, Director
DANCE SUITE
NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC

M 31368 Bartók with Boulez clarity will delight Bartók lovers and Boulez lovers. And, since this is Boulez' second recording as Music Director of the New York Philharmonic, New York Philharmonic lovers, too. *

E. Power Biggs
Bach Organ Favorites
Vol. 5
Fantasy and Fugue in G Minor (The Great)
Fantasy in C Major
Prelude and Fugue in B Minor (The Great)
Prelude and Fugue in G Major (Weimar)
Chorale Preludes:
"Jesus, Priceless Treasure"/"We All Believe in One God, The Creator" (The "Giant" Fugue)

M 31424 Biggs has done it again. This is Volume 5 in a highly popular series of Bach favorites performed on the Flentrop tracker organ. Bach may well be the only man who ever wrote 5 volumes of "favorites."**

Serkin/Szell
Brahms: The Piano Concertos
No.1 in D Minor, Op.15
No.2 in B Flat Major, Op.83
The Cleveland Orchestra

MG 31421t A specially priced 2-record set. Brahms by Brahms. Serkin and Szell, themselves two of the world's greatest masters in the central European musical tradition, studied together under the same man, a master who actually knew Brahms.

Romance/Isaac Stern
FAVORITE MELODIES FOR THE QUIET HOURS
CHOPIN: Nocturne in E Flat
SCHUBERT: Serenade
BRODERICK: Nocturne
RUBINSTEIN: Romance
DEBUSSY: The Girl with the Flaxen Hair
MENDELSSOHN: On Wings of Song and more
Frank Brief conducting the Columbia Symphony Orchestral arrangements by Arthur Harris

M 31425 When a master records some old favorites, they become new favorites. Stern sets the mood here for romance, in a way no lesser artists could accomplish.*

Serkin, Violin
Zukerman, Viola
Barenboim, Conductor
Mozart: Sinfonia Concertante
Stanitz: Sinfonia Concertante
THE ENGLISH CHAMBER ORCHESTRA

M 31369 This album has everything. Three of the giants of the music world come together for the first time on record. This is Zukerman's first recording as a violist (he's great). And the music: Mozart and Stanitz. Everything.*

2 RECORD SET
Isaac Stern
The Great Beethoven & Brahms Violin Concertos
Leonard Bernstein
New York Philharmonic
Eugene Ormandy
The Philadelphia Orchestra

MG 31418 A specially priced 2-record set. The greatest performing violin virtuoso of our age performs two of the greatest violin and orchestra masterpieces of all-time. Hard to beat.

On Columbia Records and Tapes

*Recorded for 4-channel
†Not available on tape

M 2 31398 A 2-record set. Newman is the iconoclast the musical world has been buzzing over. This is his first recording as a conductor (he also plays harpsichord continuo on the album). We guarantee there'll be some surprises on this tradition-breaking album.*

High Fidelity Magazine
Schubert Explorations

Badura-Skoda's complete edition of the Piano Sonatas

by Harris Goldsmith

Recording the complete cycle of thirty-two Beethoven piano sonatas has come to be a very "in" thing to do these days—a sort of bar mitzvah for scholarly interpreters wishing to make their mark in a highly competitive world. In contrast, Schubert's parallel works continue to be looked upon as Cinderellas of the piano repertory. Most pianists play one or two (usually the "little" A major, D. 664 or the posthumous B flat, D. 960) and are content to let the lesser known works gather dust. There are, admittedly, problems in Schubert's piano style that demand a specialized sympathy and understanding. It is not enough merely to play the notes clearly and literally—in addition to such scrupulous attention to detail, a certain unpressured quality is needed, the ability to be rhythmically free without causing the often discursive music to disintegrate on the one hand or become rigidly perfunctory on the other. Moreover, after all is said and done, Schubert's piano sonatas require a certain type of listener who will—in the earlier, experimental works particularly—be patient with certain gaucheries while focusing on the beauty and originality of the concept.

For me, Deutsche Grammophon's nine-disc Wilhelm Kempff edition released last year was, if not perfect, as close to that ideal as is possible. No pianist is going to play every one of these pieces equally well. Indeed, it is highly unlikely that the lesser ones are even a part of his active repertoire. Yet whatever reservations one may have about Kempff's slow tempo in the first movement of one sonata or about his angular treatment of detail in the third movement of another, the totality of his playing projects a clear and unmistakable image of an artist and supreme stylist, a player who not only understands Schubert's often misunderstood style, but who is able to infuse the music with a profound, granite beauty and lofty instrumental finesse.

Badura-Skoda comes to the project with decided qualifications of his own. Steeped in the Viennese tradition, he clearly loves this music and feels much of it. I have, in the past, taken issue with this player, particularly in Beethoven where his approach seemed lacking in firmness and cumulative grandeur. Although, as Kempff proves, a Beethovenian cragginess is not out of place in Schubert; it is possible to get along without it. Badura-Skoda's lyrical impulses are all to the good in this music, and his expansive, colorful, supple pianism is likewise appropriate. I like his clear voicing, his scrupulous (but not overly literal) attention to details and agogic marks. The smaller compositions come off especially well in these simple, sympathetic, tonally lustrous readings. But if Beethovenian drama is not always a prerequisite in Schubert, a firm sense of rhythm most certainly is. This, alas, is an area in which I have always found Badura-Skoda deficient. When he is playing with straightforward, four-square solidity, he is able to manage an excellent, clear exposition of the music. But often stylization demands that a Ländler rhythm be pointed with exaggerated emphasis and Badura-Skoda, with no inner metronome to guide him, falls right into the trap. In instances like these, his playing becomes mannered, and your guess is as good as mine as to where the down-
Schubert
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beats are. I also find that this fundamentally lyric, small-scaled player tends to overinterpret when he comes to music that demands more than he has to give. In such unfortunate circumstances, his natural charm vanishes and one is left instead with a petulant, rather tightfisted calculation.

Before delving too deeply into the quality of the playing, however, it must be pointed out that Badura-Skoda's Schubert edition is not strictly competitive with Kempff's. There is the problem of just what constitutes "completeness." Schubert was notorious for leaving works in an unfinished state. It would seem that ideas came to him too fast and that he was simply unable to get them all onto paper. The fact that most of Schubert's unfinished sonatas break off just at the point of recapitulation would seem to add fuel to the contention that he would come back to them later. We know from his finished pieces that, unlike Beethoven who liked surprises, "recapitulation" was, for him, mostly a pro forma operation. Thus it also follows that all a restorer need do is see that the exposition is suitably altered so that the re-stated material stays in the home key. On the other hand, it is more than plausible that Schubert discontinued working on some of his ideas because either he got into structural difficulties with a particularly daring modulation, or he found the material itself at fault. Obviously, the task of restoring a movement such as the last of D. 840 which breaks off in, rather than after, the development is far more hazardous.

Kempff is mostly a purist in his recorded cycle. In one instance he uses a completion printed in the Universal Edition, but in all others he presents only those movements which are capable of standing just as the composer left them. (This was essentially the task that Friedrich Wührer took in his pioneering and now superseded integral recording for Vox.) Badura-Skoda, on the other hand, not only completes the fragment movements (usually very well, I must say), he also recruits (detractors will say "shanghaies"!?) extra movements from isolated individual pieces written around the same time as the sonatas to which they are added. The justification here is that Schubert had the habit of breaking up his sonatas so that he might better sell them to his publishers. It will be up to you to determine whether such hydrids "work" as integral units. Most of them, to my mind, are feasible, although at least one strikes me as a dismal failure: If you want to hear a lot of music you can't find elsewhere, you might as well stop reading at this point and get Volumes Two through Four of Badura-Skoda.

Those not hell-bent on having every last scrap of Schubert they can get their hands on (there are two fragments which are even beyond salvation for the tenacious and resourceful Badura-Skoda—a fragment in C sharp minor which exists only up to the exposition's end and thirty-eight bars of an E minor Satz)—will want to weigh the merits of completeness and interpretation and draw their own conclusions. Here is a brief rundown on these problematical works:

E major, D. 157. This three-movement work of 1815 is listed as a fragment in the Kempff set. Both artists refrain from adding to the torso, if indeed it is one. The music is somewhat analogous to the first symphony and B-S romps through it in high-spirited fashion. Kempff's is clearly preferable to the spasmodic B-S. He has firmer rhythm and his slower tempo for the Minuet is stronger, clearer. Moreover, the extra movement B-S adds is less attractive than the others.

E major, D. 459. This 1816 work has long been available in a Breitkopf & Härtel edition under the title Fünf Stücke. The first two movements, however, have subsequently turned up in mss. form as a sonata. Since there is no surviving autograph for the remaining three movements, we know that Schubert broke up this work, but can only guess as to whether the original sonata had two minuets. Badura-Skoda, Kempff, and virtually everyone else play all five movements, call it a sonata, and ask no questions. There is no contest between K and B-S, although the new Haebler reviewed below gives K a good run for his money and almost unseats him. This is, incidentally, one of Schubert's most irresistible youthful efforts.

A flat, D. 557. Schubert scholar Erwin Ratz is pretty dogmatic about this piece. He dismisses it entirely and Universal's edition doesn't even include it. The piece is, to be sure, rather lightweight, but certainly deserves an occasional hearing. (It is, for piano teachers in quest of new material, certainly preferable to the banal Clementi sonatinas and probably not that much more difficult.) B-S, like his predecessors, plays the work in its arguably incomplete three-movement form. Kempff, and virtually everyone else play all five movements, call it a sonata, and ask no questions. There is no contest between K and B-S, although the new Haebler reviewed below gives K a good run for his money and almost unseats him. This is, incidentally, one of Schubert's most irresistible youthful efforts.

F minor, D. 566. B-S adds a Scherzo and an Allegretto molto. D. 566 composed in 1816, a year before the standard two movements. It's not a good solution, and the disparity between keys from the end of movement two to the added movement three makes my stomach drop. In any case, I much prefer K's Weberish, beautifully controlled playing to B-S's flaccid, contorted "interpretation."

F sharp minor, D. 571/570. Both K and Wührer omit this three-movement work, but Frederick Marvin once recorded it for Vernon Duke's Society of Forgotten Music. B-S adds a slow movement that was written in 1818, a year after the others. I prefer his more songful, less percussive approach, and draw particular attention to the
Scherzo, which resembles that of the E flat Sonata, D. 568.

F minor, D. 625. The first movement of this three-movement work is incomplete. K uses the more or less standard reconstruction printed in the Universal Edition; B-S uses his own, which is much more resourceful. In addition he adds an Adagio, D. 505 since the work really has no slow movement. It's B-S all the way here. He brings out all the wild key relations and contradictions in this fascinating piece. Sometimes the music forebodes the great romantic keyboard essays like Schumann's F sharp minor Sonata and Chopin's B minor. At the same time, it also harks back to the age of classicism (there is a decided likeness to the finale of Beethoven's C minor Trio, Op. 1, No. 3). K, though competent, is rather square and dutiful—far below his best.

C major, D. 613/612. B-S completes the fragmentary first and third movements of this charming, albeit florid, work and adds a central Adagio, D. 612. The others omit it entirely.

C major, D. 840. The last and unarguably the greatest of the unfinished sonatas, this work consists of two magnificent, entirely completed movements: a Scherzo, which though without an end has a complete trio section and a rather trivial finale that breaks off at midpoint in the development. K plays only the first two sections inanimately well. Wüthner used the completion by Ernst Krenek, and Richter—taking the oddest tack of all in his old Monitor recording—plays the standard two movements plus the two fragments, stopping dead in his tracks exactly as Schubert did (he also drags the tempos to distraction). B-S uses his own version here and turns in his most ambitious composing project. He ingeniously brings the theme of the first movement back twice in the finale—one in the development and once in the coda. (He has ample precedent for so doing in the posthumous A major Sonata, D. 959.) He plays the opening movements admirably enough, but by no means as well as K.

The remaining sonatas are all complete, and it would be futile to discuss every last one. On the whole, I would definitely advise against Volume 1 of B-S, which contains segmented, rambling, woefully deficient accounts of the three great posthumous sonatas. K is supreme in the C minor. Michele Bogner (Musical Heritage Society) has the best currently available disc of the B flat; and Sera phim should reissue Artur Schnabel's incomparable account of the A minor Sonata, D. 784 (in VICS 6130); in A minor, D. 845; in C, D. 840: in G, D. 894 (in VICS 6131).

Ingrid Haebler has been working away quietly on her own Schubert cycle for Philips. Her latest installment features a lovely, spirited account of the early E major Sonata, D. 459. She gives special cogency to the second movement by taking it very briskly, and her fingerwork has real style and snap throughout. This reading surpasses Badura-Skoda's and closely rivals the Kempff which I, nevertheless, continue to prefer for its greater satirical point. In the C minor posthumous Sonata, D. 958, Hae bler's tasteful musicality is completely in evidence. So, unfortunately, is her almost painstaking avoidance of drama and gravity. Often, as in the passage at measure 27 of the first movement, she lapses into a perfunctory détente, and both the Adagio (uncomfortably small and brisk) and finale (which here sounds like a poor man's Op. 31, No. 3) lack sinister breadth. The reproduction is wonderful, and there are none of the annoying preludes that mar Badura-Skoda's D. 459.

Karl Ulrich Schnabel, son of the great Artur, is an artist who ought to be much better known than he is. A modest, retiring man, he has spent much of his career giving master classes, but he is a first-class musician. His account of the A minor Sonata, D. 845 is highly personalized without being overly subjective. In other words, though there is a goodly amount of tempo shifting and rubato in order to delineate structure, meter, and harmony, an over-all consummate tastefulness and proportion are always in evidence. I find the playing of the Scherzo especially subtle and winning, but in all four movements the pianism is of the highest order. There are so many impishly turned, twinkling phrases and yet a sublime seriousness of intent. This A minor easily competes with the myriad available interpretations: Kempff's, though similar, is a mite more objective. Richter's (on an old Monitor disc) is entirely too much so, and Kraus (Cardinal) takes an altogether bleaker, grimmer view. The Moments musicaux are lovingly played, but here I find the approach a bit overly solemn. Knowing and sympathetic as K. U. Schnabel's re-creations are, I find a more elemental, outspoken enjoyment in the recent, incomparable Clifford Curzon account (London). Certainly No. 2 of these pieces needn't sound so lethargic and doom-laden as Schnabel plays it here. The sound (a product of Kiwi of New Zealand) is vivid, but its ast ringency may take some getting used to. I rather like it.

**Schubert: Sonatas for Piano**

*Schubert: Sonatas for Piano (complete). Paul Badura-Skoda, piano. RCA Victrola VICS 6128/31, $8.94 each (four boxed sets, three discs each set).
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Sir Adrian Boult and his forces at Kingsway Hall—rescuing The Pilgrim's Progress from obscurity.

Vaughan Williams and His Pilgrim's Progress

An opera illuminates its composer

by Patrick J. Smith

IT IS NOT SURPRISING that Ralph Vaughan Williams should have written an opera (which he called a "Morality") based on John Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, given this composer's lifelong interest in things English and religious music. He worked on the project off and on for most of his life, from as early as 1904; rigorously after the First World War (one episode, The Shepherds of the Delectable Mountains, was published in 1922), and finally finished it for a Covent Garden production in 1951. The work was received politely, had a more positive Cambridge revival in 1954, and has lain largely dormant since. The present recording was made in connection with the hundredth anniversary celebration of his birth.

The opera will not rank in the forefront of his works—that is, I doubt whether it will appeal to one not already a Vaughan Williams admirer, if not enthusiast—yet in a strange way it lies at the heart of the man and the composer, for it articulates a view of life which he must have felt strongly to have kept working on the opera for as long as he did (his progress being thus analogous to Pilgrim's). The problems with the opera are obvious. It is a "tableau" opera—that is, a series of vivid scenes linked by the figure of the questing Pilgrim seeking salvation from his burden of worldliness and guilt. Although the theme itself is generally related to "pilgrim" works such as Parsifal, it is here treated far less dramatically and more episodically. Yet I would agree with the composer that it is withal a stage work and not something to be put on in Church. Certainly developments in stage lighting and projections could enliven the scenes and compensate for the lack of development of the central character or the fuzziness of many of the subordinate ones. The text, taken by the composer from Bunyan and the Bible, is refreshing in its richness of language.

Another problem is the story itself. Pilgrim's search for salvation through the thorns of life is largely alien to today's approach to religion. Bunyan's view of life was not only continually sober and didactic, but militantly Puritan in orientation. Vaughan Williams made a minor attempt to universalize the religious implications by calling his hero "Pilgrim" instead of "Christian," but the structure and language are still Christian in inspiration (Christ is never specifically mentioned, but often referred to), and the overcoming of materialistic snare through decisive action and right thinking is completely Puritan in outlook. Even Parsifal, which is hardly "today's" opera, is more in tune with whatever religious revival is taking place now than is The Pilgrim's Progress, simply because Wagner himself fudged the specifics of his hero's religion. Certainly the young who seek a religious experience today base it more on mysticism and ineffability, so that Bunyan's constant harping on "duty," however much it may accord with their own ethical standards, will smack entirely too much of what remains in the churches that they have been spoon-fed from their parents.

Paradoxically, however, the easy melodiousness of much of the music mitigates a good deal of the Puritanism of the text. Not only are the scenes strongly presented, but there are in addition lovely settings of Psalms 23 and 121. Vaughan Williams' music is basically emotional in its content, which divorces it from much of the music of its time (his English counterpart would be Tippett rather than Britten), and its very ear- and heart-pleasing qualities have led it to be dismissed as facile. His music is not a little simplistic in its tonality, its modality, and (in the present work) a fondness for the minor second to depict Evil and a general mistiness of Anglican litany patterns and church cadences. It is easy music to sneer at, but it is also hard to obliterate, and its range is larger than one would suppose. Vaughan Wil-
liams' astringent Fourth Symphony has found more favor than his pastoral Fifth (which by the way contains several themes from the opera), but both are representative of the composer at his most characteristic, and there is no doubt that he was a master at being able to convey a type of music largely unwritten today: that which portrays a state of rapt, joyous, and almost limitless calm. The sections of the opera which reflect this—House Beautiful, the aforementioned Shepherds, and the Allelulia close in Heaven—are indeed beautiful, and are moreover contrasted with such sections as the Battle with Apollyon or the scene in Vanity Fair. Vaughan Williams' works are generally more unified in that they present a single side of his musical thought: in this sense Pilgrim's Progress contains all of them and illumines the composer whole.

The key to the opera—and, perhaps, to its final failure—is the scene of Pilgrim in Prison. Here is the only place in which the hero has doubts, and his monologue is central to the opera in that it must convey the anguish and importance of Pilgrim's quest. To me, the scene goes a long way to doing just this—aided by the performance of John Noble, who is fully part of the role—but with all its sincerity and nobility the leap to identification is not made. Part of this is doubtless musical, for Vaughan Williams abandons the anguish when Pilgrim finds the key to unlock the gates, and the rest of the scene is on his home grounds of wonder in the Lord. But there is also a nagging need to posit a prior acceptance of the Christian (or whatever) way of life, and that is what sets this opera apart from, say, a Christian work such as the St. Matthew Passion of Bach, which is universal.

The recording, by that old Vaughan Williams hand Sir Adrian Boult, is the only one (long ago Westminster recorded some of the songs). and is very fine, although a bit bass-heavy and confined in the choral scenes. The large cast is almost without exception excellent, and John Noble, as the Pilgrim, has long acquaintance with the role (he appeared in the Cambridge production) and, one imagines, could not be bettered. The final side is taken up with excerpts from the rehearsal sessions, and may be of interest to those who (a) are Boult admirers or (b) have never attended rehearsals.

The Pilgrim's Progress does not deserve obscurity. It is on the whole faithful to Bunyan and certainly faithful to the best in Vaughan Williams. The opera will never become a repertory piece, nor should it: but on the other hand it should not be relegated to church productions. Vaughan Williams said: "They don't like it, they won't like it, and perhaps they never will like it, but it's the sort of opera I wanted to write, and there it is." So be it, but "they" do not include me.

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: The Pilgrim's Progress. John Noble (b), The Pilgrim; Raimund Herincx (b), John Bunyan and Lord Hate-Good; John Carol Case (t), Evangelist; Wynford Evans (t), Pilate and a Shepherd; Christopher Keyte (bs), Obstinate, Judus Iscariot, and Pontius Pilate; Geoffrey Shaw (b), Mistrust and Demas; Bernard Dickerson (t), Timorous and Usher; Sheila Armstrong (s), A Shining One and Voice of a Bird; Marie Hayward (s), A Shining One and Madam Wanton; Gloria Jennings (s), A Shining One and Madam By-Ends; Ian Partridge (t), Interpreter and Superstition; John Shirley-Quirk (b), Watchful, the Porter; Terence Sharpe (t), Herald and a Shepherd; Robert Lloyd (bs), Apollyon and a Shepherd; Norma Burrowes (s), Branchbearer and Malice; Alfreda Hodgson (c), Cupbearer and Pitchfork; Joseph Ward (t), Lord Lechery; Richard Angas (bs), Simon Magus and Envy; John Elwes (t), Worldly Glory and Celestial Messenger; Delia Walis (ms), Madam Bubble; Wendy Eatorne (s), A Woodcutter's Boy; Gerald English (t), Mr. By-Ends, Doreen Price (s), Jean Temperley (ms), and Kenneth Wooliam (t), Voices from Heaven; London Philharmonic Chorus and Orchestra, Sir Adrian Boult, cond. Angel SCL 3785, $17.94 (three discs).

by Susan T. Sommer

The Sun-Drenched Genius of Monteverdi

A cornucopia of madrigals from Raymond Leppard via Philips

For this handsome boxed set of five discs containing almost fifty of Monteverdi's mature chamber works, Philips has assembled an all-star cast conducted by the energetic Raymond Leppard. Leppard's sumptuous realizations of 300-year-old baroque operas have led the Monteverdi/Cavalli revival and sent enthusiastic audiences flocking to opera houses. Now, thanks to Philips' path-breaking venture, the same audience can hear another facet of Monteverdi's genius in their own homes.

Even though I have known and admired individual pieces from these collections for years, I found it a revelation to experience the entire scope of Monteverdi's monumental Eighth Book of Madrigals. Pablo Picasso once described creative talent as a sun with a thousand rays extending in all directions. Perhaps no single publication of Monteverdi's illustrates the many-sided brill-
liance of the composer’s creative genius better than this extraordinary publication.

The first six books of Monteverdi’s Madrigali are firmly rooted in the tradition of the sixteenth century, but in his Seventh Book published in 1619, a superb collection of chamber duets and trios with continuo accompaniment, the composer dove enthusiastically into the baroque era. Twenty years elapsed before another major publication appeared.

The Eighth Book of Madrigals came out in 1638 when Monteverdi was seventy-one years old. At first glance it appears to have been carefully planned. The subtitle, “Madrigals of Love and War,” its arrangement into two clear halves, each headed with a parallel text (Marino’s Altri cantii di Marc’ and an anonymous parody Altri cantii d’amor), and the composer’s own long and rambling preface which contains his famous description of the stile concitato and how he came to use it, all suggest that the compositions were planned around a central theme. But a closer inspection reveals that the collection was more probably the inspiration of Alessandro Vincenti, the most prominent music publisher of his time. Vincenti, despite a distinguished list of composers, had never published anything of Monteverdi’s and the undertaking of Book Eight was clearly a prestige move.

There are nine separate part books and enough music for a full opera, much of which was far too specifically tied to particular occasions—the many encomiums to Ferdinand III, for example—to appeal to the general buyer. As a money-maker the publication was not a success, but after Monteverdi’s death Vincenti salvaged the more popular duets and incorporated them into another anthology with a few similar reprints and a group of unpretentious canzonette for three voices which he published as Book Nine of Monteverdi’s Madrigali. There was no Tenth Book at the time, but Monteverdi’s twentieth-century editor, Gian Francesco Malipiero, gathered up the solo songs and madrigals which had been preserved in other sources as the tenth volume of his edition of the composer’s works. Philips’ decision to record these books complete (including even three solo songs discovered since Malipiero’s edition. Percè se m’adivi. Piu lento il guardo, and Su pastorelli vezzi) is as courageous and praiseworthy as Vincenti’s publication in the seventeenth century. Sad to say, commercial commitment to find music is as unusual today as it was then.

The contents of Books Eight, Nine, and Ten range from the Ballo delle ingrate of 1608 to works from presumably the composer’s final years. The breadth of Monteverdi’s musical intelligence revealed here is staggering. The dramatic composer shows his hand in the long extended scenes. Il Combattimento di Tancredi e Clorinda, first performed in 1624, is a justly acclaimed masterpiece and tour de force. Monteverdi has chosen sixteen eight-line stanzas of Tasso’s epic Gerusalemme liberata which tells the story of the tragic meeting of the disguised lovers on the battlefield. There is some dialogue—Clorinda’s refusal to disclose her identity, for instance, or her dying words of forgiveness—but for the most part this is an exercise in recitative, and what a brilliant one it is. The excitement of the battle re-created in machine-gun delivery, the exhaustion of the spent warriors, the bystander’s bitter lament, and finally the anguished moment of belated recognition are brought vividly alive without benefit of aria or orchestra. In a more formal vein the exquisite Lamento della Ninfa with its drooping expressive melody over a ground bass sung by three male voices, sympathetic bystanders who frame the scene with a little prelude and postlude, is a perfect jewel. On an even smaller scale the delicious Bel pastor from Book Nine raises the duet madrigal and the dialogue to the highest degree in this scene between the shepherdess and her swain. This is one of the few glimpses we have of how delightful Monteverdi’s lost comic pastoral opera like La fina pazza Licori must have been.

Word-painting and its subtle integration into the musical texture is a hallmark of Monteverdi’s style. In the large choral frescoes, Monteverdi shows he can extend techniques of the five-voice madrigal to larger forms without sacrificing expressivity or sensitivity. Texts like Guarini’s Menira voga Angioletta (“it hesitates, now flows rapidly, murmuring in low moving sounds, and alternating runs, rests, and gentle breaths,” etc.) are most obvious, but Monteverdi can be more subtle as in the clever musical portrayal of the chronic worm of jealousy, which having worked its way to the heart assaults it boldly in hattering repeated notes and pouncing rhythms. The Verdi of Otello would surely have admired Gira il nemico.

In the field of the chamber duet, the vocal precursor of the trio sonata, Monteverdi was unexcelled. The rolling swinging lines of Zefiro torna bound forward over the irresistible impulse of the infectious ground bass. The dramatic anguish, desperately dissonant suspensions, and final halting plea of Ardo, e scopir are all one could ask for in the deeper realms of the heart. In addition to the frothy charm of the three-voice canzonette, Malipiero in Book Ten brings us some of Monteverdi’s rare solo songs. They range from the exquisitely simple Si dolce e il tormento (beautifully sung by Sheila Armstrong), which demonstrates what wonders a great composer can work with as little as a descending scale, to the extraordinary expressive E per duque vero. A lament surely in the style if not actually from one of the other lost operas, Armida or perhaps Andromeda.

Even in the masque, that curious static form which is so hard to appreciate without the visual element, Monteverdi demonstrates the extraordinary range of his talents. Listening to the formal patterns of the two Balli, one (delle ingrate) for Mantua, one for Ferdinand III, and the masque-like competition of Love and Mars in Ogni amante è guerriero. I was constantly reminded of the last act of The Tempest and was filled with regret that Monteverdi who responded so magnificently to great poetry lacked a Shakespeare in this form—and for that matter that Shakespeare lacked a Monteverdi.

At first glance it seems strange that Philips should start what appears to be intended as a complete set of Monteverdi’s “madrigals” with these miscellaneous collections published at the end of his life. But actually it is quite fitting for Raymond Leppard, the moving force behind this recording, whose abilities and talents are directed toward broad operatic lines rather than the intimate ensemble detail demanded by the earlier works. The pieces from Books Eight to Ten closer to the style in which he feels at home. Leppard is especially fine in binding together the rather diffuse Balli and in the multipartite trios and strophic canzonette which require a conductor with an over-all sense of form and style. His continuo re-
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“Taking it all together—performance, features, styling, the BSR 810 moves into ranking place among the best automatics we know of. And at its price, the others may well be in for a real contest.”

From HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE—May, 1972

---

BSR Releases Its Top-Quality Changer

The Equipment: BSR McDonald 810, two-speed (33 and 45 rpm) automatic turntable. Basic chassis dimensions: 15 by 12 1/4 inches; allow clearances of 5 inches above and 3 1/4 inches below plate. Price: $149.50 (includes automatic and manual spindles, strobe disc, stylus brush, stylus overhang gauge, manual 45-rpm adapter, slide-in cartridge carrier, "fetal turntable" system, supplied on walnut base, wish dust cover, and Shure M91E "Fotofa turntable" system, supplied on walnut 43-rpm adapter, slide-in cartridge carrier, stylus brush, stylus overhang gauge, manual. 3-speed repeated constant regardless of changes in line voltage and was 0.2% slow at the 45-rpm setting—negligible error and one easily corrected by using the vernier adjustment and strobe disc. Average flutter was very low at 0.05%; total audible rumble by the CBS-ARLL method was —52 dB, a good average figure for automatics, which, combined with the low arm resonance (an 8-dB rise at 6.6 Hz when tested with the Shure V-15 Type II Improve cartridge)—helps contribute to the unit's quiet operation. The tone arm is a low-mass, 1/8-inch-square metal type fitted with an offset head at one end and a movable counterweight at the rear. The arm moves from rest to the disc and back again. While grateful for the brush, we fuss pots opted to leave it off since we prefer a stylus to be brushed from rear to front rather than sideways. The arm is initially balanced by adjusting the rear counterweight; stylus force then is set by a dial fitted into one element of the gimbal-style mount. The scale on this dial was found to be accurate to within 0.1 gram. Antiskating force is applied by dialing the stylus force in use on another knob adjustment. The knob has two scales, the outer one for use with spherical styli, the inner one for ellipticals. The arm has negligible friction laterally and vertically, by the way, and requires a 0.3-gram stylus force for automatic trip.

Other adjustments permit you to optimize the drive system—point on the record and its height above the record during the change cycle. Both these adjustments were preset and accurate on our test sample. The arm has a nice, smooth movement in either manual or automatic mode; when used as a cue control to interrupt a record during play it shows no side drift. The arm rest has an automatic latch that engages the arm whenever the drive system turns off.

The speed selector is a rocker switch mounted inside the circular pitch control at the left of the platter, while the main turntable controls are at the right. The latter group contains five pushbuttons (selectors for 7, 10, and 12-inch records, a stop control, and a manual play control); a matching knob-switch with positions marked "single" and "auto." These controls permit you to use the 810 in a number of ways, depending on whether the long or short spindle is inserted into the platter. The short spindle rotates with the record to minimize center-hole wear and friction. When it is used and the knob turned to "single," the 810 becomes a manual, single-play machine; you may cue or re-cue manually, with or without the aid of the arm-lift device. Either the "stop" button or the end of the record will return the arm to its rest and shut off the motor. The short spindle can also be used in automatic play. Press the appropriate size button and the arm will cue itself onto the record and return to "rest at the end, shutting off the motor. For continuous repeat of a single record, the procedure is the same except that the control knob must be set to "auto." With the long spindle in place, the 810 will stack up to six records of the same diameter and play them in sequence. Total cycling time is 12 seconds, comparatively slow but a small price to pay for the gentle way the records are handled.

Taking it all together—performance, features, styling, the BSR 810 moves into ranking place among the best automatics we know of. And at its price, the others may well be in for a real contest.
alizations in particular are marvels of discreet yet telling invention. The singers and instrumentalists are from the Glyndebourne Opera whom Leppard has worked with so successfully in productions of Monteverdi and Cavalli operas. The women in particular are very fine. I might single out Heather Harper's Clorinda and the combination of Harper, Lillian Watson, and bass Stafford Dean (whom Monteverdi calls upon to perform marvels of range and agility in the *Ball' delle invintate*). I am less happy about the tenors, especially Luigi Alva and Ryland Davies, who handle most of the duet work. They have an irritating mannerism of creeping into each phrase from slightly below the pitch and crescendoing into it. The interpretative range throughout leaves something to be desired, but with the gift of all this magnificent music, it seems petty to quibble over details.

The music on these five discs lasts as long as *Götterdämmerung* but it is far more concentrated. I certainly would not recommend listening to it at one sitting—in fact one side generally makes a satisfactory portion. If $29.88 seems a little steep for your purse but you would like a taste of this side on Monteverdi, I highly recommend the single disc conducted by Gustav Leonhardt and put out on Telefunken's *Das alte Werk* Series. It includes the complete *Combattimento* in what is for my money the best recorded version to date. In fact I doubt that I shall ever hear the narrator's part sung with greater sensitivity, beauty, and skill than by Max von Egmond. In addition you get a nice performance of the *Lamento della Ninfa*, a dramatic chamber duet *Intraverde speranze, Tempi la cetra*, a declamatory aria well sung by Nigel Rogers in the style of the masques or *balli*; and two delightful small concerted works for three and four voices, *Tu dormi* and *Eccomi pronta ai baci*.

**MONTEVERDI: Madrigals: Books Eight, Nine, and Ten (complete).** Sheila Armstrong, Angela Bostock, Yvonne Fuller, Heather Harper, Anne Howells, and Lillian Watson, sopranos; Alfredo Hodgson, Anne Collins, and Helen Watts, altos; Luigi Alva, Ryland Davies, Bernard Dickerson, Alexander Olver, Robert Tear, and John Wakefield, tenors; Stafford Dean and Clifford Grant, basses; Robert Spencer, lute; Oisian Ellis, harp; Raymond Leppard, Leslie Pearson, Henry Ward, Joy Hall, Kenneth Heath, and Adrian Beers, continuo; Raymond Leppard, cond. Philips 6799 006, $29.88 (five discs).

**MONTEVERDI: Il Combattimento di Tancredi e Clorinda: Madrigals from Books 7 and 8.** Nelly van der Speek, soprano; Nigel Rogers and Marius van Altena, tenors; Max von Egmond, baritone; Dmitri Nabokov, bass; Leonhardt Consort, Gustav Leonhardt, cond. Telefunken SAWT 9577, $5.98.

---

**BACH: Cantata No. 202: Weichet nur, betrothe Schatten.**
**HANDEL: Motetto: Silette venti.** Carole Bogard, soprano; Raymond Dusté, oboe; Chamber Orchestra of Copenhagen, John Moniarty, cond. Cambridge CC 2772, $5.98.

Carole Bogard is unquestionably one of the most musically and vocally gifted sopranos around today, and here's another record from Cambridge of music ideally suited to her special qualities. Bogard's Bach cantata enters a field already crowded with excellent versions. Elly Ameling, Agnes Giebel, and Maria Stader, among others, have already made first-rate recordings of the work, but even if you own those three, you should hear how playfully Miss Bogard sings the "*Sich uben im lieben"* aria, or how effortlessly she sails through the second aria, "*Phoebus eili mit schnellen Pferden*" (Bach has marked it Allegro assai and Bogard takes him at his word). A mediocre solo violin and some occasionally slack and insecure conducting are the only blemishes in this otherwise superb performance.

The Handel *motetto* is perhaps the more interesting repertoire here because of its relative obscurity, and because of the greater opportunity for the soprano to show off her complete arsenal of stylistic and interpretive tricks. Just listening to the rousing final Alleluia left me breathless, but Miss Bogard sounded as if she would be delighted to sing it again, even faster; one has the feeling there is simply no limit to the vocal fireworks she is ready to unleash. In fact, everybody involved on the Handel side of the disc deserves high praise, but I was especially impressed by Raymond Dusté's exquisitely and elaborately (but not excessively) ornamented oboe lines in both the Bach and the Handel. He and Miss Bogard are admirably matched. Cambridge's recording and disc surfaces are, as usual, perfect.

C.F.G.
Nothing is hard to get...

Elac / Miracord has spent a million dollars to bring you

NOTHING

True "NOTHING" would be the elimination of everything that interferes with the perfect reproduction of sound. So, the closer you get to "NOTHING" in sound, the better stereo equipment you own!

The ELAC50H MARK II comes closer to the "NOTHING" in sound reproduction than any other automatic turntable. And for good reason. You see, we've spent a million dollars in research to eliminate motor noise, vibration, rumble, wow, and distortion. The closer we get to "NOTHING", the better it is for you. With rumble down to -42db, wow down to .05% and flutter to .01%, we're really coming close to "NOTHING."

And we've even reduced record wear. Imagine an automatic tone-arm that lowers so slowly, so lightly to your records that you can hardly tell when it touches the groove. You certainly can't hear it. At your command, a touch of the exclusive pushbutton control picks the arm up automatically and a silicone-damped piston lowers it lighter than a floating feather to your record. It's the ultimate in protection for stylus and record.

to London to write an opera for the King's Theatre and was soon afterward appointed Music Master to Queen Charlotte, the young German wife of George III. London and Johann Christian pleased one another greatly and he remained there until his death on New Year's Day, 1782.

His output includes a large number of church works, dating mainly from his stay in London long after his death. Erik Smith's notes for this new record, by the way, include a lengthy quotation from a letter of Leopold Mozart describing his visit to London's fashionable pleasure gardens, Ranelagh and Vauxhall, where Christian's orchestral and chamber music was frequently performed. Leopold's description is charming in itself, but also perfectly sets the scene for the music on this record. You must imagine these large, beautiful, and casually elegant establishments where thousands of people sat at small tables eating and drinking or strolling the aisles greeting acquaintances, while this also casually elegant music was being performed from a hand-box area in the center. Certainly profound pronouncements were the last thing these audiences wanted to hear in the Vauxhall Gardens.

Jack Brymer's London Wind Solos are immensely skilled and play superbly with just the right balance of light-hearted wit, charm, elegance, and delicacy that this delightful music requires; just a dash too much seriousness would destroy the whole effect. My suggestion to the prospective purchaser of this record is to set a small table in the listening room with a white tablecloth, a candle, a gardenia in a crystal vase, and a bottle of wine, and invite a friend over to hear it with you. Because the volume isn't set too high to interfere with the conversation and, depending on the compatibility of the friend and the vintage of the wine, a charming evening is guaranteed.

C.F.G.

PHILIPS BRINGS YOU SOME OLD FRIENDS AND NEW ACQUAINTANCES.

German Overtures:
- Overtures by Wagner, Beethoven, Nicolai, Mozart, Mendelssohn and Weber—BBC Symphony Orch./Davis 6580.048 Musicassette No. 7300.095
- Mozart/Strauss—Oboe Concerti—Heinz Holliger, oboe; NPO/de Waart 6500.174
- Wagner: "Wesendonk" Leider; Arias—Birgit Nilsson, soprano; LSO/Davis 6500.294
- Haydn: Symphonies Nos. 26, 34 & 77—English Chamber Orch./Leppard 6500.084
- Mendelssohn: Piano Sextet, Op. 110; Piano Quartet No. 3, Op. 3—Werner Haas, piano; Members of the Berlin Philharmonic Octet 6500.170

Schumann:
- Symphonies Nos. 1 & 4—NPO/Inbal 6500.134
- Vorisek: Sinfonia in D
- Dvorak:
  - Czech Suite, Op. 39—English Chamber Orch./Mackerras 6500.203
- Couperin:
  - Favorite Harpsichord Pieces—Rafael Puyana, harpsichord 6700.035 (2-record set)

Lalo:
- Symphonie Espagnole
- Ravel:
  - Tzigane—Henryk Szeryng, violin; Monte Carlo Opera Orch./van Remoortel 6500.195

Monteverdi:
- Madrigals, Books 8–9–10—English Chamber Orch.; Glyndebourne Opera Group/Leppard 6799.006 (5-record set)

Wesendonk Lieder, Arias—Favorit Harpsichord Pieces—Rafael Puyana, harpsichord 6700.035 (2-record set)

Cirkle 4 on Reader Service Card


These two early works, from 1938 and 1939, share certain stylistic characteristics, especially the juxtaposition of romantic emotionality and sardonic humor that in Britten's music has always recalled both Mahler and Shostakovich. However, the emphasis is different, for the Piano Concerto is much more an explicitly virtuoso affair, perhaps reflecting the composer's own special relation to the instrument. The parodistic element is most prominent in the second movement (a waltz) and the finale (a grotesque march), while in the first movement an explicit antithesis is developed between the percussive keyboard figuration of the opening material and the softer second subject—resolved after the cadenza by the piano's statement of that second theme in somewhat Rachmaninov terms. The third movement, a set of variations, was composed in 1945 to replace an earlier Recitative and Aria—very atmospheric, this, and certainly the most successful single movement in the work, although throughout, the brilliant writing for keyboard and the invention of the scoring easily retain one's interest.

The Violin Concerto seems to me less successful, but this may be partly due to the playing of the soloist: which is splashy but insecure of rhythm, phrasing, and occasionally pitch. The piece doesn't need any extra "romanticism," certainly not of the Russian-violin-school type. Formally more adventurous, with the three movements linked and a single cadenza leading from the scherzo to the finale, this work too is at its best when coping with variation technique in the final passacaglia, although the grandiosity of the coda somewhat undermines the earlier, subtler effects. There are a few orchestral devices that don't seem to come off, certainly not in this recording, where the overresonance of the low percussion is a frequent problem; the repeated fiddle chords in ensemble with the timpani simply don't "sound" together, although they may well have been played together.

Aside from this reservation, the orchestral performances are superior, and Richter's playing is—expectably—of a noteworthy virtuosity.

D.H.

COPLAND: Piano Sonata; Passacaglia; Four Piano Blues; Cat and the Mouse. Robert Silverman, piano. Orion ORS 7280, $5.98.

A most welcome record, containing not only the first stereo recordings of Copland's Piano Sonata and 1922 Passacaglia, but also the first
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The Dvořák piano quintet is, to my way of thinking, a wonderfully lopsided work. The movement that makes the piece is the Andante con moto—the Dumka—that passes through so many lights and shadows, so many colors and moods, without having to justify itself to any body. It seems here to be shaped by an inner logic, and its dance character evolves into an exercise in complex rhythmic relationships as you will find in any student's notebook. But it all came naturally to the forty-six-year-old Dvořák. The movement's somber inwardness, so pronounced at the beginning, turns inside out into sections of light texture and high spirits, and it goes on from there to the furioso kind of physical workout that is the Dumka's traditional culmination. But Dvořák was not afraid to end the movement quietly, and the piano's very bottom sharp in the last measure seems to look back to some of the serious and thoughtful things that have transpired. For the rest of the work, it is full of the singing and sentiment, and the developmental strain and turmoil characteristic of the composer, with the piano essential both as underpinning and as a strong melodic personality.

The only difficulty this record poses is one of choice. The performance is beautifully balanced between the gentleman at the keyboard and the gentlemen with strings, and the sense of give and take comes from the experience of many collaborations. The disc's close rival is the Vanguard issue by Peter Serkin with two of the same string players—violist Michael Tree and cellist David Soyer. (I must note in passing that the Lateiner/Heifetz motif sounds rather perfunctory in comparison with either of the newer discs.) The Serkin & Co. approach is more overt, more elastic in dynamics, more virtuosic than the generally mellower, less highly inflected Rubinstein/Guarneri collaboration. By the same token, Rubinstein has a way of letting a melodic line simply spin out with an unhindered naturalness that makes Peter Serkin sound as if he's trying too hard. The choice is a hard one, and each listener is going to have to make his own. But if you are a Guarneri Quartet collector, you won't want to miss this release.

S.F.


Selected comparisons:
P. Serkin, A. Schneider, et al. Van 288
Lateiner, Heifetz, Piatigorsky, et al. RCA 2985


Selected comparisons:
P. Serkin, A. Schneider, et al. Van 288
Lateiner, Heifetz, Piatigorsky, et al. RCA 2985

This recording by the BSO Chamber Players includes a curiosity: the Intermezzo movement from Dvořák adapted from his E minor Quartet, Op. 10 and used as the second movement in his competition entry, bringing the number of movements to five. This Inter-
mezzo was deleted before publication and became the Nocturne for Strings, Op. 40. Perhaps Simrock thought five movements too unconventional; perhaps the decision stemmed from the fact that the fourth movement (as published) really accomplishes the same thing, which is to create an oasis of rest and reflection amidst the vigorous goings-on. But the Intermezzo is a beautiful piece, and I like it here!

The performance is a beautiful accomplishment too. It runs neck and neck with that of the Berlin Philharmonic Octet members, and places the reviewer in a dilemma. The Boston is just a bit less highly inflected in the first movement (a possible minus), but it makes the rhythmically limpid of the Scherzo movement more cohesive (a plus). I prefer by just a hair the Berliners' faster tempo in the Poco andante, but I wouldn't make a fuss about this. The DGG sound is somewhat less bright and immediate than Philips'. But you will do well with either recording.

S.F.


Dvořák's earliest surviving orchestral work (it was composed in 1865 and lost until 1923) is sometimes known as The Bells of Zlonice, probably because of the chimelike figures from the brass at the end of the last movement. Zlonice was, of course, where the composer lived in adolescence, and it was there that he served his first professional apprenticeship—in a butcher's shop. If the great D minor Symphony (No. 7, formerly known as No. 2) can be said to exhibit the influences of Wagner and Brahms, the First, at least in its scoring, has a kinship with Bruckner. Obviously it is not derivative, for Bruckner's work followed Dvořák; but nonetheless one is struck by the massive sonority of brass, the cloudy chromaticism, the willingness to stray from the beaten path, and above all the discursive grandeur. Folk elements are present too, and in that respect this early symphony foreshadows the late orchestral Dvořák (I am thinking particularly of the Midday Witch).

Rowicki delivers an impassioned performance and has the members of the LSO playing like demons. They throw customary British reserve to the winds here, but in so doing never lose control or lapse into coarseness. Philips' sonics are of demonstration caliber: Rarely have such huge masses of orchestral sound been captured with such ease, range, and impact. A heart-warming disc.

H.G.


Selected comparisons (Elgar):
Boult Ang. 36739
Davis

Though the Philadelphia Orchestra has not made records for Columbia in some four years, these recordings are nonetheless vintage examples of the collaboration of that orchestra, Eugene Ormandy, and the Columbia producers at their most opulent. No orchestra, not even the Philadelphia, sounds like this "in the flesh," and this record illustrates the way in
Sutherland's New Lucia—Still Sensational After Ten Years
by Dale Harris

Lucia was the opera that launched Joan Sutherland's international career. It was at Covent Garden that Sutherland, coached by Tullio Serafin's musical wisdom and Franco Zeffirelli's sensitive eye, sang the role for the first time and earned a triumph that quickly carried her to every major theater in the world. Her celebrated London recording of Lucia was made in 1961, the year of her Metropolitan Opera debut, to consolidate Sutherland's fame and to confirm the shift in musical taste initiated some ten years before by Maria Callas, who first taught the postwar world to listen seriously to the bel canto repertoire. Callas remade our operatic sensibilities. Her interpretive genius as a singer and an actress gave Sutherland's phe-nomenal vocal skill an emotional world to in-habit. You have only to compare the various fac-ility of Lily Pons's old Victor Mad Scene with Sutherland's original Lucia to understand the change wrought during this period. From the start, Sutherland's performance aimed at romantic lyricism as well as bel canto brilliance. Eleven years and innumerable Lucias later she has re-recorded her initiatory role. The results are fascinating.

The vocalism is more assured than ever. The immediacy of her first vocal splendor has yielded to a better-balanced scale, greater firmness of tone in soft, sustained passages, and a sharper sense of attack. The years have diminished only minimally the freshness of her sound. Some of the notes in alt are a bit diminished only minimally the freshness of her sound. Some of the notes in alt are a bit and a sharper sense of attack. The years have diminished only minimally the freshness of her sound. Some of the notes in alt are a bit diminished only minimally the freshness of her sound. Some of the notes in alt are a bit diminished only minimally the freshness of her sound. Some of the notes in alt are a bit diminished only minimally the freshness of her sound. Some of the notes in alt are a bit

The tone is more forward than it used to be, and therefore rather less plummy. Her enunciation of the text is consequently more engag-ing. This Lucia is less than her somewhat lugubrious predecessor. She is a stronger, more womanly character, with a bolder vocal style. She shows a new and darker sense of her destiny. "Regnava nel silenzio" reveals courage, "Soffriva nel mio pianto" an awareness that the heroines have a fate beyond their control, and in the duet with Edgardo she now demands, rather than merely signs, for a share of his love. This is a Lucia with strength enough to go mad mur-derously.

The other artists do not need to challenge their earlier selves. Luciano Pavarotti is a wor-thy partner for Sutherland. His voice is at its most refr acting here. The sound is so full and easy, the style so impetuously vivid, the manner so disarming that he easily eclipses his forerunner (Renato Cioni) in this role. Only the final scene is a shade unsatisfying. "Tu che la Spogliagiii "sia!" calls for a more direct and resolute lyricism. Otherwise Pavarotti is unapproachable in this field. He sings with un-failing artistry and musical refinement. His blazing sound is always at the service of the music.

Sherrill Milnes's Enrico is less vocally well endowed than Robert Merrill's (in the older London edition) and in the end proves disappointing. This talented baritone doesn't seem quite able to find himself as a performer. Though he can produce a fine top A at the conclusion of Scene I, he is not quite a vi-tuoso. Though capable of some exquisite lyrical singing, he is not really a bel canto stylist. Though forceful in manner, he is not convincingly dramatic. He is a good singer (even if the voice is a bit restricted at either end), but next to the stars he seems indeterminate.

Ghiaurov has a superb, if short, voice. He makes far less of the text than Sarti (though more of the vowels, since these are often in-accurate), but compensates by the smooth deploy-ment of his resources. Ryland Davies contributes a vivid cameo of Arturo, and Huguenette Tourangeau delivers herself of some odd sounds as Alisa.

Richard Bonynge is now at the helm instead of John Pritchard. The latter's performance has many virtues, but they are all negative ones. He doesn't hamper the singers; he doesn't impede the melodic flow; he doesn't meander. On the other hand, he is certainly dull. His melodic notions are four-square (e.g., the final section of the soprano-baritone duet), the big tunes go by equally, without either lift or climax (e.g., Ennio's aria, the love duet), and there is a general want of anima-tion. In all these matters Richard Bonynge is a vast improvement. From first to last he hardly lets the tension slacken. Tempos are brisk (ex-cessively so at least once—in the big ensemble that succeeds the Sextet), rhythms are pointed, the tunes are launched with buoyancy. This is conducting by someone who knows Doni-zetti's melodic world and early nineteenth-century vocal style. Bonynge is very responsi-ble to the singers' expressive needs; he knows how to guide and to support. The boldest voice of Lucia's character which Sutherland dis-played is matched by the forcefulness of his conception. Indeed, there are times when I wish I could wish for more relaxation, like a larger rallentando at the climax of the Sextet. How-ever, this is no pastel Lucia but a real drama.

Anyone looking for an up-to-date, absolutely complete, well-recorded version of the opera worthy to put beside the sonically dated and heavily cut, but artistically magnificent, Callas-Di Stefano-Gobbi-Serafin album need look no further.

DONIZETTI: Lucia di Lammermoor

Lucia Joan Sutherland (s)
Edgardo Luciano Pavarotti (t)
Raimondo Sherrill Milnes (b)
Arturo Ryland Davies (t)
Normanno Pier Francesco Poli (t)
Chorus and Orchestra of the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden, Richard Bonynge, cond. London OSA 13103, £17.94 (three discs).

Selected comparisons:
Callas, Serafin Ser. 6032
Sutherland, Pritchard Lon. 1327
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representation of Josef Bohuslav Foerster's music on records in this country. In fact, only one of his orchestral compositions has ever been played by a major orchestra here; a symphonic suite, Cynano de Bergerac, programmed by Frederick Stock in Chicago in 1907.

A native of Prague, Foerster was a descendent of several generations of village organists. Born in 1859, he was roughly four years younger than Smetana and a year older than Mahler. His wife, Bertha Lauterer-Foerster, was an important opera singer and Mahler engaged her both in Hamburg and Vienna. Through this association, Foerster and Mahler became good friends and some critics detect Mahler's influence on the Czech composer's music.

Foerster composed prolifically during his long life of ninety-two years; he was eighty-six when he wrote a cantata in 1945 to celebrate the liberation of Czechoslovakia. In addition to operas, church music, chamber works, and a great variety of orchestral music, he wrote five symphonies between 1888 and 1929. In his memoirs Foerster recalled beginning this symphony on Good Friday in 1904. Each movement depicts some aspect of the Easter experience: the first, Easter as viewed by an adult; the second, a child's Easter as Foerster recalls holiday visits to his grandfather in the country; the third, a mystical prayer, and finally a celebration of the Resurrection in flagrante treatment of three authentic religious melodies.

Though the symphony may reveal at certain moments the influence of Mahler, especially in its religious mysticism, Foerster's music stays basically in the tradition of Dvorak, and, through him, of Brahms and Wagner. Such Mahlerian touches as the long dissonant crescendo in the finale seem more imposed on the music than a natural part of its evolution. Certainly the Scherzo and Trios hark back directly to the Czechoslovakian dancers of Dvorak.

This recording of a good performance by the Prague Symphony Orchestra is an interesting addition to the late Romantic orchestral repertory. Foerster may be of importance primarily to his fellow Czechs, but on the basis of this symphony, his music deserves wider currency.

P.H.

GOTTSCHALK: "A Gottschalk Festival."

Eugene List, piano (with Cary Lewis and Brady Millican in the four-hand piano works); Vienna State Opera Orchestra, Igor Bukotoff, cond.; Berlin Symphony Orchestra, Samuel Adler, cond.; Turnabout S 34440/2, $8.94 (three discs).

The set also contains five of Gottschalk's piano solo pieces as arranged by the composer for four hands and played by List with Cary Lewis or Brady Millican. Like the above-mentioned arrangements for piano and orchestra, these transcriptions, even though they are the composer's own, kill all charm as the music may possess as keyboard solos and add nothing of interest by way of compensation.

The set contains one really first-rate work, the symphony called La Nuit de tropiques, played by Bukotoff and the Vienna orchestra. The first of the two movements here is pure Berlioz, and the Berlioz of the marvelous lyrical adagios, and nearly as good, the second is a delightful folk-dance piece.

The so-called opera in the set, the Escenas Campesinas—sung by Trinidad Paniagua, soprano; Jose Alberto Esteves, tenor, and Pablo Guerre, baritone, has its musical moments the influence of Mahler, especially in its religious mysticism, Foerster's music stays basically in the tradition of Dvorak, and, through him, of Brahms and Wagner. Such Mahlerian touches as the long dissonant crescendo in the finale seem more imposed on the music than a natural part of its evolution. Certainly the Scherzo and Trios hark back directly to the Czechoslovakian dancers of Dvorak.

This recording of a good performance by the Prague Symphony Orchestra is an interesting addition to the late Romantic orchestral repertory. Foerster may be of importance primarily to his fellow Czechs, but on the basis of this symphony, his music deserves wider currency.

P.H.


Ives and Messiaen on the same disc? An apparently bizarre coupling until you consider how many techniques the cosmically oriented American pioneer and the ornithologist French Christian mystic share—even if they produced totally different results—and how far apart both stand from the mainstream of traditional Western music. Each composer has attacked in his own way the feeling of temporality inherent to classical forms and tonality. Of course this type of temporality has been destroyed, systematically and haphazardly, by any number of composers and techniques. But
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in both Messiaen and Ives, the creation of a cosmic time becomes one of the prime aesthetic and philosophical goals through the use of simultaneity (frequent juxtaposition of several harmonically and rhythmically unrelated elements), polysony (constant, hypnotic repetitions of various themes, motives, and cells—configurations), and jolting incongruities (the seemingly arbitrary superimposition of certain elements from the "real" world, especially the bird calls in Messiaen and the American folk-songs, hymns, etc. in Ives).

With that said, I should immediately point out that Messiaen's L'Ascension, one of the composer's earliest published works, bears fewer of those typical earmarks that one notices in the composer's better-known later compositions. Of course one hears the obsessive repetitions, such as in the first movement; certain familiar melodic patterns (including, in the first movement, a theme apparently associated with Christ and often used by Messiaen in other works); parallel blocks of dissonant chords that easily but unexpectedly resolve into opulent tonic chords and their inversions (first and fourth movements); the plaintive rhythms (second movement). On the other hand, Ives's Second Orchestral Set—save perhaps for the addition of a wordless chorus in the second movement (and parts of the second) is almost unrecognizable as Messiaen (this section was replaced by a second version in the organ arrangement of L'Ascension which, in spite of London's liner notes, came after the orchestral score, the latter having been composed in 1933 and premiered in 1934).

But L'Ascension, for all its stylistic inconsistencies, has immense appeal, particularly in its stunning range of orchestral color, which has been perfectly reproduced by the Phase 4 engineers. This is absolutely one of the best recorded discs I have ever heard, in spite of the somewhat extreme stereo separation; in the last movement, for instance, the sonics for the lush series of loud chords in the strings defy belief. Stokowski's interpretation (his second recording of the work, the first being one of Columbia's earliest LPs) will raise many eyebrows, particularly in the last movement which Messiaen apparently intended to be a dreamy, hypnotic string of purely chordal phrases—as heard in the composer-supervised recording by Marius Constant and the French National R.T.F. Orchestra for Erato (available in Europe). Here, Stokowski uses a tempo that is more than twice as fast as Constant's while also milking the upper strings for all they are worth. The result is a typically Stokowskian lyrical flow that cannot help but bring tingling chills—unidimensional as the effect may be. Throughout, Stokowski elicits superb playing from the London Symphony and shows his usual flair for bringing out instrumental nuances, both hidden and obvious: his mellow performance furthermore stands in sharp contrast to Constant's (and, one supposes, Messiaen's) brushwork. This is Messiaen-for-people-who-don't-like-Messiaen, but I cannot see any but the most diehard fanatics not being captivated by this performance.

Ives fans, on the other hand, should have no quarrel with Stokowski's rendition of the Second Orchestral Set—save perhaps for the addition of a wordless chorus in the second movement. One of Ives's last completed works, the Second Set is also one of the most difficult (rather in the vein of the Fourth Symphony), one of the darkest, most mysterious, and to me one of the most beautiful. Nothing in this work is stated directly: Even in the more overt second movement, with its ragtime rhythms and more blatantly presented hymn themes, Ives maintains a subtlety in the juxtaposition of the disparate elements that produces a feeling of cosmic dreamy nostalgia—a quality even more marked in the first and third movements. The orchestral writing in the first movement, for instance, creates an almost constant blur of ostinato figures and static chords against which the fleeting folk themes seem to lose their familiarity. The third movement, on the other hand (inspired by the sinking of the Lusitania), reaches a tragic, overwhelming climax that grows powerfully out of the surrounding musical chaos and then returns quietly to a quasi mente state.

The staggering complexity of this music and the nonlogical, nonformalized manner in which certain patterns and climaxes develop should make it a nightmare to conduct. But Stokowski has always seemed to have good, if not unfailing, instincts vis-à-vis what a composer would or would not like (or secretly approve), and the shape he has given to the Second Set seems to grow inevitably from the many disparate musical phrases whose contours are highlighted and balanced against one another. The combination of London's brilliant sonics and this remarkable interpretation make the Ives a near definitive recording (and the only one currently available on discs); add Stokowski's delicious but not-boxy rendition of L'Ascension and you have one of the year's outstanding releases.

R.S.B.

JANÁČEK: Diary of One Who Disappeared. Elizabeth Gale, soprano; Elizabeth Bainbridge, mezzo; Rosanne Cretfeld, mezzo; Marjorie Biggar, contralto; Robert Tear, tenor; Philip Ledger, piano. Argo ZRG 692, $5.98.

Selected Comparison:

Hafliger: DGG 138904

Any performance of a Janáček vocal work in English must necessarily confront special textual problems. Although Bernard Keefe's English words used in this recording are as idiomatic as one might reasonably expect given the composer's characteristically faithful tracing of Czech stress and inflection, the results nonetheless sound rather artificial. The trouble is not so much a falsification of the vocal line (Keefe actually keeps closer to the original than the German used by Hafliger on DGG), but something more intangible—i.e., simply find it difficult to believe a simple, upright Moravian peasant lad and his gypsy sweetheart would express themselves with words that stand in a bland no-man's-land between straightforward conversation and badly stylized poetry. I do not understand Czech, but with a translation in hand to suggest the mood and language, Beno Blachut's magnificent Arniya version (ALP 102, deleted) finds it if you can) provides just the shattering experience that Janáček intended.

Another problem is the performance itself. Musical and conscientious though it may be, there is little hint of the earthy vitality and gnawing eroticism that Janáček virtually burned into every note. Robert Tear sounds amazingly like a young Peter Pears and uses his dependable if somewhat dry voice to make some very sensitive points (understandably.
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Liszt: Symphonic Poems

This entry in the Haitink's on-going series of Liszt's symphonic poems offers an interesting perspective. It contains the first poem, What One Hears on the Mountain, and the last. From the Cradle to the Grave, plus Battle of the Huns.

All three are interesting pieces, although Mountain is somewhat less than gripping. Liszt obviously was not yet in stylistic control in this first effort. It lacks a sense of shape and direction, and the extended framework is not sufficiently supported by the musical ideas. One gets the impression that the piece will go on forever. It is easy to understand why Hunnenschlacht is somewhat better known, for it contains some really rousing battle music. Once the battle is over the music is less interesting, but even a slight sense of anticlimax does not detract from the over-all strength of the piece.

Haitink has some trouble here, as he did in Mountain, making the music sound sufficiently dramatic. The playing is sure and controlled yet lacks excitement. Ernest Ansermet and Hermann Scherchen both recorded Hunnenschlacht and although their performances are careless and nowhere near as polished as Haitink's they infuse the work with a rousing liveliness. A combination of the two approaches—the restrained and the headlong—would be effective.

From the Cradle to the Grave is by far the best music on the record, and is also the best played. The sense of overrestraint has disappeared. In the middle section especially, the orchestra brings an intensity of romantic feel-

though, he seems to yield visibly when faced with those exposed high Cs in the final song.) Yet the complete lack of spontaneous passion puts this Janácek squarely in Shropshire rather than a Moravian field. Elizabeth Bainbridge's sexless, oratorio-like Zefka is even more inhibited. Philip Ledger captures the tricky accompaniments very neatly, handling rhythms with incisive if rather bloodless precision.

Both singers and pianist have been given too close miking for comfort—surely the three female voices that describe the actual seduction (an inspired stroke on Janácek's part) should have more distance to achieve the scarcely audible effect that the composer asks for. All things being equal, Haffiger's version is still preferable; at least he digs into the notes and his warm, plangent tenor sounds most affecting. But for a revelation of this masterpiece, hunt down the Blachut recording, a really searing performance.

A.M.
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MAHLER: Symphony No. 8, in E flat. Heather Harper, Lucia Popp, and Arleen Auger, sopranos; Yvonne Minton, mezzo; Helen Watts, contralto; Rene Kollo, tenor; John Shirley-Quirk, baritone; Martti Talvela, bass; Chorus of the Vienna State Opera; Vienna Singverein; Vienna Boys Choir; Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Georg Solti, cond. London OSA 1295, $11.96 (two discs). 

Selected comparisons: 

Bernstein DGG 2720-033  
Haitink Erato Marxeting Inch. steve, Inc.  
Kubelik Col. M2S 751

Although both the New York Philharmonic and the Cleveland Orchestra have recorded in Europe, the logistics of taking the Chicago Symphony to Vienna to tape the Mahler Eighth between August 30 and September 1 last year was surely the most complex overseas recording project by any American orchestra to date. The arrival of the finished album climaxcs what must be regarded as the season of Mahler Eighths. a score that is now represented in the catalogue by three new editions. Either of the two which immediately preceded the Solti set, Rafael Kubelik's recording with the Bavarlan Radio Orchestra (shortly to be made available apart from the integral set) or Bernard Haitink's with the Amsterdam Concertgebouw, took precedence over all previous efforts to record this work. We are again presented with a situation where the idea of one "best" recording cannot be defended. All three conductors are dedicated to Mahler and play his music with the deepest sympathy and insight: but these are three individual artists, and each responds to the composer in his own way. Haitink represents solid musicianship with a touch of reserve. Kubelik, on the other hand, takes a more romantic view and finds many felicities in color and nuance as a result. And Solti? He brings to this music the most sustained intensity of the three and carries it to the highest pitch of exaltation and excitement.

Three recording philosophies are at work as well, and you become most aware of them if you play these records through an SQ decoder and four channels. The Kubelik in these lights is an orthodox, well-engineered stereo record that defines a good concert hall of moderate size and places the orchestra and vocal forces before you with the approximate perspective of a main-floor center seat. Even with back channels playing, the hallnever really opens up. Obviously it's a little dry acoustically.

The Haitink, on the other hand, places you in the balcony of the Concertgebouw and creates the rather uncanny illusion of a very large and resonant hall with the chorus spread widely across a panorama in the front of the room, but with all sorts of sound reflections coming at you from the sides and rear, especially when the extra brass is heard. The Haitink suffers the inevitable loss of presence on soloists and solo woodwinds that a balcony seat implies, but when it bursts forth with the organ, the extra brass and the full array of performers, there is the sense of vast resonant space which I find highly effective and which neither of the other sets can supply.

The Solti, on the other hand, places you in the balcony of the Concertgebouw and creates a rather uncanny illusion of a very large and resonant hall with the chorus spread widely across a panorama in the front of the room, but with all sorts of sound reflections coming at you from the sides and rear, especially when the extra brass is heard. The Haitink suffers the inevitable loss of presence on soloists and solo woodwinds that a balcony seat implies, but when it bursts forth with the organ, the extra brass and the full array of performers, there is the sense of vast resonant space which I find highly effective and which neither of the other sets can supply.

The Solti is another example of London's skill in making use of the Sofiensaal. In terms of cubic content, it may in fact be the smallest of the three halls used in recording these albums, but it sounds somewhere between Kubelik's hall and the Concertgebouw. I presume that in the other sets everything is actually happening in the one place, but for the Solti the extra brass was supplied by the regular Chicago Symphony section in another room, at a special session, and dubbed in. And since the Sofiensaal has no organ suitable for this work, the organ heard. I am told, is the Bruckner at St. Florian. It too was dubbed in, most effectively I must add, and offers precisely the right tone color for this music.

The Solti, like the Haitink, sounds fine through conventional stereo playback, although Solti provides a much greater sense of immediacy and presence. Through SQ decoding the Solti reveals the multimicrophone effects that can be found in most London orchestral and operatic recording of the past decade or so. You are not so much at the performance as in it. All sorts of interesting front-back relationships appear, and the viewpoint is quite different from any normally heard in a concert hall.

Since this is basically a work for voices and instruments, with the voices in the majority, the quality of the singing is a major consideration. Taken as a whole, Kubelik has the best soloists and matches them with choirs of comparable strength. Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau's performance as Pater Ecstaticus and Martina Arroyo's solos as Magna Peccatrix are unsurpassed. Solti has choral forces of approximately equal strength (probably the best of the boy choirs) but his soloists as a group are the weakest of the three—because of vocal factors, and because English singers have distinct limitations in projecting German texts. Haitink of
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The Sherwood Experience
The art of thirty-three-year-old Heinz Holliger is so fine that one is scarcely aware of it—so naturally is the music created on the spot. His finger facility seems boundless, as does his breath: His phrases are seamless and fluid. Mozart, of course, benefits by all this as much as Strauss, and two qualities stand out: Holliger's ability to let a long crescendo on a held note open out like a flower blooming in fast-motion photography, and his knack for uniting one phrase with the next, creating an unbreakable continuity even in the slow movement where it is most difficult to do. His thoughts are matched with perfect accord by the New Philharmonia and its young conductor, who has proved his feeling for Mozart before now.

S.F.

SATIE: Socrate; Mercure. Danielle Miller, Andrea Guiot, Andrea Esposito, and Mady Mesplé, sopranos (in Socrate), Orchestre de Paris, Pierre Dervaux, cond. Angel S 36846, $5.98
Selected comparison (Socrate): Gerha. Van 10037/8

"Perhaps he [Socrates] will think I'm trying to joke," sings Alcibiades at the opening of Satie's Socrate, "but nothing could be more serious." And thus the tone is set for a kind of three-act anti-opera: The composer apparently used the texts of Plato as a pretext for weaving a musical tapestry whose basic raison d'être simply lies in the beauty of the sounds produced. Why else would Satie have given the four male parts to four sopranos if it were not for the fact that the French language almost inevitably sounds more beautiful when sung by a female voice rather than a male one (if Francis Poulenc is another composer to have discovered this fact)? Why else would Satie have chosen one of the least dramatic texts possible unless he wished to make it quite obvious that he had no intention of playing upon the listeners' emotions, in the tradition of grand opera, either with his music or with the text. It is almost as if Satie could have dispensed entirely with the text in order to present his hypnotic, diaphanous, and hauntingly melodic music as a kind of "abstract" opera. There is certainly no question of the music—some of the most beautiful that has ever been written—being completely subordinated to the words: if the music does not impose its presence with great pomp and circumstance, it is because there is a whole new aesthetic concept involved here.

And yet the three Plato texts used—and this is the first recording of Socrate to supply them—reveal definite intentions on Satie's part. Satie surely must have had himself in mind when Alcibiades compares Socrates and the slyr Marsyas, who was able to "charm men by the beautiful things his mouth drew from his instruments..." For the second movement, there is certainly a strong link between the pastoral music and the serene joy and love of beauty expressed in the text. The third act, in which Phaedo tells the death scene of Socrates, offers a much stronger emotional element than the preceding two, and here the music, while constantly avoiding anything resembling dramatic development, does move, as Socrates dies, into a more dissonant state and eventually just stops on an inconclusive open fifth.
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**CIRCLE 58 ON READERSERVICE CARD**
The present recording fortunately offers the best performance of Socrate currently available, although it is not without drawbacks. The most serious of these lies in the excessive reverberation; for while the recorded sound is striking in its warmth and depth, the reverberation level gives the small orchestra a symphonic quality that effectively destroys the chamber quality of the work. Dervaux’s tempos also seem a bit languid at times, but the slowness of pace here does not exclude that essential lightness of touch so flagrantly absent from the Die Reihe Ensemble performance on Candide. Dervaux’s singers likewise outdistance those of the latter group, particularly Mady Mesplé, whose extraordinary control and perfect phrasing are a marvel—although her voice, for some reason, always sounds thinner on recordings than in live performances.

Dervaux’s slow tempos do not serve him as well in Satie’s ballet Mercure, a perfect example of cubist music with its collage of various popular elements and its constant instrumental shifts. Here Abravanel’s witty and much less serious approach is to be preferred, although Vanguard’s sonics are not quite up to Angel’s.

R.S.B.

SCHUBERT: Sonatas for Piano (complete). Paul Badura-Skoda, piano. For a feature review of this recording, see page 65.

SCHUBERT: Sonatas for Piano: in E, D. 459; in C minor, D. 958. Ingrid Haebler, piano. For a feature review of this recording, see page 65.

SCHUBERT: Sonata for Piano in A minor, D. 845; Moments musicaux, D. 780. Karl Ulrich Schnabel, piano. For a feature review of this recording, see page 65.

Sousa: Marches. Czechoslovak Brass Orchestra, Rudolf Urbanec, cond. Nonesuch H 71266. $2.98. The Stars and Stripes Forever; El Capitan; The Gladiator; George Washington’s Bicentennial; Espiritu del Corpus; The Liberty Bell; The Washington Post; King Cotton; Nobles of the Mystic Shrine; The Thunderer; Semper Fidelis; Riders for the Flag.

How far the musical world has turned since John Philip Sousa was its most authentic and honored American spokesman is indicated by the depth of his fall from oneime phonographic supremacy. (Perhaps that’s the punishment for the contempt he often heaped on what he was the first to call "canned music.") The last American all-Sousa program I encountered was the September 1969 Everest reissue of some 78-rpm acoustical and early electrical recordings by the March King’s own band—the historical value of that release was largely negated by the total lack of datings and other background information, which neglected to mention that Sousa himself disdainfully skipped the recording sessions. Since then the only all-Sousa program of any kind that has come to my attention was a December 1969 Scots Guards’ collection on the British Fontana label—a release notable for its inclusion of a considerable number of little-known (nowadays) selections, but unfortunately also notable for downright ugly per-
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The new version gave Stereo Review the opportunity to test the Rectilinear III again after a lapse of almost five years. And, lo and behold, the test report said that “the system did an essentially perfect job of duplicating our "live music" and that both the original and the lowboy version “are among the best-sounding and most 'natural' speakers we have heard.” (Reprints on request.)

So, what we would like you to figure out is this:

What was the real breakthrough and who made it?

For more information, including detailed literature see your audio dealer or write to Rectilinear Research Corp., 107 Bruckner Blvd., Bronx, N. Y. 10454.
formance and recording qualities. Now the latest example comes from even farther off—from Czech bandsmen in Supraphon's Prague studios.

This one, however, warrants not boos but at least two and a half cheers. First of all it is properly and informatively annotated (by Robert Opfergeld). Secondly, the programming includes not only eight of the best-known marches of the 1880s and '90s but the earlier Spirit du Corps of 1878, and the later Nobles of the Mystic Shrine (1923), Riders for the Flag (1927), and George Washington's Bicentennial (1930)—all less likely to be familiar to today's younger listeners. The half-cheer-only penalty is for the performances (which are coarser-toned and heavier-handed than Sousa fans are accustomed to) and the recorded sonics (the somewhat hard qualities of which perhaps should be blamed on the fifty-man band itself rather than on the Supraphon engineers). The half-cheer award is for the same performances' and recordings' compensating merits: One is their sonic solidity (distinctly more effective than the same band's recent collection of "Old Austrian Marches" on Supraphon 1 14 1020), the other is the steadiness, precise control of inner details, and vitality of Urbanec's readings: While they are not idiomatically "American," they nevertheless capture much of the music's unique spirit.

R. D. D.

STRAUSS, R.: Concerto for Oboe and Orchestra, in D—See Mozart: Concerto for Oboe and Orchestra. in C. K. 314.

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Fantasia on a Theme by Tallis—See Elgar: Enigma Variations.

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: The Pilgrim's Progress. Soloists: London Philharmonic Chorus and Orchestra, Sir Adrian Boult, cond. For a feature review of this recording, see page 68.

VERDI: Luisa Miller. Maria Cebotari (s) Josef Herrmann (b) Kurt Böhme (t) Hans Hofl (f) Helenas Rolf (c) Georg Hann (t) Eltricke Trolches (s) Saxon State Orchestra, Dresden State Opera Chorus, Karl Elmendorf. cond. Preiser LM 1, $11.96 (mono; two discs).

This is not a performance for the average Verdi lover. Anyone wanting Luisa Miller on discs would be better advised to go straight for the RCA set; though hardly definitive, it is at least well recorded, musically complete, and sung in Italian. The present album is none of these. At its infrequent best the sound is acceptable, though cramped, rather student and lacking in depth; at its frequent worst, however, it is so overloaded and indistinct you get the feeling you are deciphering the performance rather than listening to it. The music is severely cut. Most repeats and second verses have disappeared, along with a lot of the choral sections and a whole series of random passages, some substantial, some only a bar or two in length. Finally, the opera is sung in German.

This venture is reminiscent of those Urania albums, which, whatever their musical and acoustical drawbacks, did greatly expand the recorded repertory in the 1950s with such rarely heard works as Fra Diavolo, Der Corregidor and Der Widerspenstigen Zamung—all of them, like this Luisa Miller, derived from Dresden broadcasts under Karl Elmendorf. But nowadays Luisa Miller is not unfamiliar, and it seems clear that the principal reason for the present release is, quite simply, Maria Cebotari.

Cebotari, a touching and intelligent singer, had a highly successful career, first in Dresden (where in 1935 she sang Aminta in the world premiere of Die schwiegswane Frau), then in Berlin, and finally in Vienna. A beautiful woman and a fine actress, she appeared to great advantage in several musical films during the 1930s. Cebotari's career was tragically terminated by cancer in 1949, when she was only thirty-nine. Although her artistry is well represented on 78s (a recent two-LP collection of these on the Da Capo label is available now as an import), Cebotari continues to intrigue vocal collectors, and tapes of her broadcasts are much in demand. Cebotari is one of those singers whose individuality lingers in the listener's memory. For her many admirers everything she performed holds interest. However, though she was a famous Butterfly, she is not at her best in Italian music. She is hardly troubled by the formidable demands of Luisa's music—the high tessitura, the bursts of floriture, the large-scale lyricism—yet what is missing here is a true grasp of the Verdiann
Weisgall has failed to do. His primary technique for moving from one short segment to the next is the fermata, a procedure which creates a series of short-breathed musical fragments that fail to cohere into more extended rhythmic units. It is admittedly an interesting experiment, to borrow the composer's own word, but I think it is ultimately an unsuccessful one. (One should compare the way Schoenberg handles the transitions in Erwartung; which like The Stronger is also a monodrama, and one with an even more hysterical and disjointed text. There, despite the unprecedented musical variety, there is a truly incredible degree of rhythmic continuity.)

Fancies and Inventions, a more recent work (1970), strikes me as much more successful. It is a setting of nine poems by Robert Herrick for baritone and five instruments lasting some twenty-five minutes. Here the over-all span of the piece is neatly articulated by the natural divisions of the nine songs; and variety is achieved by the use of different instrumental combinations for several of the songs (for example, three—all dealing with flowers—are accompanied only by duets), as well as the widely varying character of the various settings. As in the opera, there is the problem of having only one voice—and thus essentially only one vocal sound—to work with throughout an extended piece, but this is mitigated by a judicious use of short instrumental interludes. It is an impressive piece, though one whose general character is rather austere. The performance of Fancies and Inventions is obviously well rehearsed and carefully put.
In the category of high fidelity equipment that may be truly judged as state-of-the-art, both technically and sonically, there are perhaps a dozen or so manufacturers of repute. Most of these manufacturers are fairly large, respected and well known. Radford Audio is less well known and quite small but we produce equipment that is state-of-the-art—just less of it.

The SC24 preamplifier has been in production for approximately two years and we have just completed number 1000. A small company cannot achieve the quality for which Radford is known and turn out large quantities of equipment. To prove our point, we're anxious for you to compare the Radford SC24 with any other preamplifier regardless of price. If your goal is high accuracy sound reproduction, we're fairly confident that you'll agree the SC24 is quite likely the finest solid state preamplifier currently available. Write for free literature and a list of authorized dealers.
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The least expensive octave of new bass you can buy.

A full octave of new bass from your present speakers. Not puffed up or boomy—but a solid octave of acoustically flat true bass.

The Norman Laboratories Acoustic Equalizer gives you this new bass—equalized electronically to match your particular AR, KLH, Advent, and Dynaco bookshelf speakers—yet at a cost lower than many new phono cartridges.

Write today for the full Equalizer story. Your ears and wallet will thank you.

COLUMBIA-PRINCETON ELECTRONIC MUSIC CENTER TENTH ANNIVERSARY ALBUM. Bethany Beardslee, soprano (in the Babbitt); Group for Contemporary Music at Columbia University, Charles Wuorinen, cond. (in the Varèse); Harvey Sollberger, cond. (in the Davidovsky). Composers Recordings CRISD 268, $11.90 (two discs)


This is a disappointing set. The most important thing in it, and the only one of the eight compositions that fill an entire side, is Deserts by Edgard Varèse, which was written before the Columbia-Princeton Electronic Music Center was established and represents the genius of a composer who never had even the faintest recognition from the academic establishment. The recording of it offered here was made by the Columbia University Group for Contemporary Music well after Varèse was safely dead. In all fairness, one should add that, according to the record notes, the electronic parts of the score were “revised with the assistance of Bient Arel in 1961 at the Columbia-Princeton Electronic Music Center.”

In the Fifties, when Deserts was written, to present electronic music all by itself was inconceivable; Deserts is for the usual Varèse orchestra of wind and percussion instruments with three interpolations of electronic sound.

At no time are the instruments and tape heard simultaneously, and the work has been performed without the tape. Although some sounds from the instrumental portions are used in the electronic as well, thereby conferring unity on the whole. The score exploits the sonority, brilliance, and emotional high pressure one expects of Varese, and the contrast between the fixed pitch and familiar tone colors of the instruments and the indefinite pitch and unique timbres of the electronic sections is magnificently handled.

Nowadays composers of electronic music are using conventional instruments along with electronic sound rather than alternating the two; this, if the present album can be believed, is the main difference, aesthetically speaking, between the Fifties and the Seventies in the field. They have also been using computers recently, largely with computerlike results.

There are marvelous new sonorities here in the works of Luening and Ussachevsky (founders of the Center) and Abel and Davidovsky (younger composers trained at Columbia), but there is not much else. These works exploit fascinating, unprecedented tone colors, but their rhythmic structure together, and despite a few rough spots baritone Julian Patrick sings the difficult vocal part with assurance. The Stronger is unfortunately not so well realized. Soprano Johanna Mekel sounds strained and edgy, and she has pitch problems throughout, particularly a tendency to be sharp. The accompaniment is also not always as secure as one would like. Texts for both works are included.

R.P.M.
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LAFAYETTE INTRODUCES... today's most sophisticated 4-channel SQ receiver...

Outstanding Features Include:

- SQ Wave Matching Full Logic Decoder Circuitry—for the Ultimate Playback of SQ Records
- "Composer" Circuits for Derived 4-Channel Sound from All Matrixed/Encoded Program Sources Presently Available!
- Phase Locking FM-MPX Decoder for Optimum FM Stereo Separation and Minimum Distortion
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Tomorrow's sound is here today with Lafayette's new LR-4000 4-Channel SQ 300-Watt AM/FM Stereo Receiver. It has been meticulously engineered to provide all the flexibility, compatibility, and professional features necessary to enjoy the exciting new dimension of 4-channel sound now and for years to come! Highlighted by dramatic new styling and advanced state-of-the-art circuitry, the LR-4000 features an extremely sophisticated SQ Wave Matching Full Logic Decoder with Automatic Gain Control for the ultimate in playback of SQ records. SQ FM Broadcasts are a reality now and the SQ Decoder section of the LR-4000 will flawlessly decode these into thrilling 4-channel sound!

We've also included Lafayette's famous "Composer" circuitry in the LR-4000 and it will reproduce your present 2-channel stereo records, stereo tapes, and FM stereo broadcasts in amazing derived 4-Dimensional sound. Its four powerful 47.5-watt/channel RMS amplifiers flawlessly reproduce any discrete 4-channel open reel or 8-track cartridge tape formats program source you plug in. And it doesn't end here...

The sophisticated tuner section of the LR-4000 contains a Phase Locking FM-MPX decoder which insures optimum FM stereo separation and minimum distortion—a feature you will find only on some of the most expensive components! Believe it or not, this is only the beginning of the LR-4000's something you'll be proud to own, enjoy, and listen to for years to come. LAFAYETTE is 4-CHANNEL!
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SEPTEMBER 1972
Duets for Guitar and Harpsichord. John Williams, guitar; Rafael Puyana, harpsichord; Jordi Savall, viola da gamba. Columbia M 31194, $5.98.


The prize winner here (in the literal sense: It won joint honors in the 1970 Concours Internationale de Guitare in Paris) is Stephen Dodgson's Duo Concertante—a work which, along with some by Benjamin Britten, assures us that there is indeed a future for the guitar beyond its role as a resurrector of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century music. Dodgson's fourteen-minute work is rugged and interesting—besides being tonal and diatonic and attractive to listen to. Its expressive means include big rhetorical flourishes, driving passages of free counterpoint, purposeful interaction, and full-throated assertions of independence on the part of each participant. It is sometimes massive in its sonority, and makes much of the contrasting timbres of harpsichord and guitar. Its profile, in short, is strong and vital, and let us hope the piece will get an airing on American concert stages with these two superb performers.

Rudolf Straube, whose "Three Sonatas for the Guitar with Accompaniments for the Harpsichord or Violon-cello" were published in 1768, was a keyboard pupil of Bach's and an expert lutenist and guitarist. The sonatas, especially No. 1, are quite engaging—though one gathers, from Stephen Dodgson's album notes on the subject, that Rafael Puyana's realiza=tion of the continuo part has much to do with their allure. For the harpsichord is far more than mere accompanist; it joins in a close dance with the guitar, for instance, in the Largo of No. 1, and engages in important imitation elsewhere. The differences in timbre here (as contrasted with the Dodgson work) create a division rather than a unity, for the harpsichord ornamentation emerges with a much more cutting edge of tone than similar figuration on the guitar. I'm not complaining—the dichotomy is part of the fun. A superb recording.

THE $300.00 CONCERT HALL

With all the "great", "new", "fantastic", "innovative" things everyone's claiming, how do we prove we've got something remarkable? Lend us your ears. And eyes.

Listen to the "speakerless" clarity of a multiple-transducer crossoverless system using the finest components. If your record's got fundamental bass, the fundamental's what you'll hear. The attack of drums and strings. And for highs, you won't just listen to them—you can pick them apart: violins, trumpets, piccolos and more—each clearly defin=ed. But good stereo (or quad) is more than frequencies and transients put in their place; it's a spatial phenomenon. Which is where the LDL 749 really excells. Precisely combining forward-radiated sound from the front of the enclosure with panoramically-reflected sound from the rear. Result: the kind of acoustical environment you need to hear a concert hall to get.

Need more convincing? A-B LDL 749's against other speakers—even the $1000-a-pair variety. We honestly think you'll prefer ours.

Where do your eyes come in? To appreciate the speakers' compact size and elegant looks. Beginning with the $299.95 price tag . . . for the pair. Now, where can you get a concert-hall for that? For the name of your nearest dealer, write or call:

LINEAR DESIGN LABS, INC.
114 Wilkins Avenue, Port Chester, N.Y. 10573

$300. Not for One... For Both!!!
lain figurines and Schumann's *Traumerei* with an oozy chocolate coating (how differently he plays the latter work today!), Horowitz ought to be just what you are looking for. Similarly, the Schubert impromptu is played in a corrupt, bowdlerized text with treacly, altered harmonies, and Chopin's nocturnes and mazurka with teasing little distortions and neuroticisms.

In short, a record mainly for piano buffs.

H.G.

**Music for Two Harpsichords.** Thurston Dart and Igor Kipnis, harpsichords (built by Thomas Goff and Robert Goble & Sons). Columbia M 31240, $5.98.


The sessions that produced this amiable disc turned out to be the last for the well-known and sometimes controversial English musicologist/harpsichordist Thurston Dart, who died a year ago at the age of forty-nine. It is altogether fitting and characteristic that he appears here in a dual role. The first part of the Handel suite for two harpsichords, for instance, has been known for some time and was published in the Handel Gesellschaft, but the second part never turned up. Dart "reconstructed" it himself for his own edition published in 1950 and plays it on this recording. It's really a remarkably effective piece with a busy Allemande positively brimming with Handelian joy and a quite moving Sarabande.

Dart was joined for these sessions by a truly kindred spirit and equally skilled harpsichordist, Igor Kipnis. In this Handel suite, as in many of the other pieces, Dart plays the first part and Kipnis the second, and they reverse roles for the repeats; this struck me as an excellent procedure, giving us not only a contrasting treatment in the repeats, but also the contrasting sounds of the two nicely differentiated instruments.

The Tomkins, Byrd, and FarNay pieces are delightful little gems, as are the six Le Roux pieces for two harpsichords, arranged as a suite here with three of the movements transposed to the prevailing key of G minor. Again, it is Dart's edition, prepared from the original of 1705, that is used here.

Couperin's several two-harpsichord pieces are scattered through his various orders, and the five played by Dart and Kipnis are wonderfully entertaining.

The Mozart four-hand sonata, written when the Wunderkind was nine years old, is a harmless and pleasant enough piece, but the real meat of the entire program is the late C minor fugue, which is perhaps better known in its later string version prefaced by an Adagio.

How can one praise highly enough the work of these two artists, as individuals or as a perfectly matched team? For the fascinating repertoire (and a full hour's worth of it is included here), for the excellent recording of the two harpsichords, but especially for the superbly alive performances, you simply must hear this one for yourself.

C.F.G.
in brief

DONIZETTI: Arias from Roberto Devereux, L’Elisir d’amore, La Favorita, Lucia di Lammermoor, and Don Pasquale. Barry Morell, tenor; Vienna Volksoper Orchestra, Argo Quadri, cond. RCA Red Seal LSC 3221, $5.98.

Haydn collector will want this Philips disc simply because it’s so good. But the tightfisted Haydn collector will stick with Dorati, because he does give you a lot of music for your inflated dollar.

HAYDN: Symphonies: No. 52, in C minor; No. 53, D minor. SIFLER: Marimba Suite. SCHMIDT: Ludus Americanus. Turnabout TV 4489, $2.98 (mono).

Both works are major, middle-period Haydn (with No. 53 a very grand work, written one assumes for some festive occasion), and the performances are exceedingly good. Musically the main competition comes from Dorati in Stereo Treasury STS 15121/30. In No. 53 he and Marriner are just about equal in skill, although Marriner has a lighter touch in the Menuetto. In No. 52 Marriner’s approach is more subtle throughout, and his recorded sound lacks some of the formidable bass that makes the Dorati here sound a little bottom-heavy. The unrestrained Haydn collector will stick with Dorati, because he does give you a lot of music for your inflated dollar.

HOUHANESS: Fra Angelico; Requiem and Resurrection. Royal Philharmonic Orchestra (in Fra Angelico); North Jersey Wind Symphony (in the Requiem), Alan Hovhaness, cond. Posseidon Society 1002, $5.98.

Fra Angelico contains much angel music in the strings, and it forms a proper tribute to the gentle Florentine painter. The solemn chants of the brass also play their role very well; unfortunately there is an aleatory passage which is so corny and vulgar that it spoils the whole thing. Solenm chant with bells is also characteristic of Requiem and Resurrection, for the writing for the brass is magnificent; the “wild chaos” is merely that and is not transmuted by the artistic imagination.


Quincy Porter’s New England Episodes is a beautiful work, based on old tunes, or new tunes that sound like old ones, out of the meeting houses and public squares of rural New England; it is all handled in a genuinely creative and evocative way. The Ward concerto is mostly warmed-over Prokofiev. Both recordings are weak.

POULENC: Cinq Poèmes de Paul Eluard (1935); Huit Chansons polonaises (1934); Le Travail du peintre. POULENC: Cinq Poèmes de Paul Eluard (1935); Huit Chansons polonaises (1934); Le Travail du peintre.

Rose Dercourt, evidently one of Poulenc’s favored interpreters during his later years, may well be a delightful lady and a charming alter-apper chanteuse, but this disc is pretty exasperating when heard in the chill light of day. Mme. Dercourt’s technical insecurity and chancy intonation are simply too much in evidence for comfortable listening—all the style in the world cannot erase the necessity for a healthy instrument and complete vocal control in this precisely written, exposed music. Poulenc’s poised, rhythmically supple accompaniments provide the chief historical interest here and the repertoire is unusual. (I know of no other recording of the Huit Chansons polonaises, which Mme. Dercourt sings in her native Polish.) The sound, presumably originating from tapes made in the mid-1950s, is clean and forward. French/Poish texts and English precis are provided.

SUPPE: Overtures: Light Cavalry; Poet and Peasant; Morning, Noon, and Night in Vienna; Pique Dame. London Festival Orchestra, Robert Sharpey, cond. London SPC 21069, $5.98.

Sharples, a hitherto routinier house conductor for English Decca, demonstrates considerably more in both interpretative personality and executant control than I’ve ever heard from him before, and the Phase 4 recording is big, solid, and vivid—so this familiar warhorse program well may become a best seller. But listeners won’t realize what they’re still missing, in both lyrical eloquence and high-intensity vivacity, until they hear the early-stereo-era Suppe overture collection by Henry Krups for Angel and dig up the now out-of-print 1961 collection by Parry for Mercury.

Since Almeida’s recorded debut, a year or so ago, ventured into unfamiliar corners of the French repertory (Schmit’s Salomé, Chausson’s Viviane, Duparc’s Lénore), he scarcely can be chided for the present warhorse programming—at least if he hadn’t given the impression that it was his free choice rather than an onerous chore. His performances are professionally competent, mixing vigor and sentiment in well-controlled proportions, and they are recorded with a robust sonority lacking only a bit in high-end brilliance. To realize what’s lacking interpretatively, you just have to listen to Bernstein’s far more infectiously enthusiastic and dazzlingly bravura Columbia versions (1965-68-70) of all but the Auber overture.


Young Ms. Erwin is billed here as the country’s foremost woman percussionist—surely a qualification unencumbered by Women’s Lib. She certainly proves herself to be by—unsex standards—both competent and versatile in a batch of first recordings of contemporary works all given concert premieres in which she participated. Of these, Kraft’s Morris Dance for various drums alone is a short but distinctively imaginative study, and Sifer’s four-movement Marimba Suite is a mildly exotic, mildly pleasant divertissement. But Schmit’s Ludus Americanus (comprising two William Pillin poems, Gunstlinger and American Housewife, recited by Edmund F. Penney to a varied but musically unadventurous and piano by Boris Pillin is arbitrarily contrived at best and merely slapdash at worst. Even these last selections, however, also enjoy the benefit of the extremely clear, unmiked recording that seems to be the hallmark of musician-engineer Lester Remsen.

R.D.D.
Deep inside a building at New York's Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts, recorded history is being recorded again. At the Rodgers and Hammerstein Archives of Recorded Sound, technician Sam Sanders is busy continually transcribing all sorts of old recordings, transcriptions and acetates. Not only will there then be a more permanent record of this valuable material, but access to it is made easy through a sophisticated catalogue system, by which interested persons can hear material that was otherwise unavailable.

The Rodgers and Hammerstein Archives of Recorded Sound are part of the New York Public Library, Research Library of the Performing Arts, and encompass virtually the entire history of recorded sound. But to get these early (and often irreplaceable) discs onto tape wasn't easy. Because until the recording industry established its own standards, playing speeds, groove widths and depths were widely varied.

Stanton engineers worked closely with Archive Head David Hall and engineer Sam Sanders when the Archive Preservation Laboratory was being set up. Standard Stanton 681 cartridge bodies were chosen for their superior reproduction characteristics. However, some 30 different stylus types had to be prepared to give the tape transfer operation the variety needed to match the various old groove specifications. Each was hand-made by Stanton engineers to fit a particular disc's requirements.

So when Sam Sanders begins the careful disc-to-tape transfer, he must first match the stylus to the record. Both microscope and trial-and-error techniques must be often used together. But one of the special styli will enable every last bit of material to be extracted from these recorded rarities.

It goes without saying that a company willing to take such care in helping to preserve recorded history must also be interested in superior reproduction of today's high fidelity pressings. Which is one reason why Stanton cartridges remain the choice of professionals the world over.

For an informative brochure about our professional-quality cartridges, write to Stanton Magnetics, Inc., Terminal Drive, Plainview, N.Y. 11803.
Vanguard, the company that released the first quadraphonic recordings almost three years ago, has by now covered—via commercially available samplers—more four-channel formats than any other company. The original open-reel Surround Stereo Sampler is still available (Vanguard VSS 1, $14.98). A similar sampler is available in Q-8 cartridge form (Ampex/Vanguard L71, $7.95). There is a disc prepared by the Dynaquad matrixing process (Vanguard SPV 7, $2.95 postpaid from Dynaco in Philadelphia or through Dyna dealers). And there are four discs (Vanguard VSQ IX/4X, $6.95 each) using the Columbia SQ matrixing process.

The two tape issues contain tracks to help you set up your speakers, the Tuba mirum from the Berlioz Requiem, the Sinfonia from Handel's Jeptha, excerpts from the Mahler Third Symphony, and numbers by Joan Baez, Buffy Sainte-Marie, and mooquist (if that's the word for someone who performs on a Moog synthesizer) Jean-Jacques Perry. The Dynaquad disc has the inevitable Tuba mirum plus the "Hallelujah" Chorus, part of a Mozart divertimento, the finale of the Tchaikovsky Fourth, different numbers by Buffy Sainte-Marie and Jean-Jacques Perry, and cuts by Ian and Sylvia, and Country Joe and the Fish. The first of the SQ Quadraphonic Demonstration Albums (VSQ IX) repeats all but the Tchaikovsky from the Dyna disc, plus the Lachrymosa from the Berlioz Requiem. VSQ 2X repeats the contents of the tape program, with the addition of a second Jean-Jacques Perry cut and one by Clean Living.

So far, the fare is varied and some of the juxtapositions jarring, as they often are in samplers (though all of it profits in one way or another from the quadraphonic effect). VSQ 3X and VSQ 4X, which use material derived from King Records in Japan, have more unity. The first side of VSQ 3X contains sound effects and light music; Side 2 consists of three Bach organ works: the D minor Toccata and Fugue, the Little G minor Fugue, and the G minor Fantasia and Fugue. VSQ 4X, actually titled "Aquarius," is all show music.

I've long been playing the Vanguards in my living room with a setup that includes a BIC/Lux stereo receiver in the front channels, a Rotel or a Galactron amplifier in the back channels, the Sony SQD-1000 SQ decoder, a Dyna Quadaptor, a Toyo CRH-730 quadraphonic receiver/ Q-8 player, and a Sony/SuperScope TC-8544S discrete quadraphonic open-reel tape deck. This is admittedly a pretty elaborate system, and for proper A/B comparisons it also requires one more element: the Russian SWB-2, a speaker switching box that I'm using to permit the back speakers to be driven either from the receiver via the Quadaptor or directly from the back-channel amp.

As most readers should know by now, the tape formats are described as discrete—quadraphonic media; that is, they preserve the four signals independently without the matrixing that is normally used to combine signals into the two of all stereo discs except RCA's Quadrodiscs. So the open-reel and Q-8 tapes are discrete; the Dyna and SQ discs are matrixed. And I know what you're going to ask: Which sounds best when the four are compared? I'll get to that. But what is striking in this kind of comparative listening are the similarities, not the differences; and what it proves is not which technique is the winner, but how nearly interchangeable the various techniques are.

Take the Tuba mirum from the Berlioz Requiem. There are slight differences when each version is played "correctly," but they are extremely subtle. Play the Dyna version through the SQ decoder or the SQ version through the Quadaptor, and the differences are somewhat less subtle. But if I were to cover the label and let you play one of these records through any decoder—including the E-V or the Sansui—your living room would tell you that version it was. Even if you moved to a different location in your living room you probably couldn't tell. With almost any reasonable combination of control settings, and with any of the discs or tapes, the sound is strikingly opened up by quadraphonics, evoking the vast chiaroscuro of Berlioz' concept (if not the precise dimensions of Les Invalides, where it was first performed) in a way that is simply beyond the capabilities of stereo reproduction.

Much the same can be said of the other "big" pieces—particularly the "Hallelujah" Chorus and the bits of the Mahler Third Symphony. The space and solidity of the music are altogether coming. And anyone used to hearing the organ in its natural habitat—a church—will appreciate immediately the quantum leap forward that four-channel sound offers to the Bach.

The performances—as performances—are somewhat variable, but generally good to excellent. The one regrettable element (to me) in all this is the welter of fussy effects that surround Buffy Sainte-Marie. In such a sonic hodgepodge there's no opportunity for the sort of compelling simplicity that made her early albums so galvanizing.

But I promised to compare the formats. The open-reel tape strikes me as the best by a hair. The sound is slightly more distinct—more open and free—than that from the other versions, but the differences are subtle. The Q-8 cartridge suffers somewhat from greater noise and less crispness in the high frequencies. (And Ampex has added its name in raised lettering to the Q-8 cartridge case design. The spring-loaded door on the Toyo's cartridge slot catches on this lettering so that the cartridge can be fished out of the slot only with the aid of a letter opener or kitchen knife.) The SQ discs come closer to the sound of the open reel than the cartridge does. The Dyna disc is similar to the SQ, the most noticeable differences being traceable to my rather gritty-sounding sample, which is not up to the excellent standard of the SQ test pressings or the usual store-bought Vanguard stereo product.

I've also compared some of the Joan Baez SQ material with its stereo counterparts. In these "live" recordings it's hard to tell the difference between the two when the discs are played as ordinary stereo, and even when all four channels of the system are switched on. For instance, using all four channels the audience sounds are separated into the back channels in very much the same way no matter which disc is playing. And the effect is likewise comparable when the discs are played in stereo. Indeed the effect is identical; there may be details that one could jump on to distinguish the one from the other—particularly in quadraphonic listening—but the over-all impression of sonic balances and space is the same.

The most impressive thing about the Vanguard quadraphonic releases is that they make sonic sense in almost every cut—more than can be said for many other quadraphonic releases. From the chugging of steam trains on the sound-effects cuts, to the frenetic Flight of the Bumble Bee (piloted by Jean-Jacques Perry), to the splendors of Handel, Mahler, and Berlioz, the sound is given space in which it can breathe. Vanguard consequently demonstrates that quadraphonics are worth pursuing, but not that one avenue of pursuit is better than another.
All in the family.

In the space of a few short years, the critically acclaimed Revox A77 has established itself as the tape recorder of choice for the knowledgeable enthusiast.

Now, from the same dedicated design team that created the Revox A77 come two new meticulously engineered components, an FM tuner and a stereo amplifier, that extend performance to the limits of current technology.

Take the Revox A76 FM stereo monitor tuner. With its incredibly sensitive front end, unique dual action IF strip, specially developed discriminator circuit and two regulated power supplies, the A76 represents an entirely new approach to FM signal processing.

In fact, the Revox A76 sets new performance standards in a half dozen different categories.

But simply quoting a list of specifications, however fine, doesn't begin to describe the capabilities of this remarkable instrument.

For what distinguishes the Revox A76 from all the rest is its uncanny ability to capture the weakest signals with a clarity and a freedom from noise that is truly startling.

As for the Revox A78 stereo amplifier, it does everything a superb amplifier should do. And it does it just a little better.

Together or separately these remarkable components are a fitting addition to the Revox family and provide further proof of what we've said all along...

Revox delivers what all the rest only promise.
**the lighter side**

**reviewed by**

MORGAN AMES

R. D. D'ARRELL

HENRY EDWARDS

MIKE JAHN

JOHN S. WILSON

\* symbol denotes an exceptional recording

**"AMAZING GRACE."** Pipes & Drums and Military Band of the Royal Scots Dragoon Guards, C. L. Herbert, dir. Amazing Grace; Fanfare; Jubilant; Trot and Canter; Keel Row and Bonnie Dundee; eleven more. RCA LSP 4744, $5.98.

Amazing, indeed, that a traditional hymn favorite of the Old South, played in an arrangement for (of all things) bagpipes and military band, should become a best-selling hit, first in England and Germany and now in this country, where it has risen (as I write) to No. 19 on Billboard’s “Hot 100” listings. The reasons for this fantastic success probably lie partly in the undying appeal of the old hymn tune itself, partly in the astoundingly taste-puckering tonal qualities of its pipe scoring, and to some extent in the insatiable craving of today’s youngsters for everything stimulatingly “different.”

I'm sure they would also relish a "straight" version of Amazing Grace with its Rev. John Newton text, but unfortunately the best one I’ve ever come across is out of print. That is contained in the Robert Shaw Chorale’s collection of old American hymns (“What Wondrous Grace,” RCA LSC 2403, of 1960) which well warrants rediscovery—and I just hope that the hullabaloo over the present disc will prompt the reissue of Shaw’s.

There’s a question, though, whether the best-selling single Amazing Grace (and its C Minor variant in RCA T-0709) will remain potent enough to make an equal success of the present album release. A few of the other selections (the similarly sonorous, organlike settings of Lvov’s Imperial Russian Hymn and the familiar Abide With Me for band alone), and especially the comparatively piquant bagpipe-and-band setting of the Dvořák-Fisher Goin’ Home, will be well liked, I’m sure. But what even the most rock-toughened ears will make of the march-strathspey-reel-jig medley for squealing pipes and hard-plugging snare drums only, I couldn’t say. If these pipe-and-drum examples do interest you, it’s only fair to suggest that there have been a good number of others, by the Scots Guards in particular, which are even more spryly played and brilliantly recorded. But none of these discs ever had the inspiration to include anything like the present truly Amazing Grace.

**Elton John:** Honky Chateau. Elton John, vocals and piano; Dee Murray, bass; Nigel Olsson, drums; Davey Johnstone, guitar. Honky Cat; Mellow; Think I’m Gonna Kill Myself; Susie (Dramas); Rocket Man; Salvation; Slave; Amy, Mona Lisa and Mad Hatters; Hercules. Uni 93135, $4.98.

An excellent collection of new songs, alike in some ways to John’s second LP “Tumbleweed Connection.” It opens with a funky rocker accenting bass and drums, Honky Cat, which in its pounding arrangement reminds me of Ballad of a Well-Known Gun. That after-hours rhythm section is something few pop groups, other than John, the Stones, and Dr. John, have tried. Think I’m Gonna Kill Myself is a believable hard rocker, as is Susie, a breezy little dancer. Rocket Man, the single from this LP, is a melodic ballad about an astronaut, one that works much better than might be expected for such a difficult topic. Amy is a lively love song, rendered fascinating by Jean-Luc Ponty’s violin. Mona Lisa and Mad Hatters is about New York, nothing new at all, but interesting in the way it plays with the old Phil Spector rock evoking a feeling for almost everything he chooses to write about. Burn On is an ode to the Cuyahoga River and Newman makes the river come alive for the zillions who have probably never seen it. In Dayton, Ohio—1903, it takes him twenty-one lines to create not only Dayton, but also to make a powerful comment about how much simpler life was then. In St. Simon Smith and the Amazing Dancing Bear, he creates another of his Edwin Arlington Robinson-ish characters and also, as he usually does, reveals a perception about people. He writes: “Oh, who could think that a boy and a bear/ Could be well accepted anywhere/It’s just amazing how fair people can be.”

Newman obviously has an accurate, tart point of view. He understands and can relate the foibles of mankind. His gravelly voice can play against anything he happens to be singing and he adds another level of perception to his work.

I think about coming to America, he succinctly summarizes his vision of the New World: “You’ll just sing about Jesus and drink wine all day/It’s great to be an American.” Old Man, a song about death, offers the following sympathetic comment to an old man on his death bed: “Everybody dies.”

In a Kurt Weill-like tune, Lonely at the Top, Newman picks apart the hard-boiled, hard-hats number. Political Science, is a gleeful plea to drop the bomb on our enemies. In God’s Song, God is a malevolent figure, a destroyer and murderer who gloats that people need him even though he is so monstrous: “You all must be crazy to put your faith in me/That’s why I love mankind/You really need me.”

Randy Newman is needed. Does any other pop album sound as rich as this one does? H.E.


If you like your Bacharach favorites richly romanticized as well as symphonically blown up, you’ll get that here—as well as a number of those hoked-up into concertos for percussion. Arrangers Richard Hayman and Eric Knight, and the virtuosos of the Pops Orchestra’s kitchenware department, let it all bang out. So if you can take their din in quantities and intensities most rock bands would need extra amplification to match, you’ll have a ball. What bothers me far more than the loudness levels and the uninhibited over-fancy scoring is the embarrassing (for me) inclusion of a selection which first appeared a year ago in Fiedler’s “Encore” program, Bacharach’s Do You Know the Way to San Jose? For in my review of that, I really lost my way—winding up, a disoriented as well as effete Easterner, some 900 miles short, in Santa Fe.

**Chuck Rainey Coalition.** Chuck Rainey, electric bass; rhythm accompaniment; Selwart Clarke, cond. Genuine John; Rain Song; Got It Together; five more. Cobblestone 9008, $5.98.

Chuck Rainey has no problem as a musician, for there is no finer electric bass player anywhere. He has no problem working, for everyone in music in New York and Los Angeles
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 knows how good he is and uses him whenever they can get him.

Rainey's problem is simply this: How do you become a star playing an instrument that refuses to lend itself to feature work? The bass, electric or acoustic, is patently a rhythm instrument. To be effective it must be integrally united with other rhythm instruments—drums, percussion, guitar, keyboard, or all. Certainly there is room for bass solos, and one can feature the instrument's sound and style within many orchestral groupings, as is often done. But none of this solves the inherent problem of group momentum, without which even the world's best bassist would be unable to sustain interest.

None of this is news and Chuck Rainey is not the first great bass player to look for a way around or out of it.

This album was produced by Rainey and the late Gary McFarland, both musicians of great taste. They did what they could: Rainey is surrounded by several excellent New York musicians, most of them rhythm players, and a group of strings. They also included several tunes written by Rainey, many bass solos, and many of the unique rhythm patterns for which Rainey is famous.

It's a good album, firmly played and honestly felt. While Rainey could not have done more on his own behalf, I wish that it had more of a feature feeling. The only possible solution I can imagine would have been to dream up some new and sizzling album concept, and this Rainey and McFarland did not do. They handled things pretty conventionally. But within that framework this album is an honorable statement from a remarkable artist. M.A.  

**The Rolling Stones:** Exile on Main Street.

Mick Jagger, vocals, guitar, and harmonica; Keith Richards, guitar; Mick Taylor, guitar, Bill Wyman, bass; Charlie Watts, drums, vocals; and instrumental accompaniment. Rocks Off; Rip This Joint; Hide Your Love; Tumbling Dice; Loving Cup; Just wanna See His Face; Let It Loose; Breaking Down; Sons of Tenderloin; Soul Survivor; eight more. Rolling Stones COC 2-2900, $11.96 (two discs).

A two-LP set of new songs from the Rolling Stones, who can be brilliant or mediocre and shift from one to the other in the space of three microgrooves. Any two-LP set, particularly one that features all new songs, is liable to contain a lot of chaff. This one does, but not enough to tarnish the over-all excellence.

It opens with a solid rock-and-roll display on Side 1, ranging from a guitar boogie like Hip Shaka, Casino Boogie; Tumbling Dice; Loving Cup; Just Wanna See His Face; Let It Loose; Breaking Down; Sons of Tenderloin; Soul Survivor up to far more than the thrown-together collection of songs that soul albums are usually inclined to be. It goes through a fast yet exquisite rock song, a tender ballad, changing to another mood entirely and back up again, all leading up to the title track—a fine blend of soul, rhythm, and gospel lightness. Hurley is a good man to watch. Operating quietly and within that framework this album is an honorable statement from a remarkable artist. M.A.

**John Hurley:** John Hurley Delivers More One More Hallelujah.

John Hurley, vocals, and instrumental accompaniment. You Got the Right; Salvation Lady; The Family; Bring Me; Heavy Burdens Me Down; Lullabies of Jesus; Sleepin' with Love; Gettin' It Free; Sweetwater; One More Hallelujah. Bell 6075, $5.98.

The author of Son of a Preacher Man, Hurley is backed here by a chorus and by the band that travels with Elvis Presley. The result is a masterful and exciting collection of songs in a soul/gospel manner. Hurley has a good voice for this, one of the few white men who can make the claim. He sounds a bit like Felix Cavaliere of the Rascals, always one of the best soul singers.

The album is programmed well, adding up to far more than the thrown-together collection of songs that soul albums are usually inclined to be. It goes through a fast yet exquisite dance song, a tender ballad, changing to another mood entirely and back up again, all leading up to the title track—a fine blend of soul, rhythm, and gospel lightness. Hurley is a good man to watch. Operating quietly and with little fanfare he has produced an album of high value. M.J.

**Chuck Berry:** The London Chuck Berry Sessions.

Chuck Berry, vocals and guitar; rhythm and keyboard accompaniment. Let's Boogie; Mean Old World; I Will Not Let You Go; live more. Chess CH 6020. $6.98.

Fourteen years after his first recording sessions, there isn't a soul alive who doesn't acknowledge Chuck Berry as one of the great
kings of rock-and-roll. Berry has amazing durability as a performer; he's been able to cram a startling amount of joy into the uncomplicated tunes that comprise the major portion of his songbook. Some of that joy has found its way onto this disc, half of which consists of a studio session in which Berry performs some of his new songs backed by English musicians. The other half consists of a live recording of the conclusion of a performance Berry gave at England's Lancaster Pop Festival.

On Side 1, Berry is more reserved and melower than usual. Those familiar chords are still there, but the living legend seems to concentrate more on the blues than on maintaining his much-beloved Fifties' sound. Cuts like "Let's Boogie" and Walter Jacobs' "Mean Old World" are interesting because they display Berry's skillful phrasing and present him as an authentic exponent of the blues. It is an accomplished performance but so out of character that it does not satisfy. The London Berry Blues, a five-and-one-half-minute instrumental, does not excite either.

Side 2's live selections will be memorable for all of those who have seen Berry in person. Novices (if indeed there are any) will not get a true sense of the excitement the master can generate because this LP is just one of those live recordings that doesn't quite work. Berry performs "Reelin' and Rockin'," My Ding-a-Ling, and Johnny B. Goode ("Closing"). My Ding-a-Ling, one of Chuck's raunchier sing-a-longs, was probably truly risque in the Fifties but in these more liberated times it is a bit tiresome.

This disc only comes to total life during the & Closing segment. Berry has left the stage; a frantic MC is trying to persuade the audience to leave; the audience chants hysterically. "We want Chuck! We want Chuck! We want Chuck!" People who have seen Berry perform in concert will probably join in the cheer. Others may not find this LP the best introduction.

* JETHRO TULL: Thick as a Brick

The feature ingredient of the group called Jethro Tull is a British musician named Ian Anderson, who plays acoustic guitar and flute, and provides vocals as well. The title tune, Thick as a Brick, has become a hit single. Consider the album a hit because of it.

Along with Anderson, group members include Martin Barre (electric guitar and flute); John Evan (keyboards); Jeffrey Hammond-Hammam (electric bass); and Barriemore Barlow (drums and percussion). All four are excellent musicians. While the album often gives the illusion of full orchestration, nearly all the music is provided by these four alone.

For me, the true appeal of Jethro Tull lies in its inventive use of rhythms. Over-all, the title tune has a delicate Elizabethan effect. Yet its rhythm flows fascinatingly from one "tempo" to another. Are we in 3/4 or 4/4 or 6/8 or 2/4? In truth it can be counted any number of ways in order to come out properly. Any musician knows that behind such apparent ease is a great deal of thought and expertise.

The album is structured as one long piece with several connecting passages between main segments. In all it is a sophisticated statement from one of pop music's most provocative groups.

DAVID BOWIE: The Rise and Fall of Ziggy Stardust and the Spiders from Mars. David Bowie, guitar, sax, and vocals; Mick Ronson, guitar, piano, and vocals; Trevor Bolder, bass; Mick Woodmansey, drums. Five Years; Soul Love; Moonage Daydream; eight more. RCA LSP 4702, $5.98.

David Bowie may be the Ezra Pound of rock-and-roll. RCA has seen fit to send out an explanation of Bowie's impossibly titled, brand new "concept" album. RCA informs us that this disc "...is a kind of temporal autobiography (but clearly no ego trip) cast in a mythic mold. Perhaps by becoming a fantasy David Bowie is able to make fantasy into reality (are we really so sure of that separation anyway?), and to take the idea further, to the conclusion it arrives at with this album, the fantasy becomes tangible, and reality, by its sheer outrage, slips into fantasy."

No matter! Bowie is an original. He can write a fresh, unusual song. He has a distinctive, listenable voice. He is interested in musical values and can write a compelling melody. Rock-and-roll scholars will probably offer elaborate interpretations of "The Rise and Fall of Ziggy Stardust and the Spiders from Mars," but it is not too difficult to determine that Bowie is dealing with an eventual apocalyptic, the fruition of rock-and-roll culture, the current crop of Dadaist rock-and-roll

"The life of the Waltz and the cluster of Strausses who were its creators is retold with zest, wit, and narrative speed that does not exclude insight into the cultural history of the town beyond belief. Vienna..." - Jacques Barzun. Once opened, you'll not put this book down. A cover-to-cover joyful trip in three-quarter time.


There has been only praise for critics for this biography of Isadora Duncan, certainly a great artist but also an extraordinary woman. It is hard to believe that almost a century has passed since her birth (1878-1927) as so much she fought for—and was maligned for—is relevant to 1972. She lived a rebellion against restrictions in her art and life. Seroff, her last lover, is noted for his biographies of musicians.

NORMAN ROCKWELL ILLUSTRATOR. Deluxe slipcased edition.

It can be conjectured that the success of this splendidly produced book is based on a need to re-capture for a time at least Rockwell's uniquely benign and humorous view of American life. Dorothy Canfield Fisher (in her preface). "In a period when wortwood and vinegar are the fashionable flavorings, it is genuine originality for Rockwell to dip his brush into the honey-pot of lovableness and zest in living." 437 Illustrations, 43 in color, plus 30 years of Saturday Evening Post covers. A gift to warm your or a friend's heart.

LETTERS OF COMPOSERS THROUGH SIX CENTURIES. Compiled & Edited by Piero Weiss.

Whether you start at the beginning with Machaut in the 14th century and end with Schoenberg in the 20th, or choose first your favorite composers, you'll find this brilliant collection of 232 documents, arranged in chronological order, an enlightening experience. Musical examples and manuscript reproductions.


Whether you start at the beginning with Machaut in the 14th century and end with Schoenberg in the 20th, or choose first your favorite composers, you'll find this brilliant collection of 232 documents, arranged in chronological order, an enlightening experience. Musical examples and manuscript reproductions.


Four decades of bands and bandleaders examined both in musical terms and in their social and economic context. Unlike previous histories, this includes the great English and European bands. Lists of selected recordings with each chapter.

RECORDS IN REVIEW. 1972 EDITION. Compiled & Edited by Piero Weiss.

"The elements of style" is exactly what the present volume contains. This book is designed for use in college. It is revised by White to keep pace with the changing English language. One of the rare reference books that is fun to read, it belongs on every writer's bookshelf, every executive's desk, and in every high school and college.

THE RECORDINGS OF BEETHOVEN. As viewed by the Critics of High Fidelity.

To celebrate the Beethoven Bicentenary, High Fidelity published the most immense critical discography ever undertaken by any magazine, appraising every available recording of the composer's works. At the end of the year, these separate discographies were completely revised and updated and are collected into one convenient book. It is hard to imagine any record collection without it on an adjacent shelf. Index to performers.


The final volume of this monumental study by one of Britain's leading musicologists, eagerly awaited because of the great critical acclaim for the first two. The overworked word "definitive" is exact usage here. 350 Music Examples. No. 269 ... $13.95

VOLUME I (1864-1912) No. 2610 ... $12.50

VOLUME II (1912-1932) No. 2611 ... $12.50
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**BILLIE HOLIDAY:** Gallant Lady. Billie Holiday, vocals; unlisted accompanists. Ain't Nobody's Business If I Do, Lover Man: Them There Eyes; I Loves You, Porgy; Miss Brown to You; Do; Lover Man; Them There Eyes; I Loves You, Porgy; Morgan 7046, $5.98.

So many of Billie Holiday's recordings during the last, despairing years of her life are such dismal hollow representations of the singer she really was (and still was in her better moments of those years), that it is disturbing to find that, as time passes, these performances will come to represent her art to many collectors. The agony cult should find in them, but to those who remember Billie down through the years—from the Teddy Wilson recordings of the mid-'30s on through the troubled '40s and into those agonized '50s—most of those latter-day recordings pur a sadly misplaced emphasis on her singing. She was not always as limited, as worn, as tiresome as those last records suggest. Right up to the end, her basic qualities could still shine through. And now here is a set, recorded live in the Fifties in the Boston nightclub Storyville, that shows not only how much of the early Billie Holiday still remained but also how that early style had matured. These performances were issued back in the Sixties on the RIC label but received little distribution then. The recording, muddy on that first release, has been cleaned up remarkably and, as a result, we are now able to hear Miss Holiday at her peak—mature but in good voice—and well recorded.

Everything on this record is part of her basic repertoire, songs she sang and recorded innumerable times. But scarcely any of them have been recorded in the exceptional performances she gives them here. I Cover the Waterfront, for instance, and I Loves You, Porgy are marvelously expressive versions in which the fascinating texture of her voice with its dancing lights and shadows are an integral part of a projection that was the definitive Billie Holiday. If you only have one Billie Holiday record, this should be it. It tells you more about her and about her art than any other single record I know.

J.S.W.

**ERIC KLOSS:** Doors. Eric Kloss, alto and tenor saxophones; Neal Creque, piano; Gene Taylor, bass; Ron Kranski, drums. Doors; Waves; Quasar. Sweatin' It Out: Love; Libra. Cobblestone 9008, $5.98.

Eric Kloss, at twenty-three, is one of the most fascinating young saxophonists playing today. He has been recording for six years, since he was seventeen, and this set shows the scope and maturity at which he has already arrived. He plays both alto and tenor with a special singing tone andorious, (implemented, possibly, by the fact that he is blind) for subtle and exotic shadings of tone and rhythm. His solos are beautifully constructed lines that seek out the unexpected without simply reaching for the unusual. He can be brightly, hopefully brash as he tears through Quasar or warmly romantic on Waves, an evocation of the island of St. Thomas. And for straight-ahead but educated funk, there is a piece called Sweatin' It Out.

Kloss is backed by an excellent young drummer from Pittsburgh, Ron Krasinski, who manages to give the group a tremendous sense of drive but in a light and airy fashion so that he creates a constant feeling of buoyancy. Gene Taylor's bass provides a powerful rhythmic core, particularly on Sweatin' It Out. But Neal Creque, who has been building a name in New York as an arranger for Latin jazz groups, gets relatively little out of his electric piano solos.

J.S.W.

**COUNT BASIE:** Super Chief. Count Basie and His Orchestra; Jones-Smith, Inc.; Mildred Bailey; Harry James and His Orchestra; Glenn Hardman and His Hammond Five; Teddy Wilson and His Orchestra. Shoe Shine Boy, Shout and Feel It: Upright Organ Blues. twenty-five more. Columbia G 31224, $5.98 (two discs)

What a refreshingly different reissue package this is! Instead of the batch of familiar Basie band recordings that one might expect, producer Michael Brooks has put together an imaginative collection of small group recordings, air shots, accompaniments to vocalists by Basie sidemen as well as some of the less familiar big band sides. The result is a musical cornucopia: the 1936 Jones-Smith, Inc. sides with Jimmy Rushing singing; the band broadcasting from the Savoy ballroom in Harlem with Billie Holiday (then the Basie girl singer) shouting encouragement behind the Count's piano; Mildred Bailey and Billie Holiday backed by Basie sidemen; Lester Young bringing a breath of surprise to two of the pieces by Glenn Hardman, the organist; a pair of selections with vocals by the too rarely recorded Helen Humes; that marvelous tour de force, Miss Thing, which was Basie's double-sided follow-up to his original two-sided disc.
Dave Brubeck Quartet: The Last Set at Newport. Dave Brubeck, piano; Gerry Mulligan, with the help of Alan Dawson, drums. Blues for Newport; Take Five; Open the Gates. Atlantic 1607, $5.98.

Nothing could better illustrate the freshness that Gerry Mulligan and Alan Dawson have brought to the Dave Brubeck Quartet than the version of Take Five that the group plays here (recorded in 1971 at the Newport Jazz Festival). Even though it was the most popular piece the old quartet played when Paul Desmond (who wrote Take Five) was still with Brubeck, Gerry Mulligan, with the help of Dawson, brings a wondrous new sense of warmth and grace to the piece during his far too short solo—especially so in view of the lengthy clobbering that Brubeck gives it after Mulligan steps back.

So far as Brubeck is concerned, this is a disastrous record. Even worse than his contribution to Take Five is the sixteen-minute treat-ment of Blue for Newport on the entire first side of the disc—here is a summation of all the most sterile aspects in his playing. If one is to believe the rationalization of George Wein in the liner notes (Brubeck was intimidated by the volume of electronic sound produced by Bill Chase's group which had preceded him on-stage; but Wein told Brubeck not to worry—just go out and wail) the banality of his performance could be attributed to desperation. Certainly over the years Brubeck's playing has always been best when he felt it unnecessary to prove anything, he always appeared at his worst when he had trouble milking applause during a solo. But on this collection Mulligan is always just around the corner, ready to pick up the pieces and give the overall performance such a masterful polish that one can almost overlook Brubeck's intrusions.

J.S.W.

Wally Rose: On Piano. Wally Rose, piano. Cannonball Rag; St. Louis Tickle; Junk Man Rag; seven more. Blackbird S 12007, $4.98 (Lakco Record Co., 607 West Deming, Chicago, Ill. 60614).

Wally Rose, who used to tickle the ivories—to exhume a phrase—for Lu Watters' Yerba Buena Jazz Band in the 1940s and was one of the ground-breakers for the ragtime revival then, has not been heard from much of late. According to the notes on this disc, he has been teaching in San Francisco and making occasional public appearances. This set of rags was recorded in 1968 and shows Rose much as he was in his Yerba Buena days—a neat, precise, but somewhat dry pianist. Some of his performances have a rather staid, anonym-ous quality, but he puts a becoming lilt into most of them. The piano playing of his performances have a rather staid, anonym-ous quality, but he puts a becoming lilt into most of them.
in brief

**The Sidewinders.** RCA LSP 4696, $5.98. The Sidewinders is a rock-and-roll quintet from Cambridge, Massachusetts. The quintet's debut disc has been produced by Lenny Kaye, a well-known, respected rock critic who has been documenting the pop scene for the past couple of years. Critics usually love to pan the musical creations of other critics. Kaye need not fear. The Sidewinders is a lively band that makes rhythmic, danceable music, and the LP is a thoroughly enjoyable album. Kaye's production values are exemplary. **H.E.**

**AMERICA.** Warner Bros. BS 2576, $5.98. Tape: ◇ M82576, $6.95; ● M52576, $6.95

Three Americans living in London (Dewey Bunnell, Gerry Beckley, and Dan Peek), America came up with this year's hit A Horse With No Name. The balance of this, their debut LP, is in the same genre: tight vocal harmonies and a slightly magnified folk accompaniment—over-all not unlike Neil Young's work. It's generally pleasant. **M.J.**

**EAGLES.** Asylum SD 5054, $5.98. A hard-rock and blues band formed around the duo who used to be called Merryweather & Carey, Mama Lion plays a credible version of Janis Joplin with Full Tilt Boogie. Lynn Carey screams a bit much perhaps, but the energy is high and the large color photo showing her breast-feeding a lion cub is also nice. **M.J.**

**MAMA LION.** Family FPS 2702, $5.98. Tape: ◇ M82702, $6.95; ● M52702, $6.95

A hard-rock and blues band formed around the duo who used to be called Merryweather & Carey, Mama Lion plays a credible version of Janis Joplin with Full Tilt Boogie. Lynn Carey screams a bit much perhaps, but the energy is high and the large color photo showing her breast-feeding a lion cub is also nice. **M.J.**

**EAGLES.** Asylum SD 5054, $5.98. A country-rock band consists of four members and each of them sings. Naturally, some very pleasant harmonies are created. This country-rock band consists of four members and each of them sings. Naturally, some very pleasant harmonies are created. **M.J.**

**WHITE CLOUD.** Good Medicine GM 3500, $5.98. The debut album by a solid country and rock band. Note particularly the singing of Mr. Kaye and Miss Vent. Her slow version of Hound Dog is the first nonhysterical interpretation of that song in years. **H.E.**

**AUDIENCE:** Lunch. Elektra 75026, $5.98. A versatile four-man band from England with plenty of talent and a sense of humor, Audience is still hungering for an American audience. Those who hear the delightful Hula Girl will, no doubt, be converted to Audience's cause. **H.E.**

**SHA NA NA: The Night Is Still Young.** Kama Sutra KSBS 2050, $5.98. Here, Sha Na Na revives some more of the Golden Oldies from the Fabulous Fifties and mixes them up with some new material. Alas, the new songs lack the peerless wit and extraordinary energy that these twelve characters bring to their first love. If Sha Na Na ever found the formula to create Seventies music with as much style as their Fifties music, the world would be theirs. **H.E.**

**ARLO GUTHRIE:** Hobo's Lullaby. Warner Bros. MS 2060, $5.98. The set may please Arlo's fans but I find it a thoroughly undistinguished collection of songs with a vocal performance to match. Only two of the numbers are written by Guthrie. One of them, however, the instrumental Mapleview (200) Rag does possess a sunny vitality. **H.E.**

**Jim Croce:** You Don't Mess Around With Jim. ABC ABCX 756, $5.98. Croce has been documenting the pop scene for the past couple of years. Critics usually love to pan the musical creations of other critics. Croce needs not fear. The Sidewinders is a lively band that makes rhythmic, danceable music, and the LP is a thoroughly enjoyable album. Kaye's production values are exemplary. **H.E.**

**Good Medicine:** Family FPS 2702, $5.98. Tape: ◇ M82702, $6.95; ● M52702, $6.95

A hard-rock and blues band formed around the duo who used to be called Merryweather & Carey, Mama Lion plays a credible version of Janis Joplin with Full Tilt Boogie. Lynn Carey screams a bit much perhaps, but the energy is high and the large color photo showing her breast-feeding a lion cub is also nice. **M.J.**

**EAGLES.** Asylum SD 5054, $5.98. This country-rock band consists of four members and each of them sings. Naturally, some very pleasant harmonies are created. This country-rock band consists of four members and each of them sings. Naturally, some very pleasant harmonies are created. **M.J.**

**White Cloud.** Good Medicine GM 3500, $5.98. The debut album by a solid country and rock band. Note particularly the singing of Mr. Kaye and Miss Vent. Her slow version of Hound Dog is the first nonhysterical interpretation of that song in years. **H.E.**

**Audience:** Lunch. Elektra 75026, $5.98. A versatile four-man band from England with plenty of talent and a sense of humor, Audience is still hungering for an American audience. Those who hear the delightful Hula Girl will, no doubt, be converted to Audience's cause. **H.E.**

**Sha Na Na:** The Night Is Still Young. Kama Sutra KSBS 2050, $5.98. Here, Sha Na Na revives some more of the Golden Oldies from the Fabulous Fifties and mixes them up with some new material. Alas, the new songs lack the peerless wit and extraordinary energy that these twelve characters bring to their first love. If Sha Na Na ever found the formula to create Seventies music with as much style as their Fifties music, the world would be theirs. **H.E.**

**Arlo Guthrie:** Hobo's Lullaby. Warner Bros. MS 2060, $5.98. The set may please Arlo's fans but I find it a thoroughly undistinguished collection of songs with a vocal performance to match. Only two of the numbers are written by Guthrie. One of them, however, the instrumental Mapleview (200) Rag does possess a sunny vitality. **H.E.**

**Jim Croce:** You Don't Mess Around With Jim. ABC ABCX 756, $5.98. Croce has a keen eye for the verities of ordinary life. His songs are perceptive and carefully constructed. He accompanies himself on six-string guitar most professionally. This LP should make him plenty of friends. **H.E.**
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Please run my ad as shown below:

for sale

CANADIAN—DYNAO COMPONENTS at TREMENDOUS DISCOUNTS. Write En-Jay Sales, Homestead, Ontario.


PROTECT YOUR VALUABLE EQUIPMENT! Now you can have a professional home security system at half the retail cost. PLUS-you can install your own radio-controlled system yourself! PLUS-plus--NO WIREZ! Write for free information and prices.


miscellaneous


KLIPSCH, JBL, TANNIO, MARANTZ, THORENS, RABCO. No discounts. Counting Sound. 1801 Brewerton Rd., Syracuse, N. Y. 13204.

DIAMOND NEEDLES and Stereo Cartridges at Discount prices for Shure, Pickering, Stanbro, Empire, Grado and AQ. Send for free catalog. All merchandise brand new and factory sealed. LYLE CARTRIDGES, Dept H, Box 69, Kensington Station, Brooklyn, N. Y. 11218.

RADIO KERUNS catalogs $1.00 (refundable). Box 724-HF. Redmond, Wash. 98052.

HIGH FIDELITY is ON MICROFILM: Back copies of articles from any of these issues may be obtained from Billboard Publications at a cost of $1.00 per page. For further information contact: DennisHyland Corporation Research Division Publications, 165 W. 46th St., New York, N. Y. 10036.

CIRCULAR CASSETTE CAROUSEL. Compact tape file system. Eliminates awkward boxes. Details FREE! T Enterprises. 813H Clover Drive, Symsonia, Ky. 42082.

LEARN RECORDING FROM STUDIO ENGINEERS: Free Liter-ature. Write NNA P.O. Box 721-M, Rye, N. Y. 10580.

services

RENT 4-TRACK OPEN REEL TAPES—ALL MAJOR LABELS—3.000 different—free brochure. Stereo-Parti, 51 St. James Drive. Santa Rosa, Calif. 95401.


CASSETTES—60-minute stereo/monaural rentals (90 days) — Majestic, 9651 Foxbury, Pico Rivera, California.

STECKED TAPE RENTAL FOR PARTICULAR PEOPLE. Free cata-

l09

HIG1Y FIDELITY CLASSIFIED

165 W. 46th St., New York, N. Y. Phone (212) 757-2800

RECORD MART Advertisement

ADVERTISING INDEX is on page 84. READER SERVICE CARDS appear on pages 27 and 85.


SCOTCH TAPES, CASSETTES—CARTRIDGES—REELS. Catalog 104. Towne, Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444.


OLD RADIO PROGRAMS ON CASSETTES OR REELS. THOUS.

ANDS OF YOUR FAVORITES LIVE AGAIN. LOW PRICES. HIGH-

QUALITY CATALOG 504. REMEMBER RADIO, INC., BOX 2513, Nor-

MAN, OKLA. 73069.


MEMOREX recording tape, audio & video. lowest prices. Write for free information. BERGETZ SYSTEMS CO., Box 1181, Melrose Park, Ill. 60161.

SCOTCH TAPE $1.50, 1800 Foot, 7 inch reel. Polyester. $1.95 postpaid. $1.87 (12). $1.75 (48). Orders. Cassettes. Open Reel Music Tapes (100-page DISCOUNT CATALOG 254) SAVI.

TONE TAPE SALES. 1706 Columbia Road, Washington, D. C. 20009.


ANY RECORD. ANY TAPE AT LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES. En-

roll in Saturnian Record Club $1.00 Lifetime Membership Fee brings you a Free Schwann Catalogue and forms for immediate ordering of any record at unmatchably low prices. No minimum. no limit. Write Saturnian Record Club, 507 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C. 10017. Box H F.

BASF, MEMOREX, SCOTCH TDK, reels, cassettes, 8-tracks; Low-

est prices. S & A Audio, Box 2065, Champaign, Ill. 61820.

SHOW ALBUMS—Rare, out-of-print LPS. Large list 104: Broad-


Please run my ad as shown below:

taped & records

CASH FOR UN WANTED STEREO LPS AND PRERECORDED TAPES: Ruder 81 Forshay Road, Monsey, New York 10952

new equipment for sale

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES WAREHOUSE HOUSE IS COMING TO YOUR AREA. FRANCHISE AVAILABLE. THIEVES WAREHOUSE, P.O. BOX 8057, PENSACOLA, FLORIDA 32505.


NEW LOW PRICES ON COMPONENTS. SYSTEMS SAME DAY QUOTES! FAST, LOW-COST GUARANTEED DELIVERY! YOU'LL HEAR MORE FROM REDWOOD STERE0 R.S.C. P.O BOX 2794, SAN RAFAEL, CALIF 94901 (415) 472-2265.

LOW, LOW PRICES, on Audio Equipment and blank tape. All factory fresh. 1st quality items. Write for FREE CATALOGS to Mr. A., Dept. A.M., at SG DISTRIBUTORS INC. 46-35 46th Road, Maspeth, N. Y. 11378.

real estate


situations wanted


TAPES & RECORDS

"HARD TO GET—RECORDS—ALL SPEEDS. RECORD Exchange, 842 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10019.

SCOTCH RECORDING TAPE, LOWEST PRICES. TAPE CENTER, Box 4305C, Washington, D.C. 20012.

OPERA TAPE Bargains.—$1.50—(REELS & CASSETTES). Box 1101, WOODHAVEN, NEW YORK 11421.

"LIVE OPERA PERFORMANCES on REEL to REEL TAPES. In-

credible performances dating back 40 years. From PONSETTE 1101, WOODHAVEN, NEW YORK 11421.

Send 25¢ for new catalog to Recollections-P.O. Box 197, Roselle Park, N. J. 07204.

September 1972

ADVERTISING INDEX is on page 84. READER SERVICE CARDS appear on pages 27 and 85.
Great Original II. Just within the last century and a half, the galaxy of great composers has revealed no less than four strange "pulsars" which, unlike the steady constellations, follow eccentric orbits and fluctuate unpredictably in intensity. First, in magnitude perhaps as well as in order of discovery, was of course Mussorgsky. More recently Satie and Ives have had a sudden stargazers' vogue. But the second of the truly Great Originals has been slower to emerge from the double obscurrences of oddity and strictly parochial fame.

He is the distinctive Czech genius, Leos Janacek, whose creative achievements are characterized by a breadth and depth that to date have been far too inadequately represented outside his native country. Hence the special significance of a major addition to his catalogue: Rudolf Firkusny's authoritative performances of his compatriot's (and onetime teacher's) works for solo and concerted piano (DG/DGG D 2055, two 7½-ips reels, $14.95).

There's no need for me to repeat the unanimous praise disc reviewers have given performances and recording, except to note that the reel processing is (apart from a few very faint pre-echos) of the same caliber. And no reader familiar with my unconcealed bias for Czech music in general will be surprised to learn that I have been absolutely fascinated by this music, which I'm ashamed to say is brand new to me. (It was practiced by this music, which I'm ashamed to learn that I have been absolutely fascinated by it. Hence the special significance of a major addition to his catalogue: Rudolf Firkusny's authoritative performances of his compatriot's (and onetime teacher's) works for solo and concerted piano (DG/DGG D 2055, two 7½-ips reels, $14.95).

Winged-Chariot Traveling Companions. The double standard I've long invoked to justify my carbonbore relish of music and performances I might not tolerate in more attentive home audition is now extended to cover transcriptions I'd disapprove of, theoretically anyway, in other circumstances. I'm not entirely puritanical where transcriptions are concerned, but my tolerance would normally be stretched by military-band reworkings of Bach and two-guitar arrangements of well-known piano and orchestral pieces. Yet in both instances performing performances gusto not only makes the new "Bach for Band" and "Julian and John" programs delectably irresistible when played with such contagious relish and humor by Julian and John.

Bread and [but the Very Best] Butter Conductor. RCA's loss of Fiedler and the Bostonians to DGG/Polydor seems to have stepped up rather than curtailed the former label's Boston Pops release activity. The recordings themselves aren't new, obviously, but many haven't been available before in cassette format; and a considerable number of others have been regrouped under new program rubrics in simultaneously released disc, cassette, and cartridge editions.

In the first category are two double-length anthologies of typical Pops fare: "Opera's Greatest Hits" and "Fiedler's Favorite Marches" (RK 5069 and 5071, $9.95 each). In the latter category are no less than six regrouped collections of popular light classics and pop-hymn apocrypha, of which I've heard so far only the cassette editions, priced (like the disc versions) at $6.95 each. Best of them is "Fiedler Old" (RK 1266) in which Chbrrier, Falla, and Granados are agreeably combined with lighter Iberian dance and march materials. The natures of the recordings are well indicated by their titles: "Reprise" (RK 1227), "A Taste of Honey" (RK 1228), "Great Music for Gre Lovers" (RK 1240). A Fiedlerian "must if only for its cover illustration), "The Wore the Days" (RK 1241), and "Ame can salute" (RK 1265).
TEAC 1230:
three motors vs. one and a dog whistle

When you're trying to design a moderately priced open-reel deck for the neophyte audiophile, you run into some exotic tradeoffs. At TEAC it's been our philosophy to start him off right with the best transport to be found. That's easy for us, because we're world renowned for our mechanical genius. So if anyone could design a brilliant all-purpose one-motor mechanism, we're the ones. But we believe that nothing short of a 3-motor machine can start an audiophile off in a professional way. For the all-critical capstan drive—the very finest of hysteresis-synchronous motors. And for supply and takeup—comparably fine eddy-current motors. All TEAC-designed and made to the tightest tolerances. This accounts for our negligible wow and flutter of 0.08% at 7½ ips. With a superlative transport like this, we don't have to design our electronics as a "compensation network." We give you a frequency response of 30-22,000 Hz (plus or minus 3 dB) at 7½ ips. A signal-to-noise ratio of 55 dB. Harmonic distortion of 1% at 1,000 Hz. So at 7½ ips—the speed used for audiophile-quality recording—you can produce prodigies of sound. But for extended-play descants on dog whistles you may have to go elsewhere. We further spoil the aspiring audiophile with many studio conveniences not to be found on comparable decks. A bias-current control switch that allows superb recording on standard or high-output/low-noise tapes. MIC/LIN mixing in both mono and stereo modes. The famous Edi-Q—a smooth one-hand pause control for precise editing and cueing. We hope we've helped you understand our 3-motor 1230 deck. Even at the risk of putting down man's best friend's whistle.

TEAC
TEAC Corporation of America,
7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, California 90640
TEAC Corporation, 1-8-1 Nishi-shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo, Japan
TEAC EUROPE NV, Kabelweg 45-47, Amsterdam—W 2, Holland
In Canada, White Electronic Development Corp., Ltd., Toronto
CIRCLE 67 ON READER-SERVICE CARD
separates are better than ever
...especially the NEW
KENWOOD KT-6005 and KA-6004

To some audiophiles nothing will ever separate components. So KENWOOD makes them better than ever... at a moderate price that makes the great sound of KENWOOD sound even better!

THE NEW KT-6005 FM/AM STEREO TUNER... A top performer that incorporates new engineering techniques, luxury features and sleek new styling. KENWOOD's new double-switching demodulator system in the MPX circuit eliminates phase drift between main and sub-signals for better stereo separation. A newly-designed FM IF stage delivers better than 80 dB selectivity and an excellent capture ratio of only 1.3 dB. The efficient front end assures maximum sensitivity (1.5 \mu V) and noise-free reception.

THE NEW KA-6004 STEREO AMPLIFIER... A marvel of stereo efficiency to control an expansive stereo system. Direct coupling and pure-complementary symmetry assure flat frequency response, low distortion, and high damping factor. A Continuous Power Output of 40 watts per channel, both channels driven simultaneously into 8 ohms at arbitrary frequency from 20 to 20 kHz, indicates the unit's high performance capability. The new preamp equalizing stage delivers wide dynamic range (420mV p-p, max input = 1k Hz), and new PNP transistors and precision resistors maintain excellent S/N. Other luxury features include 2-system tape monitor and provision for 2 phono, 2 aux, tuner, mike and 2 sets of stereo speakers.

For complete specifications visit your nearest KENWOOD Dealer, or write...